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Fax 01702 205843
Enquiries 01702 206835

01702 204965
Orders only
FreePhone 0500 73 73 88

Waters & Stanton PLC
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS
For the very latest Bargains & Secondhand Listings,
Visit: Our large Web Site www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
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Real -Time Spectrum Scope

Allannt=741_2ftiCINEgOciiII
New DX Rig

5" Colour Screen

32 Bit DSP
51 Bandwidths
RF Processing

Voice Memory

CW memory

Phav row opdor Liciity T mot

FT-1000MP
YAE SU 160 - 10m All Mode
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Secure e-mail order: sales©wsplc.demon.co.uk Retail Mon. - Sat.

General e-mail: Info@wsplc.demon.co.uk 9 00am - 5.30pm

nor, Sio./.1 the

test of time arid

WOO VINO used by the

worlds top DXers arid DXepedlions. its excellent receiver combined with its superior

transmitted signal makes this a natural choice for the HF enthusiasts. AC and DC ver-

sions in stock

0 IC -70611G
IC 0 ivi 160 - 70cm All Mode

I_

1'132.2

1.1.3 FIL f49 ME9f
The IC -70811 G s

the latest model of

this classic trans-

ceiver. Great for

mobile, portable or base use. Its got a great pedigree and offers 100 Watts on all

bands up to 50MHz with 50 Watts on 2m and 20 Watts on 70cm. CTCSS encode
and a lovely display with rernoveable front panel. It's the tops' Ask for *eel

KENWOOD TS-570DG
160 - 10m All Mode

_..
eq?accic7-..

v it
... ,.,... ,.,,,000 c,,,,,

,. ..61,0009, ,... ii    --,, .t. the most underat-

0 00 0 01100.- ed rigs We love
IMO' its superb races -

t and amazing selectivity, particularty for CW. Then look at the price and remember

you get a 100 Walls of pure delight Why not phone for leaflet/

YAERTi FT -840
160 - 10m All Mode

.9839 ^a.

F.17Stt

The FT -840

Watts of well engineered

RF together with a receiver
that can more than hold as own. The large LCD readout makes for easy reading

and the ow price makes this the perfect first -11F rig buy. We have used this exten-

swely and nobody will know you are running a sub f 1,000 redo except your wallet.

Sec t523 23 Amps - 3.2Ibs!
Lighter than an IC -706 and about
the same size' The SEC -1223
switch mode power supply delivers
23 Amps at 13.8V Thermo fan
cooled, it measures lust 57 x 177 x
190mm Will power all 100W rigs
and can be changed for 115V AC

carriage £5.50

IC -746
1COM 160 - 2m All Mode

This base station transceiver otters

wide band capability and includes an

automatic ATU. Its 100 Watts output

on all bands makes this a very attrac-
tive purchase and offers full CTCSS,

electrorec memory keyer, alphanumer-

ic rriemones. DSP. Band Scope

VSWR meter etc. ie. '

FT -100
160 - 70cm All Mode

k-ev-
/---- C

O6 dvakable

from stock, this
ng is now the

smallest ar-bam
der available. We

nave used it extensively and it is absolutely great. Read Radcorn's

review and then come to us tor Me best deal around.

5'133.508005 "

The FT -CO:,

has firmly

established

itself as a true all -band, all -mode transceiver Loved by the VHF & UHF opera-

tors. and superb for satellite operation, rt also offers great HF performance We
have sold more than any other dealer, which says a tcPr,' on arid

our price. Phone for free leaflet today

KENWOOD TS -870
160 - 10m All Mode

Now offered al

a greatly

reduced price

this digitally

designed

transceiver offers amazing receiver flexibilrly. Benefiting from the latest DSP tech-

nology, you will expenence excellent receive performance and crisp clear transmd.
led audio Phone'
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YAElStFT-90R

Micro Commander

FcAICOM IC -R75 Receiver

Phone

YE193L113 2tric7Ourn iWobII9

WvIcrs; 3171E,119 Eft furl allftdaf
100 :f J ;f 130tritti 50/35 Wattb
In Stock Now!

ADI AT -600

' 2m & 70cm Handheld
' 5W Output on 13 8V DC

Full CTCSS & 12.5125kHz Steps
110 Alphanumeric Memories

 29 Programmable Functions
 DTMF Keypad & AM Airband

Ni-cads & AC charger

Hora C-150
 2m Handheld
 5W Output on 13.8V DC
' 1750Hz Tone Included

25 / 12.5kHz Steps
- 20 Memory Channels

WKIeband Receive
 Uses 6 x AA cells (not inc )

YAESU VX-1R

' 2m 70cm Handheld
 500mW Output

CTCSS Encode / Decode
 25 1 12.5kHz Steps
 290 Memory Channels

AM Airband Receive
' Lithium Cell & Charger

YAESU VX-5R
6m / 2m / 70cm Handheld

' 5W Output on 13.8V DC
 CTCSS Encode / Decode
 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
 Auto Repeater Shift

AM Airband Receive
' Lithiun Cells & Charger

YAESU FT -50R
' 2m / 70cm Handheld
 5W Output on 13.8V DC 27;
 CTCSS Encode / 1750Hz tone
 25 1 12.5kHz Steps
 30 Memory Channels
' AM Airband Receive
' Ni-cad Cells & Charger

F

C-408
70cms Handy

11,1 CTCSS

Repeater Shift

Digital Display

12.5 ! 25kHz Step

20 Memories

230mW Output

Uses 2 x AA

Offer Ends 31/10/99

ICOM IC-T8E
 6m 2m / 70cm Handheld
 5W Output on 13.8V DC
 25 / 12.5kHz Switchable
' 123 Multifunction Memories
 CTCSS & 17501-lz Tone

Programmable Features
' Nicads & AC charger

ICOM IC-Q7E

 2m & 70cm Handheld
 300mW Output
' CTCSS Encoder

Rx. 30kHz  1309MHz FM AM
 200 Multifunction Memories
' LCD Backlight & Timer
' Runs horn 2 x AA Cells

IC0OM
IC-T81E

 6m / 2m / 70cm / 23cm Handy
' 5W Output on 13 By DC (1w23an1
 CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 12 5 / 25kHz Switched
' 124 Alphanumeric Memories
 Wideband Rx FM WFM & AM
 NiMH Cells & AC charger

ADI AR -147
Lit

 2m 50 Watt Mobile Airband Receive
' Full CTCSS Encode / Decode
 61 Memories 25 / 12.5kHz Steps
' Keypad microphone & Mounting Kit

KENWOOD TM-V7E

I
cocskiiik.

 2m / 70cm M
 50W 2m, 35W 70cm
 Gear LCD Readout

CTCSS & DTMF
 8 Frequency Steps & 280 Memories
' Includes Microphone & Mounting Bracket

'14/HPow TiI/ Jrza4R

114

0 2100H
ICOM

 2m Mobile 55 Watts Output
' 50 Alphanumenc Memories
' Switched 12 5kHz and 25kHz Filters
' CTCSS and 1750Hz Tone

0
ICOM

IC -2800H

 2m & 70cm Mobile
 Colour TV Screen

 Full CTCSS and 1750Hz Tone
 50W 2m 35W 70cm & Remote Head Unit

 2m / 70cm
 50W / 35W

' 180 Memories and 7 Tuning Steps
 Detachable Head Unit / Clear Display
 Microphone, Mounting Bracket etc

 2m & 70cm Handheld
' 6W Output on 13 8V DC
 CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
' Packet Modem
' 200 Alphanumeric Memories
 DTMF Keypad & AM Airband
 Ni-cads & AC charger

KENWOOD TM-G707E

 2m and 70cm
 50W and 35W
 Full CTCSS
 180 Alphanumeric Memories
 Detachable Head with Amber Display

 YAESU FT -8100R
Phone

 2m and 70cm
 50W and 35W

 Wideband Rx AM & FM 208 Memones
' 7 Tuning Steps DTMF Remote Front panel
 Very compact, supplied with all hardware

1 VA ES

FT -2600M
21n McblI9

'JO Watt::

1-196ry Duty 097;Ign 24 Hour delivery£5,50



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
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Lee Valley Leisure Centre, Picketts Lock Lane,

Edmonton. London N9

Saturday 21 November & Sunday 28 November
(10am to 5pm each dayl
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All enquiries to RadioSport Ltd.
126 Mount Pleasant Lane. Bricket Wood, Ikrts. AL2 3X1.).

Tel: 01923-K93929 Fax: 01923-678770

Presented in association with Southgate Amateur Radio Club

ri

LEE VALLEY GM
PARK`
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Practical Wireless
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Broadstone, Dorset 8H18 8PW
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Rob Mannion GPO D
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7 BACK ISSUES SALE
Missed out on an issue of PW from 1995. 1996 or 1997? Why

not order a Hai k Issue from our Book Store using the order

torn, on this pager All copies only
El each including PAP!

8 FREE CALLSIGN LISTING CD
Set lust what's in store with the PW Callsign

Listing CD oiler and collect your first coupon

towards your very own ropy!

16 LOOKING AT ...
Gordon king G4VIV teflatrn this month and continues his
scenes with a look at the introneiltate frequency ()di stages of

the supethet receiver

20 RADIO BASICS
This month Rob Monition G3R10 describes how to use the

'Rau -Probe' and 'Basi-Tfacer projects.

22 PIN 144MHz QRP CONTEST
- 1999 RESULTS

It's that tune rd year again and Ned! Taylor

GMT/1, ow long -serving adjudicator, has

been busy collating all crimes and here he

presents the 1999 PW 144MHz QRP Contest

Results.

28 LAKES & LOW POWER
Phil Davies MOATS describes how he took pan in the 1997

and 1998 PW 144MHz QRP Contest in the Lake °lurid He
deSctibeS equipment and antennas used as well as a list 01

safety points whit h you might like to consider.

30 GET GOING ON
MICROWAVES - PART 2

David Buller G4ASR continues his series on nut rowases by

Tali mg a look al some microwave activity and equipment

inn turfing the klystion tramceiver and the Cunn diode
plus mut h more besides.

34 CARRYING ON
THE PRACTICAL WAY

Ibis month the Rev. George Dobbs G3111/

changes frequency Irons r f mat as he
destribm an interesting lone detector' idea

36 THE ADI AR -147
144MHz FM TRANSCEIVER

Rob Minion G3XFD reports on two interesting 144MHz
transceivers the latest of which. the AR -147. incorporates 'Air

Band' receive

Get going on microwaves...

38 VALVE & VINTAGE
Ben Neck GIBRD's 'on duq' in the shop this month
- and is he weaning a Second World War Royal

Navy unilurni because there's a slight nautical

flawyor this montlhr Read the art le and find out'

40 COUNTING UP FROM THE MILLENNIUM
Rob Mannino, G3XFO polishes his 'Crystal Hall and takes a

horn/gnu, look at what might be in the news in the future!

46 ANTENNA WORKSHOP
Antennas-1mA( bon kicks oft ibis month with an 'Antenna

Workshop' written try John Heys GIBDQ who designs and
1(.04 The latest in antennas - a 'fractal' for 28MHz.

48 ANTENNAS -IN -ACTION
This month Tex Swann G1 TEX has four pages of

antenna related goodies including a review of the MEI.

769 Antenna Analyser courtesy ni Waters & Stanton,
one reader's project and another reader", query.

54 DISSECTING THE DIPOLE
Tony Harwood G4HH2 describes an experiment
...hereby he set about budding and measuring a dipole and
,iien seeing how the impedance rd the theoretical and

'rad he al antenna compared in practice

58 COLLECTING OLD QSL CARDS
John Heys G 380Q shares his thoughts on 'Collecting Old us,
Cards' and shows you nine rare cards (TOT 'Of 'ter,' own
r oiler 11011.

60 THE PIN PERSONAL ORDER FORM
Ibis month we're launching the PW Personal Ordw Fawn an, t
Roger Hal Get NT, our Advertising Manager, describes. Mao
.0,u a art buy with Mtn confidence from
advertisements in this magas int..

8 KEYLINES

10 LETTERS

12 NEWS
15 RADIO DIARY
41 SUBSCRIBE TO PW
44 COMING NEXT MONTH INPW
53 COMING NEXT MONTH IN SWM
62 BOOK PROFILES
66 BARGAIN BASEMENT
70 RADIO SCENE

Page 30 Ups and downs in the Lake Metric!... Page 28

David Butler G4ASR devotes 'VHF
Report' to this year's expected
LEONIDS METEOR SHOWER!
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on our

sftic at X1111145ieo
Afor a GREAT DEAL more

get a TS -50S for just IkeTS -50S NEW and supplied by Kenwood UK this month

£625
and we will give you

FREE
a 145MHz Handheld
and you can buy it 0

InterestFRE Deposit

Finance Balance
12 Payments at

I; I Cl/ ); 7176

....... 5:

Pee*
gee eat

IC -725
IC -726
TS -430S
TS-450SAT
TS-530SP
TS -520
TS -680
TS -690
TS-850SAT
TS -940
FT -901

O Super compact
O 100 Watt
O 160m - 10m transceive
O 500kHz to 30MHz general coverage
O 100 Memory channels
o CW reverse

£121.00
£504.00

1'42 per month Subject to status

Veal

Family Hiking Kit
Two MOTOROLA PMR446 Transceivers

and a GARMIN GPS111 for £475

Axminster Used
160-10 inc WARC bands 12v £ 395.00
160-6 gen coy rx 100/10W £525.00
160-10 general cov rx £ 525.00
160-10 gen coy rx ATU fitted. 12v £ 625.00
160-10 WARC bands valve pa £ 250.00
80-10 valve pa £ 250.00
160-6 gen cov rx , 12v £ 550.00
160-6 gen coy rx ATU fitted, 12v £ 695.00
160-10 gen coy rx ATU fitted, 12v £ 750.00
160-10 gen cov rx ATU fitted £ 750.00
160-10 non WARC valve pa £ 200.00

Reg Ward & Co

N RD535
FT -770R
FT -840R
IC -275H
TMG-707

Finance
InterestFRLE
Deposit £470
Balance £1200
12 Monthly payments £100

Subject to status

Package Includes
IC706MK11G HF+6m 100watts
PS3OM 25amp PSU
QTEK 5ele 6mtr Beam
20mtrs UR67 Low loss coax
'RC5-1 Create Rotator

MC -2 lower mast clamp required
for pole mounting not included

JRC HF Receiver
UHF FM Mobile TX/RX
HF Compact 12V TX/RX
2mtr Multimode Base 100w
2m/70cms Mobile (1 Month old)

£750.00
£135.00
£499.00
£625.00
£225.00

Phone 01297 34918
Don't forget Axminster

we also keep large stocks of Sony and Kenwood Audio Equipment

Reg Ward Opening: Tuesday - Saturday 9am - 5:30pm
Reg Ward & Co . 1 Westminster House . West Street . Axminster . Devon . EX13 5NX SMC



SAC ai$1) uthampion
Last month's Ex Demo prices are this month's

NEW RADIO PRICES and you still get a free radio
Yaesu and !corn carry a full UK 2 year parts and labour warranty.

Kenwood items carry a full 12 months warranty.

FT-1000MP

The Ultimate HF Transceiver

FT -847

v.iS1.3SL:

The Ultimate VHF/UHF Transceiver

FT -100

HF/6m/2rnf7Ocms Mobile or Base

FT-920AF

HF+6rn Base Transceiver

I

You won't BEATthese prices

Triple band
Handy

144MHz; 432MHz Mobile

HF/6m2m/70cms Mobile or Base

023 8024 6222
Southampton

I

144MHz / 432MHz Mobile

HF Receiver

HF Receiver

I

[0 ..FT -90 NEW YAESU BABY

/ / '/1
The smallest
Dual Band

VHF/UHF mobile
in the world

I

FT -2600 NEW MOBILE Nif

10am - 10pm 7 Days a Week Sidefil7Ordier0Oily7Hitliini
Website: http://www.smc-comms.com

HQ Opening: Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm and 9am - 1pm Saturday

SMC South Midlands Communications Ltd
HQ. SM House . School Close . Chandlers Ford Ind Est . Eastleigh . Hants . S053 4BY



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

SRP TRADING
1686 Bristol Road South, Reding* Birmingham 845 9TZ

Antenna
Rotator
AR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360

deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
(cable not supplied). Support
bearing optional extra.
£49.95 inc P&P.

ICE
Syncron SX-144/430

2m/70cm cross needle direct reading
SWR/1000W power meter.

£39.95 inc P&P

Gold Peak 1500
1500rnAH Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH)

AA size
, rechargeable
cells. No memory
effect. Over

twice the capacity of Nicads.
£2.00 + P&P

Deluxe G5RV
Half-size antenna (40 through 10m)

E12.00 + £3 P&P
Deluxe G5RV
Full-size antenna (80 through I Om)

£15.00 + £3 P&P

SRP Mini-Mag
2/70
2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna
featuring super strength
mini -magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.
£19.95 inc P&P.

WM-918 Electronic Weather
Station allows the measurement and

display of weather data. Displays
indoor/outdoor temperature, relative
humidity, dew point, wind speed,
wind direction, wind chill, barometric

pressure and daily & accumulated rainfall. Four weather symbols
show you a weather forecast: sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy and
rainy. Memory for highest/lowest temperature, relative humidity,
dew point temperature, maximum wind speed, minimum wind
chill, daily and accumulated rainfall. Weather alarm warns you of
high and low temperature extremes, rate of rainfall, wind chill,
wind speed and drops in pressure. £179.95 inc. P&P

DC -AC Invertors, 12V DC in 240V AC out
150W version (for notebook computers, etc.) .E.-397-19 £29.95 + £5 P&P
300W version (for small power tools, etc.) f.-59:479 £49.95 + £5 P&P
600W version (for medium power tools, etc.) £.1-2-9719 £99.95 + £10 P&P
1000W version (for large power tools, etc.) E4-5-9799 El 29.95 + £10 P&P
2500W version (for most purposes, etc.) £.49-97479 £419.95 + £15 P&P

0

0.1111111Y

CM= MI=

PRO -2037
Base Scanner

200 channels AM/FM (switchable)
covers 66-1000MHz (with gaps).

.E1439-:439--

£89.99 + P&P.

DX -394 Shortwave
Communications

Receiver
150kHz to 30MHz AM, USB, LSB,

CW digital receiver with 160
memories

1_199-.9-£99.99+ P&P.

PRO -2042
Base Scanner

1000 channel AM/FM/WFM
(switchable) scanner. Covers 25
to 520MHz and 760 to 1300MHz

1.299-:2g- £179.95 + P&P.

Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5.15pm We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Icom, & Alinco dealers.

Call Mary (MOBMHJ or Dave on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788 FAX: 0111-457 9009
6 Practical Wireless, November 1999



back issues

January 1995
February 1995
March 1995
April 1995
May 1995
June 1995
July 1995
August 1995
September 1995
October 1995
November 1995
December 1995

January 1996
February 1996
March 1996
April 1996
May 1996
June 1996
July 1996
August 1996
September 1996
October 1996
November 1996
December 1996

January 1997
February 1997
March 1997
April 1997
May 1997
June 1997
July 1997
August 1997
September 1997
October 1997
November 1997
December 1997

They cost

£1 each
Including P&P!

Order now.

aCkISSUeSSale
There are a limited number of back issues available
from the PW Bookstore. This could be your chance
to ensure that your collection is complete!

January 1995

Wirdess
MORSE

Ern

June 1995

February 1995

July 1995

Whieliss
IEEE

mimolomm.IIIMorb

Fit
March 1995

August 1995

April 1995

March 1996

May 1995

April 1996

Please send me the following Back Issues:

Payment Details:

Name -

Address'

Postcode

I enclose a cheque/postal order
)payable to PW Publishing Ltd.):

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of: £

Card No.

oNt

EACH
Telephone Number:

ink P&rii,A

Valid from: To

Signature:

Date:

If you do not want to cut your copy of PW, a photocopy of
this form is acceptable.

Practical Wireless, November 1999 7
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Via
.1. he buying of new equipment and the

constant re -circulation of second-hand

equipment within the radio hobby is one
sign of a living (despite what some say
to the contrary!) pastime. One look at
our 'Bargain Basement' pages every
month will confirm that very many of

us are truly active. My own occasional adverts
in the column prove the point!

However. the very success of our free
'Bargain Basement' advertisements arc still
continuing to cause some problems and.
although the difficulties caused by poorly
prepared and badly written adverts have
decreased. thanks to the co-operation of
everyone involved land the bold '??'
marks!) I'm dismayed at the number of
people using the 'BB' service who do so
(from their own admission!) without
supporting the magazine itself!

It seems very unfair to me that there's a
chance of someone not having bought a

magazine themselves, and thus not helping to

ensure the future of the magazine, could have
their advert published whereas someone (a
little later in 'the queue') who had bought a

magazine had lost out
because we didn't
have room that month.
So, to be fair to those
who do support Pit'
every month, whether
by subscription or
buying it locally, I am
in future going to

ensure that everyone who does buy the

magazine can be recognised as a 'regular'
reader whenever they submit an advert_

So. from this issue onward we will be
publishing a monthly colour -coded and dated
'corner flash' which must be attached to the
advert sent in. We will always endeavour to
include an advertising coupon in each issue.
depending on space and the number of adverts

(we try to 'clear' the backlog each month) and
this can be photocopied if you don't wish to
deface your magazine. However, all
advertisements must be accompanied by a
'corner flash' if they are to he accepted And
those arriving in the Editorial office after
Fridav 29tli of October WITHOUT si corner
flash 1999 v( ill not he accepted for
publication

Incidentally. I must thank those readers,
very often 'first time buyers who (when
sending in an enquiry or request for help) very
kindly send evidence that they have bought a
magazine. This gesture, although not a
requirement, is always very much
appreciated by the Editorial team of a
magazine which is straggling for 'shelf space'

amongst the 3500 or so different publications
available for sale on the bookshelves each

month. Thank you all!

Finding PWTo Buy
As I've just hinted at. specialist publications
such as PW an: becoming particularly difficult
to find and buy in England. Wales and
Scotland. Although in Northern Ireland and
The Republic of Ireland - thanks to the survival
(at the moment) of smaller shops - it's easier

(again, at the moment anyway) from my own
experiences to find the magazine displayed for
sale.

In early July I had a very enjoyable visit to
the Moorlands & District Amateur Radio
Society in Stoke-on-Trent. Here, in the pleasant
surrounding of the Credit Factory (No, I did
not get presented with a new tumble drier!) the
difficulties in finding PW 'on the shelves' came
up during a lively 'Question & Answer'
session after the talk.

Several MADARS members said they
found PW virtually impossible to find in the
area as previous outlets closed down in favour
of other shops following trade 'mergers' and
the resultant single newsagent did not carry PW
unless it was a 'firm order'. In reply, another
club member said he'd found several
enterprising smaller newsagents in the area

who still stocked the magazine, and this answer
gave me an idea!

The idea is that. in future, we will provide
the most comprehensive list we can to help

Free And Coming Soon!
e Practical Wireless Callsign Listing CD ROM

it The most up-to-date UK and

Irish Callsign Listing directory;

e Plus: International callsign prefix list;

t HF &VHF Band Plan Data Charts;

HF & VHF Beacon Data Charts;

it Plus Much, Much More!
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pages 20 to 23) Contest
Adjudicator Neill Taylor
G4HI.X. comments on this point.
So. although it was wonderful to
talk to you on the day - how about
an 'official entry next year?

The 'Millennium' contest on
Sunday 18th June is to sec the
introduction of some very special
encouragement for Novice Radio
Amateurs to enter and a
particularly 'collectable' souvenir
for everyone who submits an
entry.

So keep your antennas
'beamed on' for further
announcements! Cheerio for now.

Rob G3XFD

readers find PW on sale in their
area and to start off this month

we're publishing (sec 'News'
section) a list of all the radio
dealers where you can buy PW.

To help everyone further. I
would be very pleased indeed if
those readers who buy from a
newsagent/bookshop. etc. could
write in to us with the details so
we can compile a list to help
others find PW on sale in their
area. Please provide the name.
full address and telephone
number i if possible please) of the
source you either use or have

found and I think it will also be a
good idea to tell the shop
owner/manager what we are
trying to achieve.

As an alternative, you can
also leave a message on our

marvellous new digital telephone
answering machine if you wish.
The list will be kept on hand here
in the office so we can assist
anyone who telephones in asking
where PW can be found in their
area. We will also aim at
publishing the list eventually to
help those who've read the
magazine elsewhere. but would
like their own copies.

Although we'll not be able
to acknowledge individual

assistance - you can be
assured how grateful we'll be
for your help.

Channel Island Import
Following the publication of Bill
Strickland MIBRB's letter 'A
Bargain ... after import duty'?) in
the September issue, regarding the

imposition of import duty on
second-hand Amateur Radio
equipment from the Channel
Islands, there was a great deal of

interest and comment from
readers. Many expressed surprise

as they'd found Customs &
Excise Officers to be helpful and
understanding when they were

dealing 'face to face'.
However. I'm sorry to say that

Bill M I BRB's 'appeal' to the
Customs & Excise people was
unsuccessful and it's been ruled
that duty was 'correctly applied'.
This obviously caused

embarrassment to both Bill and
the Channel Island based Amateur
who sold the equipment.

All I can say is. this: Bear in
mind that it could he to your
advantage to combine a purchase
from outside the European Union
(which the Channel Islands are for
this argument) with a holiday as

the C&E 'Enforcement' Officers
have and are able to exercise

corrunon-sense and discretion in
individual rases. Anyone who has
travelled on the heavily laden
return flights from the Dayton
HamVcrition will know how true
this is! So. by all means buy
'abroad' - but to get full
advantage ... perhaps you should

have a holiday too?

Please Enter 'Officially!
I'll end up this month by cu wag a
plea to all those stations who.

although they came up on air and
joined in the fun during the /')V
144MHz QRP Contest in lune.
did not send in an 'official entry'.
Although I don't normally like to
criticise all our friends in
Northern Ireland and The
Republic - you were the main
culprits!

As reported. I thoroughly
enjoyed being on air and it was
delightful to work so many El
and GI stations, along with
those front Cornwall and
Wales - but I ask you as
a friend ... could you all
please spare a little
time to send in those
logs? Ns you'll see ion

A this information on one, easy -to -use, CD ROM from your favourite Amateur Radio

magazine. The CD ROM will be FREE (plus a contribution to postage) to readers who

collect all three coupons in PW.

When the two coupons (from November & December) have been co ected all you have

to do is to attach them to the final combined coupon/form (in the January 2000 r
issue) and send two f1 coins (detai s later) for UK addresses, or $5US (overseas) as

a contribution to postage and packing, and in return you'll get your CD ROV!

CD Offer

Nov '99
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Long Term Morse Memory
Dear Sir
First of all thanks for your kind wishes on my recent
illness when I telephoned the PW office. I'd suffered a
stroke and during a bedside conference in Glasgow
Royal Infirmary, one of the Doctors - a pretty
Sudanese lady - noticed PW on my bedside table and
asked about it. "We are concerned about your long-
term memory" she said and asked if I could remember
the Morse code. I said that I probably could but had
not really used c.w. since passing the 'dreaded' test
about 10-12 years ago.

So, I was instructed/requested to write out all the
letters and numbers I could remember and next
morning gave over a sheet of paper with only X and Y
missing. She took the paper and said that since she
couldn't read Morse, could I please write it all out
again and she would collect it in 30 minutes and
compare one against the other. I wonder if any other
reader has been tested in such a way?
Neil Barrowman GMOLTQ
Glasgow

Editor's reply: We've been in contact with Neil
quite a bit recently and I'm pleased to say he's
very much 'on the mend'. Yet another use for
Morse!

More On Morsel
Deur Sir

have read many reasons for
dropping the Morse code and can
accept the argument that the
code does not make the person a
better operator and I can accept
that Morse code is a very old
form of communication. Perhaps
it's because it is old and effective
that its usefulness must be
denigrated.

I do not accept, however, the
argument that it is difficult to
learn or "1 have no interest in
Morse so why should I bother".
The history of radio and, for that
matter, telegraphic

communication relied on Morse
and would not have progressed
very far without it. It is part of
our heritage, fun to use and, once
it has been mastered, most
rewarding. If you doubt this, just
listen to the c.w. part of each
band and listen to the activity.
It's the 'real ale' of Amateur
Radio and I am sure no one
would suggest that we should
stop brewing it because it's old!

Clearly, the RAE is not very
difficult and anybody who can
read and add up would be able to
pass it. It may take some people
a little longer than others.
However. if a person really wants
to succeed in what is a technical

hobby, he or she will be able to pass the
RAE if real effort is put into it.

The same applies to the code, anyone
can learn to send and read at 12 words
per minute. They must, however, want to
do so. I was one of those people who had
difficulty. I actually worked on my own
with an old Sinclair computer and it took
about six months at ten minutes a day. To
begin with I was hopeless, but I really did
want to succeed and gradually I improved
and began to read Morse, off air. This did
wonders for my morale.

It's clear that Morse is still a useful
medium for communication. People who
have lost the ability to see or hear, or
perhaps both, can communicate by use of
the code. It would not be hard to imagine
the sheer joy experienced by a person who
suddenly became unlocked from his silent
and/or sightless existence to a new
dimension of local and world-wide
communication. And how sad it would be
if. having achieved success in the code,
there was no one with whom he/she or
they could communicate.

Let's hear no more about Morse being
out-moded or unnecessary. If you really
want to do it, you most certainly will
succeed. After all, I did and it was a small
price to pay for the many hours of
enjoyment I have experienced over the
last 18 years.
John Collins GODHIS
Plymouth

Kinship With CB? -
Not me
Dear Sir
Walter Farrar G3FSP ('Letters' August)
may admit kinship Letters' pages, page
8, August PM with the disgraceful foul-
mouthed, ill -disciplined IQ -zeros on
27MHz but I most certainly do not! The
general theme of his letter, though,
makes me wonder if he is privy to
something not yet widely known.

Insofar as you might argue that the
use of the microphone and black box by
the Gas board man, the CEter, the taxi
driver, etc., does not make them a radio
operator in any real sense of that phrase.
formal log -keeping may be unwarranted.
You must, though, extend this reasoning
to say that any civilian operation of type -
approved, fixed channel, non-adjustable
radio equipment should not require
logging. After all, such operation of a
telephone -without -wires is a no skill, no
knowledge matter - that is the whole
objective. Why log it?

Has Mr Farrar had a sneak preview
of the RSGB's next triumph? After their
current master strokes of flooding the
scarce amateur allocations with CBers
and the ridiculous AB half -licence for
the half -interested and half -qualified,
will we awake one day to more ads in PW
and childishly secretive press releases
announcing the inestimable value or
their latest negotiations: no logs!? 'Oh
and, er, no v.f.o.s, adjustable p.a. stages,
home-brew, that sort of thing ..."
Amateur Radio RIP!
Philip V Pimblott
West Yorkshire

4111
4111.

Magic of Wireless
Dear Sir
As a young boy I was introduced to the
'magic of wireless' when an older friend
showed me a crystal set he had built - a
toilet roll former with some cotton covered
wire wound around it attached to a pair of ex
government headphones! With a length of
wire stretched from his bedroom window
down the garden to the top of a clothes line
post and the headphones clamped firmly on
my head I could hear the BBC West of
England Home Service. To me, it was
MAGIC and nearly 50 years later it still is
MAGIC!!

After my experience with my friend's
crystal set and discovering that it did in fact
use a crystal and a condenser as well as a
toilet roll former I was well and truly hooked
on Wireless. With help from my father and
later magazines such as PW and Radio
Constructor I was able to build my own seta
and was listening to stations from all over
Europe and eventually the World. I joined
the School Science Club and later, having
heard some local Radio Amateurs talking on
1.8MHz on a wireless that covered the
Trawler Band', discovered Amateur Radio.

I also joined the National Society for
Radio Amateurs, the RSGB and became a
Short Wave Listener. The Society's magazine
was my 'window on the world' and I had a
great sense of belonging to a world wide
brotherhood of radio enthusiasts. Over 40
years later, RadCom, as it is now known is
still a 'good read' and worth every penny of
my subscription to RSGB.

In the 1960s. I joined the South Dorset
Radio Society. Over 30 years ago most
members were middle aged or over and for a
while it seemed I was the only person under
40. These days, far from what some
suggest, there are many young people in
the hobby and the activity on the bands is
at least as high as it was 30 years ago. Morse
Code is still in daily use by thousands of
Radio Amateurs all over the world and the
greatest problem for most h.f. operators is
QRM caused by the high level of activity!

Although I held a licence for almost
20 years. I had learned the Morse code in my
teens. I can't imagine Amateur Radio
without Morse. Even before I obtained the
full 'A' licence, the ability to read the code
was essential for the identification of
beacons and later repeaters as well as weak
signal working for which no other mode is
it's equal.

Some things have changed of course,
that's the nature of science and human
nature as well. However, I have a copy of the
RSGB Amateur Radio Handbook published
during the Second World War and much of it,
probably MOST of it, has not changed. I
suspect that the same holds true for human
behaviour!

There is a general trend, at the moment,
for people not to join clubs any more but this
applies to all hobbies and interests and is
certainly not unique to Amateur Radio.
Nowadays, a Radio Amateur can talk to
friends every day with ease. We can chat on
the local repeater while walking the dog, on
the way to and from work and even, in sonic
cases, while working. Yes, this is when we
chat about the Internet and E-mail. etc. and
anything else in which we share a common
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interest including. of course, Wireless!
This is a change. When I joined the local

radio club it was the only place where like
minded people could converse about the hobby
that fascinated them. The few that were
licensed mild use wireless of course but for the
most part that meant being at home in the
shack. It was also much more difficult and
expensive to obtain a licence and set up a
station than it is now.

The privileges that we. as Radio Amateurs,
enjoy did not come easily. They were won for us
over the years by the hard work and dedication
of an army of volunteers organised together
under the auspices of our national society_ I
believe that it is my duty to support the
National Society that represents us all so that
it can be seen by the authorities as having a
mandate to negotiate on our behalf If there is a
problem in our hobby it is that without that
mandate the RSGB will find it increasingly
difficult to argue our case with the authorities,
That is the real threat as I see it.

Wireless as we know it is less than 100
years old. It came after the telephone and was
not replaced by it. I use the Internet, E-mail
and the telephone and even watch TV
occasionally HI! My HOBBY is Amateur Radio
and using Wireless I can communicate with
others all over the world. I operate on all hands
from 1.8 to 430MHz and use many different
modes. I enjoy using the latest technoloKv,

much of it like Packet Radio developed by
Radio Amateurs and now used by the
professionals. However, I could (ill had to)
manage with just a few watts on hi. and the
150 year old Morse Code and do without the
local repenter, the PC and the land -line. There
has always been a wire down the garden at my
QTH and I hope there always will be. Amateur
Radio is a wonderful hobby. It's easy and it's
fun and above all it's MAGIC !
73 de Geoff GOEVW
Dorset

Editor's comment: Geoff's letter is much
longer than can he usually 'fitted in'.
However. (like myself) I have no doubt
that many readers will have similar
memories, experience and opinions. Long
live Amateur Radio!

Repairing My FT-1O1ZD
Dear Sir
I have just rung Castle Electronics re: my FT
101ZD for a possible service, unfortunately I
was told they don't do them anymore. Although
it's only about 20 years old they cannot get the
spares very easily nowadays.

With your wide range of contacts could you
possibly come up with an alternative, the 'old
girl' works well but I think a good service is
most certainly in order.

I hope you are keeping well, when I am
asked I always say most of 'my parts' are
working, you cannot ask for more! I remain a
very faithful reader of PW,
David Arnold GORED
27 Stonewell l'ark Rd, Congresbury
North Somerset RS -49 SUP

Editor's comment: No doubt someone will
be able to assist you David and along with
our equipment, we age all the time hut
struggle on! Incidentally, we continually
receive excellent reports on the service

and abilities of Castle
Electronics, but getting
spares for older
equipment must be
difficult for them at
times. Radio Amateur',
are fortunuate also. try
getting spares for other
'consumer electronics' -
it's virtually impossible
for anything over 10
years old!

International
Standards
For RAE
Dear Sir

I reply to Bob
Clementsi'Letters'
September PWs. The exam
for the RAE has never
been easy and has been set

at an internationally
agreed standard. This to
ensure that all wireless
operations, whether
amateur ur professional, know what they are
doing when let loose on the short wave bands
with long range transmitting equipment. It was
set at its present standard for good reason.

I am very sorry Bob failed but so do many
people taking all sorts of exams, you pick
yourself up, keep studying and take it again. I
took the RAE 41 years ago and failed. six
months later I took it again and failed. Six
months after that I PASSED!! have just
completed 40 wonderful years on short wave
bands - don't give up Bob!

Good luck with the December exam, I hope
to hear you on '40m' in the New Year!
Bill G3NQX
Preston
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A great deal of correspondence intended

for 'letters' now arrives via the 'Internet'. And although

there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many correspondents are

forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to remind readers that

although we will not publish a full postal address runless we are asked to

do so), we require it if the letter is to be considered. So, please don't

forget to include your full postal address and callsign along with your E -

Mail hieroglyphics! All letters intended for publication on this page must

be clearly marked 'for Publication' (on the letter itself). Editor

Sprites & VHF
Propagation
Dear Sir
I hope that the Editor is well
and recovered from 'running out
of battery' during the PW
144MHz QRP contest! I'm also
writing to say I think that the
Patrick Allely GW3KJW
article t'Red Sprites & Blue
Jets', page 58 September PW)
on sprites and v.h.f. propagation
was first class. It brought back
thoughts that I had after
Professor Jennison's article in
the April RadCom about five
years ago (which I thought was
an April Fool's joke at the
time!).

The Professor made an
antenna from short coils with a
metal plate top and bottom.
Maxwell's equation and the
theory of Displacement current
was given as the antennas mode
of operation. e.g. the field set up
by the r.f. in the coil created a
virtual conductor through the
middle of the coil which assisted
in the transmission of radio
waves, etc.

When I first saw film of spntes from space
I was again reminded of the Professor's
antenna. With masses of power from the
lightning I wonder if electrons are made to
spiral to create a virtual conductor which will
re -radiate any r.f. that hits it? I have an
electrical background but not enough
knowledge or maths to sort out Maxwell. I
guess that 1 am putting my head into the lion's
mouth writing about ideas like this. Perhaps a
reader with all the right knowledge could clear
up the matter?
Albert Heyes G3ZHE
Cheshire

Editor's comment: Car battery now OK
Albert - and it's over to you readers, to
write (further) on sprites!

Software For Morse Operation
Dear Sir
I am responding to the letter from Paul Morrison GOVHT
(August 'Letters', p.8). In that letter, Paul questions whether
someone is capable of designing software to allow him to use a

PC to operate c.w.

My response is that c.w. via a PC is already available.
Software such as G4BMK's HMKMulty offers a c.w. mode.

Multi -mode TNCs such as the KAM and PK232 also offer c.w.

The Pateomm PC -16000 transceiver (recently reviewed for PW

by Roger Cooke G3LDli includes a keyboard with which to
operate c.w. and RTTY. I believe there have been one or two

c.w. keyboard? titer below) - you type, they key the radio (but
you have to decode the receiver c.w.

I agree with Paul that it should not be too hard to link the
output from a voice recognition program into a c.w. program

and operate c.w. by talking into a microphone. I guess this
would lead us to the logical step of digitising the audio and
shipping it via r.f. as digital data ... but who wants to
eliminate c.w.?

fan Brothwell GLEAN, 9H3Y1
Secretary, British Amateur Radio
Medals Group (BARTG1

`The MFJ-451 Morse Keyboard was reviewed in the June

1994 PW by GOSKR. Copies available from the PW Book

Service, see page 78.
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CONIPI LED BY JOANNA WILLIAMS & ROB MANNION G3XFD

Headline News
Kenwood's New Millennium Transceiver

Practical Wireless readers in
Japan. the USA and New
Zealand - who have been
fortunate enough to visit the
major Japanese trade show in
the summer - have confirmed the
rumours that Kenwood are
planning to launch a new 'Super
Rig - probably in the Spring of
2000 .

Much speculation, even
down to the look and model
number of the h.f. and 50MHz
'major rig' has been promoted in
Europe and the USA recently
and this led the PW Vewsdesk.

Amateur Radi

The ever-growing influence of the
Internet has led to a parallel
growth of Amateur Radio related
'Web sites' and 'links'. This has
also led - especially in the USA -
to the computer based system
enabling European Amateurs to
gain access to the Amateur Radio
bands in the United States. This
in turn - so Rob Mannion
G3XFD. Editor of PW writes -
has generated many rumours
regarding the possibilities of
authorised Amateur Radio
operation via the Internet here
in the UK and Europe.

On behalf of PW readers,

G3XFD then contacted the
Radiocommunication Agency
RAI in London to separate fact

from fiction asking "Just what's
going on"? In reply, a senior RA
spokesperson confirmed that

to contact Kenwood
Electronics in Watford for a
statement

While neither confirming or
denying the existence of
Kenwood's new 'Millennium'
package, the Kenwood
spokesperson said that "PW will
he the first magazine to know
about and review any new h.f. rig
coming from Kenwood". Knowing
what we already know here at
PW from those attending the
Japanese show ... that means
there's a nice surprise coming our
way. So. watch this space!

o Via The Net?

discussions regarding the
extension of Amateur Radio
operations via the Internet "at
an early stage" are underway
between themselves, the Amateur
Radio hobby "and other very
interested parties". The 'other
very interested parties", so
G3XFD was able to confirm, are
the various telecommunication
organisations who are concerned
about possible loss of revenue.
despite the fact that they play a
major part in the necessary
telephone links.

It remains to be seen whether
extending our hobby via the
Internet will become officially
possible within the European
Union - but whatever the
decisions are, the PW news desk

will keep you informed with facts
and not fiction!

Kitmaster
David Johns has been in touch with
Practical Wireless to tell us all about
the new business which he has
started up. Kitmaster, of which
David is the proprietor, is a business
based in Colchester which specialises
in radio and electronic kits and

manuals t modern radio, valve radios
and many more) - you might have
seen his advert in last month's PW.

David tells us that he has 50
types of kits to sell and all of the
radio circuits use common transistors
and components and he says that
they are easy to build. What's
different about Kitmaster's kits?

Well, since retiring. David
tells us that all the spare time
which he had on his hands led
him to building a large workshop
in his garden and it is from here
that he began to 'study and
develop many interesting radio
circuits, whether valve or using
solid state design".

"It is quite interesting what
you can achieve when you put
your mind to it". David tells PW.
"I built a particular two valve
regenerative set in my radio
shack and it picks up from all
over the world. All the parts can
be picked up from the radio
rallies and club meetings for a
few pounds". David says that his
kits will "centre on the practical
side of building circuitry with
basic. easy to get hold of
components, only after much
study of building techniques".

So, fancy having ago? Why
not contact Kitmaster, 37
Gosbecks Rd, Colchester,
Essex CO2 9JR. FAX:101206)
396228. The kits and manuals
will he sold via mail order and
their advert can be found on
p.47 of this issue.

Icon's New HT

DSP Transceiver
Dale Blackman at lcom (UK)
Ltd has been in contact with the
PW news desk to tell us all about
the brand new IC-756PRO hi.
plus 50MHz., 32bit DSP
transceiver which was launched
at the JAIA fair in Tokyo in the
middle of August this year.

The press release which we
received from Dale was actually
under a publications embargo
until the 19 September 1999
when the product will appear in

the Japanese CQ magazine) and
so we've been unable to mention
it until this issue, but it is quite
exciting news.

This new rig, !corn state:
"places a whole range of new and

improved featurts within reach of
the serious h.f. operator and DX
enthusiast". It contains a 32bit
flouting point. iS. DSP which,
learn say, will improve noise
reduction and provide auto -notch

functions as well as a 5 inch

OBITUARY.....
Rob Mannion G3XFD,
provides a tribute
commemorating the passing
of a gallant Dutchman who
was one of the many 'unsung
heroes' who served in the
Merchant Navy during the
Second World War.

As time goes by I'm having the
sad duty to write an increasing
number of obituary tributes of
old friends - and these include
those who have become friends
because of our associations with
PW. Such a friend was the quite,
unassuming Dutch -born Jan
Lutterot GOLUT who, we were
informed, became a 'Silent Key'
on lst July 1999.

I think it's a tribute to our
hobby, one which knows no
frontiers and promotes
international friendship, that the
letter informing me of Jan's
passing came from Hasso
Eesemann G4BYJ, a great
friend of his who originates from
Hamburg in Northern Germany.
Hasso, who'd known Jan for 27
years also kindly provided some
of the 'fill in' details ofJan's life
and career as he - like many of
his generation  was not over -
keen on talking about himself.

I first met Jan and his
delightful wife Gaby in 1994
when we presented a prize  the
SG -2000 transceiver, donated by

127nim, TFT Thin Film
Transistor colour Led. - "A first in
an hi. transceiver" they claim!
!The l.c.d. displays the following
information: dual frequency

display: memory frequency and
memory name; if filter bandwidth;

RTrY tuning
indicator and
received

characters; real-

time spectrum
scope and voice

mernorylc.w

memory keyer
contents).

The IC-756PR0 also
contains the following
operations: a digital voice
memory; digital twin pass band
tuning; real-time spectrum scope;
dual -watch; a.g.c. loop operation;
digital if filter, low distortion,
r.f. type, speech compressor;
built-in RTTY demodulator/dual-
peak APF as well as a built-in
a.a.t.u. (with 50MHz coverage),
an electronic keyer and a
memory keyer function and
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Jan 'Lucky Lutterot' GOLUT A Tribute

SGC, that he'd won in one of our
competitions. Jan's delightful Dutch-English
accent was joined by Gaby's gentle
Bristolian burr and such was their
wonderful cheerful nature that they left a
lasting mark here in the P1V offices and the
resultant photograph was published on page
13 of the July 1994 issue of the magazine.

At my request, Jan - a
retired Merchant Marine
Radio Officer who had
survived numerous
incredibly 'Close
Encounters' during the
Second World War - then
wrote an article entitled
'Lucky Lutterot' which was
published in the March
1996 issue of PW. The

stories outlined (and they
could only be outlined even
though they deserved a
book of their own) included

that of the time when a
direct hit on the bridge and
radio room of the Royal
Dutch Shell tanker killed
everyone except him.
Despite this and many
other 'adventures' Jan
survived (in his own
words rfloating around on volcanoes".
Despite that, both he and the ship survived
until 'retirement' after the war!

In fact. Jan Lutterot, originally PAOLUT,
eventually gaining GOLUT, spent the rest of
the Second World War and the rest of his
sea -going career on aviation fuel tankers.
Jan was one of only two survivors of his

much more. (Icom state that the
details given in the press release
are subject to change).

Keep your eyes on the PIV
news pages for an update on
when the rig will be available
here in the UK. In the meantime,
for more information please
contact Icom (UK) l.td on
(01227) 741741, FAX: (01227)
741742, Sea Street, Herne
Bay, Kent CT6 8LD. E-mail:
info(aicomuk.eo.uk or why
not visit their Web site at:
WWW. iCOM u k. co . u k

The Toughest

HandHeld Ever?
Yaesu UK Ltd sent the PW
news desk some information
about their brand new
50/144/430MHz triple -hand
heavy-duty f.m. transceiver
the VX-5R which, they claim is
the -most durable hand-held
ever" - and we're not prepared to

Marine Radio Officer's Course that had been
organised by Radio Holland (which was
operated in a similar fashion to Marconi in
the UK).

Jan Dirk I.utterot was born in Alkmaar
in the Netherlands on 4th July 1919 and
died in Bristol on 1st July 1999. He met
Gaby (Gabrielle, his wife) in Bristol and

they were married in 1942. After retiring
from the Merchant Navy Jan became a TV
Service Engineer for Granada(and other
organisations) before ending up with his
own TV & Radio Shop - eventually taking
up Amateur Radio with gusto.

However, as he never formally adopted
UK Citizenship he had one of the 'rare' G5

argue with them!
The VX-5R, with

its die-cast aluminium
construction, Yaesu
tell us. provides
transceive operation
on 50, 144 and
430MHz amateur
bands with 5W of
power output
(4.5W on 430MHz)
as well as ultra -
wide frequency
coverage of the

spectrum plus a.m.
medium and short
wave broadcast
reception - and the
radio only
measures 58(w) x
87(h) x 28(d)mm
(without knob and
antenna)! Yaesu
also tell us that the
VX5R includes an
'optional Barometric
Pressure/Altimeter Unit (SU-1),
which can help alert you to

three letters callsigns and after several
'hiccups' he eventually obtained GOLUT
permanently. A very keen member of the
Shirehampton Club (only a stone's throw
from Avonmouth Docks( he helped many
members through their Morse Mats and
made many more life-long friends

Such a man was Jan Lutterot
GOLUT5 and
our
sympathies
and
admiration go
to Gaby, their
Daughter and
Son-inlaw
and relatives
in Holland. It
was a
privilege to
have known
him.

sorry
to say that my
short tribute
can only
'scratch the
surface' of such
an eventful life
and in
'condensed'

form cannot do justice to the subject.
However. I will be pleased to forward
photocopies of the 'Lucky Lutterot' article
and the notes supplied by Hasso G4BYJ as
a continuing tribute to Jan in exchange for a
stamped addressed envelope (s.a.e.) sent to
me at the PW offices in Broadstone).

Rob G3XFD

changes in weather conditions".
Other features of the Yaesu

VX-5R (all listed on promotional
literature) include: easy -to -read
dot matrix l.c.d.: dual watch for
checking activity on two

frequencies; 'Spectra -
Scope for monitoring

adjacent
frequencies:
Automatic

Range
Transponder
System (ARTS);

extensive
memory system
with
alphanumeric
labels and
finally CTCSS
and DCS
encoder/decoded

built-in.
For more

information on
this - or any other Yaesu
product - please contact them
direct on Tel: (01962) 866667.
FAX: (01962) 856801, Unit 12.

Sun Valley Business Park,
Winnall Close, Winchester
S023 OLB. Or why not visit
their Web site at:
www.yaesu.co.uk

Swindon's 'Breaker'

Baker Silenced!
A Swindon -based CB operator -
Mr Victor Albert Baker - has
now been silenced thanks to the
response by the
Rad iocommunications
Agency IRA) to a petition from
the local CB radio community
regarding his use of illegal high
power transmissions on 27MHz.

The RA press release, issued
by them on 17th June - and
released to PW on 8th
September, states that the
offences were committed on
March 22 1999 and the resultant
Magistrate's Court case was
heard on 16th June.

The press release states:
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"Swindon Magistrates heard
yesterday how Mr Baker's use of a
power amplifier with a CB radio
had made the radiated power level
33 times greater than that
permitted by a CB licence. taking
him outside the terms and
conditions of a licence.

The press release continues:

`he 52 year old man, who used the
callsign 'Gunsmoke', pleaded guilty
to unlicensed use of a CB, contrary
to Section 1(1) of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, on three dates
in March 1999. He also pleaded
guilty to having three kinds of
illegal CB transceivers contrary to
Section 7 of the Act. He was fined a
total of £2,000 plus £1,000 costs. All
his equipment, including seven CB
transceivers, was forfeited. The
court heard that Mr Baker was

previously convicted by Swindon
magistrates in August 1991, when
he had equipment forfeited for
similar offences. In May 1997 he
handed over unlicenseable CB
transceivers and was also given :i
warning letter".

PW Editorial Note from Rob
Mannion 03XFD: In her
accompanying letter. Mrs Karen
Scott (Head of Amateur & Citizens'
Band Radio Section) stated that "As a

result of this prosecution, the Agency

has now revoked Mr Baker's CB Radio

Licence'. In the accompanying 'Notes

to Editors information the press
release states: "There are 37 500

licensed CB operators in the UK".
(Comment on the RA's action will
be published in the December
'Keylines* Editorial!.

Web Watch
Yaesu UK Ltd's Web site:
Nevada's Web site:
Icom (UK) Ltd's Web site:
Waters & Stanton's Web site:

www.yaesu.co.uk
www.nevada.co.uk
www.icomuk.co.uk
httpWwww.watters-and-shuiton.ca.uk

Analyse Your Antenna?

News in from Waters & Stanton (W&S) regarding the new
MFJ-269 Antenna Analyser which will, they tell us. retail at
£299.95 inclusive of VAT. (Free delivery is available on the
MFJ-269 .especially for PW readers!). "Following on from the
great success of the MFJ-259B antenna
analyser, MFJ have now
developed model 269 which
extends the frequency range
to include u.h.f. and in
addition to reading v.s.w.r.
and frequency up to 70cm
(430MHz) ...".

There are a couple of
changes which have been
made to the '269 and for more
information on these, please
see the Antennas -In -Action
pages in this issue where you
will find a review of the MFJ-
269 by Tex Swann G1TEX.

Waters & Stanton can be
contacted on (01702) 206835,
FAX: (01702) 205843, Spa
House. 22 Main Rd. HocIdey,
Essex SS5 4QS. E-mail: info(wsplc.demon.co.uk
Alternatively, why not visit their Web site:
http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk

Dealers Selling Practical Wireless
As announced in Keyline.s' ( please see page 8).
from this issue onwards we're planning to naxiat
readers who are having difficulties in finding
PW 'on sale'. The service starts this month with

a list of dealers who stock PW each month.

Amateur Radio Communications
Tel: Merseyside (01925) 229881
Axon Systems
Tel: Newbury (01635) 33033
BBC World Service Book Shop
Tel: The Strand, London 0171-567 2576
Breakers World
Tel: Borcion. Hants (01420) 474684
Jaycee Electronics
Tel: Glenrothes, Fife (01592) 756962
LAR Communications
Tel: Wakefield 0113-252 4586
Lowe Electronics
Tel: Derbyshire (01629) 580800
Micron
Tel: Belfast (01232) 438610
Modern Radio
Mel: Bolton (01204) 526916
Northern S/W Centre
Mel: Carlisle (01228) 590011
Poole Logic
Tel: Poole (01202) 683093
The QRP Component Company
Tel: Haslemere (01428) 661501
Radioworld
Tel: West Midlands (01922) 414796
Short Wave Shop
Tel: Christchurch (01202) 490099
SMG Communications

Tiveton. Devon (01884) 259090
Unicorn
Tel: Herne Bay, Kent (01227) 3655
Waters & Stanton
Tel: Essex (01702) 206835.

Licence Free Listening
Mike Devereux at Nevada wrote to Practical Wireless
to tell us all about the brand new PMR446 transceiver -
the Alinco DJ-SR1 which was released at the end of
August. It is small enough to fit in a top pocket, Mike
says, but still has many features including selectable
CTCSS, switchable high/low power, superb
receive/transceive audio quality, scan facilities and
companion -channel finder facility.

Mike goes on to say that there is also a range of
-compatible accessories" from the 'existing Alinco
range". The DJ-SR1 will retail for £99.951batteries
and drop -in charger not included). Look out for
the review of the DJ-SR1 in next month's
Practical Wireless.

For more information about this or any
other Nevada products, please contact Nevada
on Tel:0239-2662145,189 London Road. North
End, Portsmouth P02 9AE. E-mail:
info@nevada.co.uk or visit their Web site:
www.nevada.co.uk
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October 17: The Blackwood Radio,
Computer & Electronics Rally is to be
held at the Newport Centre, South
Wales, one mile from junction 27 on
the M4. Opens at 103011100 and the
entrance fee is £1. There will be a
Bring & Buy. Talk -in. Trade stands.
special interest groups, a licensed bar,
catering, disabled facilities and family
attractions. Located in the centre of
Newport and immediately adjoining a
free open air car park (Sundays! and
the bus station, quarter of a mile from
the railway station, one mile from
junctions 25A, 26 and 28 of the M4
and 15 minutes from the Second
Severn Crossing providing easy
access. Further information can be
obtained from Stuart Instone
GWONPL on (01495) 243824/(07970)
777758 or E-mail: fireham@aol.com

October 17: The Portland ARC's
annual radio rally will be taking place
at the Royal Manor School in Weston
Rd on Portland from 1000-1500.
Admission will be £1 'including lucky
programmes). There will be traders.
live demonstrations of WX satellite
images, craft stalls. refreshments,
Talk -in, etc. Fur further information
contact Mrs Chris Haddon, 1
Victoria Place, Easton, Portland,
Dorset D1'5 2AA.
maleimalheddon.freeserve.co.uk

October 24: The Galashiels & D.kRS
is to be held at The Volunteer Hall, St.
John Street. Galashiels. Scottish
Borders. Doors open at 1100) disabled
access from 1045 There will he all
the usual attractions. Jim Keddie
GM7LUN on 101896) 850245. E-mail:
jiciakergm7lun.freeserve.co.ult

October 24: The North Monaghan
Hobby Radio and Computer exhibition
will be held this year on Sunday 24
October in the Four Seasons Hotel,
Monaghan in the Backwater
Function Room). Doors open at 1130
and finishes at 1630. All the usual
retailers will be in attendance

including large dispiays el computer
equipment and a Bring & Buy.
Refreshments are available in the
hotel along with full facilities for
QSLing via the brewery. Talk -in will
be on S22 from 1000 and will be
manned until 1400. More details from
Stephen Hand Tel: (01365) 751479
evenings. FAX 1013651 751200,
Mobile. (0872) 932438. E-mail
stephenCegtluim.freeserve.co.ult
or Ken O'Reilly Tel: (01365) 723283,
FAX: (01365)722970, Mobile (078011
526460,
kenoreilly@enterprise.net

November 6f7: The Thirteenth North
Wales Radio & Electronics Show is to
be held at the North Wales Conference
Centre. Llandudno. The show opens at
1000 both days and the entrance fee is
1:2 for adults and under 14s free, when
accompanied by an adult. There will
be a Clubroom and an extensive Bring
& Buy. More information from M.
Mee GW7NFY, Rally Sect entry on
101745) 591704 'combined telephone
and FAX number'.

November 14: The Great Northern
Hanifest is to be held at the Metrodome
Leisure Complex. Queens Road.
Barnsley, near to town centre, leas than
two miles from junction 37 M1 motor
way. just five minutes walk from the
train and bus stations. Doors open at
1000 and admission is £2. The venue is
all on one level with excellent disabled
facilities. There will be the usual trade
stands. component and specialist
interest groups and a large Bring &
Buy. Morse tests on demand, from 1200
till 1500 !don't forget to bring two
passport photos and the appropriate
fee with you). Talk -in on 145.550MHz.
Ernie G4LUE on (01226) 716339 or
(08361748458 between 1800 and 2000.

November 14: The Midland Amateur
Radio Society are holding their 11th
Radio & Computer Rally at Stockland
Green Leisure Centre, Slade Road.
Erdington, Birmingham. Doors open
at 1000. There is a large free car park.
free hampers draw, trade stands, local
clubs and special interest exhibits. For

trader information call Norman
G8BHE on 0121-422 9787 ,'r for
general information, call Peter
G6DRN on 0121-443 1189.

November 14: The Bishop Auckland
Radio Amateurs Club I BARAC) Rally
will take place at Spennymoor Leisure
Centre. Please note this is a venue
ideally suited to both trader and
disabled, as it boasts good parking and
easy access to a large ground floor.
There will be the usual radio.
computer, electronics and Bnng & Buy
stalls, as well as catering and bar
facilities. Morse tests are available on
demand. As you can imagine, there is
a lot to do within the confines of the
leisure centre. for those of the family
not interested in radio. Doors open
1100 )1030 for disabled access' and
admission is just £1, under 14s free of
charge if accompanied by an adult.
Talk -in on S22. Keith MOBLN on
(01388) 601401 or 103741 417660.

November 15: South Normanton &
District ARC are holding their Mini
Radio & Electronics Equipment Fair
at New Street Community Centre,
South Normanton near Alfreton.
Derbyshire starting at 1800. Easy
access from the MI. J28, or the A38.
Everyone welcome. refreshments
available. Limited number of tables
available, strictly on a first come, first
served basis so earls) booking is
essential. Further details from land to
book tables/ Russell Bradley
GOOKD on (01773) 863892 or E-mail
Duncan Walters G4DFV on
teslasewcom.net

November 21: The West Manchester
Radio Club are holding their Red
Raise Rally at Horwich Leisure
Centre, Horwich. Bolton, off Jnc 6
M61. Doors open 1100, 1030 for
disabled visitors. Admission by
programme, which costs £1.50. £1 for
OAP on the door. There will be the
usual stands, plus refreshments and
a Bnng & Buy. Don Aitchison
G3BSA on 1019421 871620

November 21: The Bridgend &
District Amateur Radio Club are

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning the

contact number to check all is well, before setting off.

The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on

Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a

service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular event, please

contact the organisers direct. - Editor

holding their 13th Radio & Computer
Rally at the Bridgend Recreation
Centre. Bridgend, Mid -Glamorgan.
Doors open from 1030. admission is
£1.50. All the usual radio and computer
traders, licensed bar, Bnng & Buy,
refreshments, family attractions and
free parking. Plenty of room for visitors
to mingle and browse, signposting will
be from junction 35 of the M4. Talk -in
on 145.550. More details from
Maurice GWOJEN on (01656)
864579, FAX: (01656) 884579.

November 27/28: The London
Amateur Radio & Computer Show is to
be held at the Lee Valley Leisure
Centre, Picketts Lick Lane. Edmonton,
London N9 OAS. The Lee Valley
Leisure Centre has modern facilities,
well illuminated halls, extensive free
parking and easy access by roads.

December 4: The Rochdale & DABS
are holding their traditional radio
rally 'yes, on Saturday! at St
Vincent de Paul Catholic Church Hall.
Caldershaw Road, off the A680
Edencteld Road. approx two miles west
of Rochdale. Follow the orange arrows
from M62 J 20. Doors open 1100 )1045
for disabled visitors/. There will be
refreshments and a rest area. John
G70AL evenings. on (017061 376204.

2000
January 23: The Lancastrian Rally
will be taking place at Lancaster
University. Routes from south - M6
off of junction 33. routes from north -
M6 off on junction 34. opens at 1100,
1030 for disabled visitors. Entrance
fee is £1.50. There will be a Bring &
But Morse tests on demand - two
passport photos required. Licensed
Cafe on site. For booking details
contact (017721 621954.

February & The 15th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society are holding
their Radio & Computer Rally at the
Paddocks. i situated at the end of the
A1301. Long Road, Canvey Island,
Essex. Doors open from 1030 and
features include Amateur Radio,
Computer & Electronic components
exhibitors. Bring & Buy, RSGB Morse
testing on demand i two passport photos
required'. There will also be home-
made refreshments, free car parking
with space outside main doors for
disabled visitors. Admission is just £1.
More information from Brian G7I10
on (01268) 756331 before 2100 please.

Lift Off At Leicester!
pnzetieal Wireless and Short Wave Magazine were both present at the
Leicester Show this year at Donington Park on the 24 and 25 September 1999.
The PW Publishing stand had a number of books on sale as well as the special

'One Year Free subscnption offer which promised three years for the price of two!
Thank you to everyone who visited the stand and told us how much you are

enjoying both magazines. We always look forward to meeting the readers who always,
without fail, give us very valuable feedback - all opinions are important to both
magazines and we hope that you will continue to show your support - both through
buying the magazines and through your continuing support at the various shows and
rallies which we visit throughout the year. There will be more news about the Leicester
Show in next month's PW. I hope to see you at Picket's Lock - in March 2000 - the
next rally which the Editorial team will he attending!

Joanna Williams (PW News & Production Editor)
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This month it's

Gordon king

GSM's turn to

continue his

`Looking At' series

by taking a look at

intermediate

frequency (i.f.) and

he begins with the

superhet

Signal in IF

transformer

Mixer

hardpan
couPlind

IF mplilier

oak:1114AM

IF

transformer

51

bandpass
coupfinp

he intermediate frequency- of
stages of the superhet are located

between the mixer and detector and

it's here where the main gain and
selectivity tit the receiver are

established 'Fig. 11 There are
sometimes two different i.f.s. each

produced by its own mixer and local
oscillator iFig. 2) - this is double -

conversion. A triple -conversion uses three
mixers and three different i.f.s.

The i.f. of early superhets was just
above the audio spectrum in the supersonic
range. around 30kHz. The word superhet is

a shortened version of supersonk-
heterodyne. as this kind of receiver was
originally Christened in 10Ig by its
American inventor Edwin Howard
Armstrong. Most amplitude modulation
(a.m.) i.f.s arc now in the region of 450 to
480kHz, while the i.f. for v.h.f. f.m.
receivers has been standardised at

10.7MHz.

Tuned

handpass

couplings to and

from the i.f.
amplifier stagetsi
provide the

required response

shaping and

selectis ity. sometimes aided by ceramic or crystal filters
along, perhaps, with Q -multiplication, in some amateur

and more specialised receivers.

Double -Conversion Receivers
The first i.f. of idouhle-conversion receivers is generally

in the megahertz range and the second 1.1. in the kilohertz
range. The first miser receives the antenna signal, which

may be amplified by an r.f. stage. plus the local oscillator
) signal ii produce the first i.f.
The second mixer receives amplified first i.f. signal

plus a signal from its own oscillator to
produce the second i.f. Although double -

conversion is found mainly in professional
and communications receivers, there has

been a British f.m./a.m. hi-fi tuner -amplifier.
engineered for the domestic market Ithe
Armstrong Model 626). whose a.m. section
was designed for double -conversion, using

first and second i.f.s of 3.I MHz and 455kHz
respectively.

Interesting Design
The first 1.0. in the interesting Armstrong

626 design consists of a voltage -controlled
oscillator i v.c.o.) tuned by a solitary capacitor diode
Ivan:apt over the range of 3.245 to 4.725MHz The
varicap's reverse bias is adjusted by a tuning

potentiometer, which facilitates continuous coverage
both the long and medium wavebands without band
switching.

The design includes a balanced dual -diode first
mixer, to which the antenna signals are fed via a low-pass
filter of I.7N1Hz turnover. along with the first I.o. signal.
The first i.f is thus produced by this mixer from antenna
signals ranging from 145kHz at the start of the lung

waveband nght through to

I.625MHz at the end of the
medium waveband as the

v.c.o. is tuned. The first i.f.
signal is then fed to the

second mixer along with the
second I.o. signal to produces

the second i.f.

To simulate the
capacitance swing of a

mechanical tuning capacitor

Signal on

L First
mixer

fmm around 250 to 10pF with. say. a voltage change of I
to 30V. a vancap needs to have a large junction area.

Many latter-day designs include varicaps arranged in
soles -opposed pairs. often encapsulated. The trick here is
to minimise losses with the maintenance of a high ()-

factor. while helping with the required linear capacitance
swing.

Such devices arc often found in r.f., mixer and
oscillator stages, the tuning being accomplished by a

potentiometer which alters the revere bias of all the
varicaps together. The resistance of a varicap is high and

its leakage current low when reverse biased. It then
exhibits capacitance owing to the depletion layer acting
like 01 dielectric between the two p and n regions. As the

reverse bias is increased so the depletion layer widens
and the capacitance reduces. 1Varicaps in frequency

synthesisers were looked at in last month's instalment).
It's easier to achieve high gain and the required

bandpass characteristics at a low rather than a high i.f. At

frequencies in kilohertz stray capacitances are less
troublesome and coupling circuit Q -factors are easier to

keep higher than at frequencies in megahertz. This is

probably one reason why E. H. Armstrong chose 30kHz

for the i.f. of his first superhet'

Image Frequency
As the i f. is reduced so the image frequency becomes

closer to the signal frequency. For example. the main
response of an am. receiver tuned to1100kHz and with

the 1.0. at 830kHz occurs at 30kHz 1830-8001. which is
the i.f. However, an incoming signal of 860kHz ;two
nines the i.f. above the receiver -tuned frequency) would

also produce the 301 Hz i.f. 1860-800kHz). This is the
image response

The higher the i.f., therefore, the less difficult it is to
attenuate the image response by enhancing the seketivity
III the tuned stages prior to the mixer. A 470kHz i.f. is
certainly better than one of 30kHz in this respect. but a
lair degree. of pre -mixer selectivity is still desirable. Good

pre -mixer selectivity also helps to tame the potential for
other spurious responses.

For example. an f.m. receiver tuned ill 95MHz will

First local
Oscillator

First f Second
amplifier - mixer
IMhizi

*tin the for 1

lo iree 9919.9..d, I

Tuning 99999019 nits
r1 sts091

Audio out

Defeat/1r

Fig. 1: Block diagram of single -conversion superhot.

Second
local

oscillator

Second I! MOM*- amplifier
(kHz/

Fig. 2: Block diagram of dual -conversion superhet.

of

To the

produce an i.f. of 10.7MHz when the I.o. is tuned to
105.7N1Hz. If a strong antenna signal at 100.35MHz is

also present its second harmonic would be 200.7MHz.

The second harmonic signal, along with the second
harmonic of the 1.0. at 2I1.4MHz 1105.7 x 2MHzi would
appear at the miser, the two producing the 10.7MHz i.f.
211.4-200.7MHz I. This is called the half i.f. response

because the response occurs at a frequency which is half
the if. away from the tuned frequency. When the 1.o. is

operating at the if. above the signal frequency the image
and repeat spot responses also occur above the tuned

frequency and vice versa.

With double -conversion, the first i.f. keeps the inuge

and other spurious responses well away from the
receiver -tuned frequency, while the lower second if. is
designed for gain and response tailoring. Rejection filters

may also he included to prevent the 1.f stages themselves

from responding to signals within their passhands.

The next instalment will continue with the i.f.
amplifier and will look at circuits and response
characteristics. So. stay 'on frequency. until then.
Cheerio! 02/4/
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

HAIM CIIIIMUNICAT11115
E * * MAIL ORDER: 01708 862524 * *

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS, £10.00.

MASSIVE RE -LOCATION SALE NOW ON!!!

MilStill seen by. most lobe the

best "IFDSP" DX transceiver available!

SALE PRICE£1449.95 111 A BARGAM

KENWOOD
TS -870

KENWOOD
TS-570DG MkH
Buy one this month and we

will give you a free PSU worth L100.

SALE PRICE £899.00

alspALINCODX -70TH
Hi  6m transceiver with

CTCSS CW filter. 1100W an hands) £599 00
ONLY

ICOM IC -746
Looking for one rig to satisfy.
all your base station needs?

Look no further.

OUR PRICEL1 249.00
4:31111ICOM

IC-7061IG
The world's best selling HE transceiver.

OUR PRICE £949.00
NEW ICOM
IC-756PR0

The ultimate Ill r 6m
transceiver.

SEND A £50 DEPOSIT TO SECURE ONE 01 1111
HIM BATCH AND WE'LL GIVE YOU 20% Oa I tit

ICOM RRP.

YAESU FT -847
We haw. 10 pieces only to give

away at a stupid price.

Lila Behese desk microphone. 50 pieces only

5.4410:00.

OUR PRICE £1199.00

ICOM SM-20

SALE PRICE £99.00
D OFFICE:

Ink 1, Thurrock Commercial
Park, Purfleet Industrial
Estate, London Road, Aveley,
Essex 10115 4YD
TEL: 01708 862524 0
VAX: 01708 868441 0-1°'

Al`OOpen Non - Fri Sam - 4.30piti
Sat Sam - 1.00pm

ICOM IC-Q7E
Miniature 2m  70cm Eand-held trartsceiser with
wideband receive (30-1300%1Hz).

OUR PRICE

£149.95

ALThICO Dj-G5E
Our best selling true csal-hand hand-held

transceiver with optional wideband receive.

ONLY £225.00

KENWOOD TH-D7E
Dual hand hand-held with TNC.

OUR PRICE£289.95

KENWOOD TH-G71E
Dual -band transcener with optional wide -band
receive. (110950%1111 with gaps 1.

SPECIAL OFFER £199.95
 FRET headset worth E25.00.

YAESU VX-5R
6m 2in illem hand-held with widehand receive.
up 0 t 51a output.

OUR PRICE £269 .95

KENWOOD
TM-G707E
Our best selling dual -band mobile
with detachable head.

(Optional extra RX atsilaOeUR
PRICE £295.00

YAESU FT -8100R
True dual -band mobile with detachable
head r wideband

£349.00
ET -90 Now in stock 149.00

 MOTOROLA TA -200
Licence free PMR-116. Now You can use a

44611fHs hied -held without a licence.

ouRplucE£99.95
f FREE earpiece & lapel ink worth L25.00.

.1011011..fp.0
WE ARE HERE

Illna II

was.
so5..

.v.4..

10101
1Werimvono

KM**. SPAN

10.11,11Prougommip

Ltl-

AIXII
ntworvion,

Ln 55 LOOP

REALISTIC
DX -394
* Superb performance SK

receiver
* Tktre SSB * 0.2 - SOAR (ANI/SSB) * 240 or 1211*
Attenuator * &meter * Timer

S S PI.24915-SPECIAL OFFER: £99.95
Delivery II0 ONO 5.5.1. 1(5 Stir.. I.

AR7030 plus
's ER.S.klil SPECIAL

With free notch filter & noise
blanker & telescopic antenna.

ONLY L879.00
YAESU FRG -100

1111.1Award winning SW receiver.

OUR PRICE

£345.00
ICOM PCR-1000
Computer radio system 100kHz-
1300MHz (all mode).

OUR PRICE £239.95
piREALISTIC

PRO -2042
Nideband scanning receiver

* 25-520 S.: 760-1500MHz
* 1000 channels * Selectable tuning steps
* Switchable mode 1A5UFS11,'11T11)
* %TO tuning plus keypad entry

PURCHASEB £149 95ULK
Deliven- L10 (Send s.a.e. far miewl

ICOM IC -R2
%tinware uidehand hand-held scanner covers
0,5-1500MHz (AM, FM WEND.

ONLY £129.00
Soft case for IC -112 E.14.95

AR8200

MVT-7100
Wide -band hand-held scanner 0.5.1650MHz

mudt(iNla £199.00

NOT -9000 OUR PRICE 1.319.05

Soft case for SINT9000 7100 Ispecify) 119.00

W. MIDLANDS
SHOWROOM

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brettel Lane,
Brierley Hill. W. Mills. DY5 3LQ

Open Mon Fri 9.30 ;pin. Sat 9.30.2pm

%.0 til ciATfh, 1(4 VIM )\4 II

The latest all mode innovation in handles.
There's too many features to list.

OUR PRICE£339.00
ARS000 Our price uto,tio
Soft case for 8200'8000 (specify) 119.93
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HAMM ONSIUKATSIS
eloQ * * MAIL ORDER: 01708 862524 * *

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO MOST AREAS, £10.00.

Q-TEK PENETRATOR
-wo-E loos ALL. OM EUROPE"rrrittrrirtzttrtiritifittr"

* 1.8 6034Hz HE vertical * 15 foot high
* No ATC or ground radial required

* (20
0

W PEI)). ()". £150 00
delivers LI 0

Wire version now available 4511 long end fed.

1114601tHzi spec price as above.

Q-TEK 71 SPECIALS &liven OM
2m 5ele (boom 45" 9dBd) £39.95
2m 7ele (boom 60" I IdBd) £49.95
2m I 2ele (boom 126" 13.8dBd1 £69.95
70cm 7ele (boom 28" IldBd) £29.95
70cm 12ele (boom 4W' 'I3.8dBd, £49.95

Q-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm bet tom

2m 5ele Ibom 63" 9dBd) 09.95
2m Sele I boom 125".11t1Bd) 149.95
2m lick (boom 156" '12.7dBd) £69.95
2m Sele crossed (boom 64"/9dBd) £69.95
2m Plele crossed (boom 189.95
4m 3ele (boom 45" 7dBd) _ 144.95
4m 5ele (boom 128" 9dBd) -BS.%
6m isle (boom 72" 7dBd) 1.54.95

6m Sete (boom 142" 9dBd) £69.95
70cm lick (boom 76" 12d8d) £39.95
70an lick crossed (boom 83" 12dBd) 09.95

Q-TEK HB9-CV Ikhern ise
70cm HB9CV (boom 12") 117.95
2mtr HB9CV (boom 20" ( £21.95
4mtr 111191/V (boom 22.5") 09.95
6mtr HB9CV (boom 523") 139.95
10nur HB9CV (boom 52") £69.95

END FED HALF WAVES Cnnincl plane fie,
4m Length 92" (S0239) vertical 1/9.95 /xi /Ann
6m Length 126" (S0239) vertical 149.95 Der 4*00

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
E.r to mount HF mobile whips read, to go with PL,TY) lining.
P1:80 80m whip tappros I.5m long, 121.45 net .1.&00

1'1+10 .10m whip tapprox 1.5ni long) 1:19.95 Oct ca.00

11:20 20m whip tappet's (Sm long) 119.85 Der Dion
11,62 6m 2m whip (apprin 1.3m long) 1 I S.95 Dd t&00

DELUXE G5RV NNW -stranded plastic
coated hears duty antenna wire. All
parts reusable. Stainless steel and
gahanised fitti Full 4ze - 10211.i3 .95

Half size 31ft. Oak £34.95
Carriage £6.00.

Choke Balun ['dine balm for G50R1' 124.95 P&P £2

STANDARD G5RV
Full size 102ft (11011 P&P £6
Half we 510 121.01) P&P £6

NEW Q-TEK INDUCTORS
80mtr inductors. Add them to your "s size CAI' and

convert it to a full size. £22.95 P&P 12.

Supplied as a pair with additional wirr.

HEAD OFFICE:
Unit 1, Thurrock Commercial
Park, Purfleet Industrial
Estate, London Road, Aveley, .

Essex RM15 4YD
TEL: 01708 862524
FAX: 01708 868441 frow'
Open Mon  Fri Ram - 4.3 14°
Sat 8am - 1.00pm

Q-TEK TRITAN
6m  2m + 70cm. A superb
compact 4 -element, 3 -band vagi.

4.5dBd gain tall bands!. Boom
length I.13m (max). Longest
element 2.96m (MAXI.

ONLY £69.95 del IA

NEW QT -20 lick 23cm yagis boom length 1m gain
113dBd In -type)... £49.95 + P&P £10

QT -10 I9ele 23cm sagis boom length 1 5m gain 16dBd

("4sPe) 1.64.95 P&P £10

-TEK BASE COLLINEARS P61' I9.00
QT -100 GE 144 i 70,3 6d1311.1m) 09.95
QT.200 GF 144 70, 4.5.'7.2dB I I.7m) 151.95

QT -300 GE 144/70,6.5 9dB (3m) A69.95
QT.500 GE 144'70, 8.5,11dB (5.4m) 1125.95

QT -627 GF 50 144 70, 2.15, 6.2 8.4dBi gain £69.95

ACCESSORIES P&P 13.00 an the following
TSA.6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2 70 IN; N2.591 124.95
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Cana) 2 70 (PL 25911 119.95
CFX-514 Triplexer 161;70) (Coax) 156.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS a 54 &lain
TSM-I612 6.'2;70 (2.15,6 8.4dB) 2.15I 1.51.95

DB-7900 144 .70 ems, (5., 7.6dB) 1.5m 129.99
DB-7705£ 144170 ans. (3, 5.3dB) I m -124.95
DB-1304 144 70 ems, (2.15 / 3.13dB1 Akins 1.19.95

DB-EL2E 144MHz:vilts. 4.5dB (1.8m) 129.95
DB-285 14451Hz. 'ohs. 3.4dB (1.3m) 115.95
PL -6M 5051Hz . wave (1m) 116.95

ACCESSORIES POP 0.00 ow the foam y%

MT I301 H Duty Mag Sint + Coax Top Quality 124.95
MT.3302 H Dun Hatch Trunk Sint I op Quality 124.93
CHIPF2 2m hand pass filter .149.95

Q-Tek 6m hand pass filter 142.95

Q-TEK INTREPID
min PIO Al ITCHED END -F111 HALF WAVES.

SUPERB SINGLE ILAND WIRE. HORUONTAI.

so -n! N LS. NOL1LC. RE.QUIRF1).

IPT-80 /10m version (40.7m) oho tai P&P £7
IPT-40 40m version (20.3m) 09.95 P&p £7
111T-20 20m version 110.1mt 149.95 P&P £7

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE'"!," -
Enamelled 112.95 P&P f3
Hard drawn » 119.95 P&P £5
%IWO-Stranded (Grey PVC) £9.95 P&P £.5
Extra H dun (2ear coated) P&P £5
Fleasease (H duty) .00.0(1 P&P £5
ilexweave H duty (20 nun) 115.95 P&P £5
Fleinveave (PVC coated 20 mtrs) £18.95 P&P £5
Flexweave (PVC coated 50 min) £40.00 P&P £5
Earth wire (6mm) 30m roll 110.00 P&P 0
Copper earth rod (41)) f13.00 P&P L6
Copper earth rod - 111m %ire munched £14 44 P&P £6

Q-TEK BALUNS & TRAPS
Batons are untutd on ferrite rod and encapsuknecl into a
dipitle centre with an 502519 socket. Brass terminals form the

halm output and stainless steel screw eves offer an anchor

point for antenna ends. Maximum power rating is lkW.
1.1 Balm 124.95 P&P £2
1.1 Balun 04.95 P&P £2
t, .l Bahia 124.95 P&P £2

...... ..... poirl £25.00 P&P £4In mtrs

91 mtr. Traps (a pair) E25.00 P&P £4
In non Traps (a pair) 125.00 P&P £4
15 min Traps.. .en to pair 1.25.00 P8cP
20 mars Traps (a pair) 125.00 P&P £4

********&mRtmty
* 4 5'4" lengths of 2" extruded SSPIMMIT *
* (16 gauge) heavy dun mum) sTocx *
* aluminium, swaged at one end to £30.00* give a very heavy dun mast set
it DEL 00 *
*
* *

* BARGAIN MAST SET *
frir****************st ....... ***

FIBRE GLASS MASTS
I's " Dia 03.50 per metre ..5 Delivery £10iI'." Dia £10.50 per metre r ,f, Delivery I10
2" Dia (12.50 per metre ' Drliven fl0

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic man. Starting at 2 to diameter and

finishing with a top section of 1 - diameter me offer a li metre
and a 12 metre tenant:. Each mast is supplied with gm rings

and stainless steel pun for locking the sections when erected.
The dosed height of the It metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12

metre seniors al II fee/ MI sections are cavorted aluminum
tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mtrs £79.95
12 mfrs U09.95 tame. !IOU.
FREE STANDING TRIPOD

1,1 S 12in masts 04.95 ismer lieu,

GUY WIRE KITS etc.
Standard kits (complete with win.) t23.95 P&P tai
Heavy duty kits (complete with wire) 126'15 P&P £6
Ground fixing spikes (3 set) El N P&P £6
5Or1 pack moon gun rope El.. l'A:P

1130m pa. k iAmm dial winch wire

MAST HEAD PULLEY Iasi to tit pulley with mast
damp (up to 2") 18.95 P&P f1.50

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASF. PLATES
2" Mast base plate

6" Stand off
9" Stand off

P&P 0
0).95 P&P £5

05 P&P 0
12" 112.011 P&P £8

18"

24" Tdeli Brackets 1.29.1.141 P&P LH

1: bola 11'1" or 2"1 11.10 each

8 nut universal clamp (2" - 2") 15.95

13.95

4 -way PY ring 1195
2" mast sleeve /9.95
I's" mast sleeve »....",..,"«.,"

T&K Brackets
IkE Brackets

Sway gin. ring

-TEK DI,1000

INTRO OFFER £49.95 PO LS

BULK PURCHASE
II 0m roil of R(,213 coax ONLY £69.95 P&P £l0

100m roll of RG-58 coax ONLY £35.00 P&P £8.50

W. MIDLANDS
SHOWROOM

Unit I, Canal View Ind. Est., Brettel Lane,
Brierley Hill, W. Mids. DY5 3LQ

Open MonFri 9.30.5pm. Sat 930.2prn

.NO 1W1. ORDER TO WIDIAN111 MAW H

19200W continuous &nuns
load 10-30MHz).

SSP0955.
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1;2: _; '1E1 f.) JA.; .P.;?..131_4J J

fi_l_;_,:LIJJ'JI1 11 L J DJ J1 2L.,) LJJ

NISSEI PS -300
Superb 30 amp. 12V power

styli's hullt to combat most
needs. features: * Over voltage

protection * Short cirntit
current limited * Twin illuminated meters
* Variable voltage (3-15V I latches 13.81 * Additional -push

clip" DC power sockets at rear * Multiple front outlets
* Detatchahk IDC lead (supplied[ for mains connection

* Ultra quiet fan * Professional build (black latish).

Dims:1308 a W268 x HI55mm. IN: 94. SSP £149.00.

INTRO PRICE £99.95 Delivery LIO

INRANGER 811
Easy to tune HI linear amplifier.

dieSuperb AT will work with any HI;
transceiver. ORM.

sAuplucE£289.00
SGC-231 HF + 6m Smarnmer..... .1299,00
SGG2020 QRP rig .1549.0

,Ac...sacs

gfil

(Up to 800 watts).

ONLY £849.00
SGG230

MFJ-259 Mill
HF digital SWR analyser + 1.8-170MHt
counter resistance meter.

ONLY £169.95 P&P E5

MF1949 300W ATU + dummy load an 1115.95
MIJ.969 HF + 6m ATU

SIFJ-9620 I.5kW versa tuna
MF178411 DSP filler
54F1-118 CV tutor

CUSHCRAFr SALE
R-6000

R-7000

X7
X-9

A-35

1139.95

£139.95

1I76.95
£58.95

6-20 meters £259.00

1040 meters 1319.00

10, 15, 20 meters 7 ele yagi £449.00

10.15, 20 meters 9 de yagi £649.00

10. 15, 20 meters 3 ele yagi 1329.00

D -308B BLACK DELUXE
DESK MIC [with up down).

Pie L.511°

Super quality. 1Su lied with 8 pin pre -wired
Yaesu lead) 414 9,5
orrioNm. 1 . (P611.50)

A-08 8 pin ".Alinco" round ......................_.._.....19.95
li-08 8 pin "Kemsood" round 19.95

I-08 8 pin -Icom" round 19.95

AM -08 Modular phone -Mince 19.95
YM-08 Modular phone "Yaesu" 19.95
151-0/4 Modular phone -from" 19.95

TH-887 headset
A high quality headset that will fit
most hand portable and most HE &
VHF. UHF leers via optional interface.

£24.95 P&P L3.50

Supplied with two pin molded plugwill fit Alinco
Suutdard/ADI !cum hand holds!.
TH-887K Reim ood version available £24.95

Optional leads f P&P E1.501.
F3035 8 pin -Standard" round £18.95

5-3035' 8 pin "Yaesu" round -118.95
5.303K 8 pin "Kenwood" round 118.95
F-5031 8 pin -Icom" round 118.95
F-5035? Modular "Naval" phone L18.93

5-303KP Modular "Kern stiod" phone £18.95

IF -3031P Modular "Icom" phone E18.95

Practical Wireless, November 1999
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GG065

YAESU G -450C HAND-HELD ACCESSORIES
fleavy duty rotator for HF beams etc.
Supplied with circular display control
box and 25m of rotator cable.

ONLY £299.95
Inver mast damps t 25.0i)

2" thrust beating 148.00

SALE NOW
ON

RS -502

RS -102

RS -402

RS -101

RS -40

RS -ION

1.8-5255111, (200W) 199.95...NOW £79.95 p&p L3

1.8-15051Hz (200W) £59.95 149.95 p&p £5
125-52551liz (200W) (59.95 t49 p&p £5

1.8-60MHz (3kW) £79.95 169.95 p&p £5
144 430MHa Pocket PWRJSWR

Meter 1200W) (S0239), 13195p&p LI
As above with N -type 139.45 p&p LI

DL.60 * Dtunrny load *DC -5001411r. * sow MaX

* PL -259 fitting £18.99 P&P LI lit( "

COAX S\%ITCHES OltP13.01)

CC -40I 4 way ISO -2391 149.95
0(401 4 way iN TYPE) 154.95
C(-201 2 way (SO -259) 111195
CC -201'N' 2 way IN -type) £24.95

SP -350V
 Be protected this summer: In -line
lightning surge protector. (Gas
discharge tyr. ReAaceable fuse.

INTRO PRICE flUa 9U P&P LI

GARMIN

GPS411
Latest UR version complete
with moving map of UK &

Europe. U49:00.

SALE PRICE £249.95
NEW GPS-III + only £329.95

GlPS-12 Navigator 1129.95

Cigar power lead 120.00
Active magmount antenna 139.95

RECHARGEABLE ALKALINE CEIIS
Starter kit includes charger & 4 x AA

itel -111'3.99« E2.50 P&P.

Nor note that ash for ipetial crib ram be
rrniarzed with thig thaw..

Rechargeable Alkaline. No
memory effects. 1.51 cells. 3 x

capacity of meads.

,1'0 QUIBBLE W.4RRANIT

Extra cells available (a

8 xAA pack
4 %AA pack 0.94
4 x AAA E6.25

INTERFERENCE - STOP IT!
Rectangular snap -fixing ferrite cores
suitable for :- Radio
coax TV mains telephone PC & data
cables. Plastic teeth prevent it from

sliding on table. Simply snap close onto
cabk and job is done! 1%111 fit large coax).

BULK PURCHASE hence 2 for £5
(P&P .12.50). HURRY - LIMITED STOCK.

Nom - Slide over fertile skews lo frf 6mm coax.

Pack of 6 f5. P&P 0.50.

SCANMASTER SP -55

Nissei EP -320
hanging type earphone with
loom mic 8: PTT. Fits Fiemsood.

V limo. Yacsu or Icom.

£24.95m,
Nissei EP -300T

Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic & PTT.
Fits Rem/0°d. Alinco, Yarsu or Icom.

OUR PlUCE £24.95 P&P /I
Lar.lhr (onus ui)h stir 'over ilw rat' enrinn-t 4/ Ilk ;00

MS -109 Fist microphone to fit Kellwood. linesu.

Icom &Aline°.

£16.95
+ 11 P&P IPIIAA. Man wsss 01 RANO wrnl 0111.1011%4.1

NB -30W 2M 114 handheld

amplifier 2.5W input. 30W output (for

5W ip). Turn sour handheld into a
mobile for under L50

ONLY £49.95 P&P £4.00

REGULAR -GAINER RH-770

21cm flexible whip that has 2m + 70cm transmit and

wideband receive.

ONLY 1 4.99 P&P El

SUPER -GAINER RH-9000

40cm flexible whip that has 2m 70cm transmit and

wideband receive.

ONLY i19.95 P&P LI

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand holds. Can be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

£22.95 .P&P.
Waterproof case for handheld L10.00 P&p t:1

QS -200
Air vent holder for all hand -holds
with belt clip. £9.99.

TO [LIAR £4.99 P&P LI

(A?ully adjustable desk top stand for use

with all handheld+. Fitted coaxial fly (FAI)
with BNC & S0239 connectors

ONLY f14.99 P&P £3

S-300

EP -300ow,e4
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

Ciks
100 PIECES ONLY £9.99 P&P LI

Boost reception of sour scanner with this pre -amp.

25-15008111r. variable gain. band pass filters.

Superb value £59.
n
a 3 P&P L3.50

1.-

i
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RADIO
EAS CS
This month, now that he's completed the

description of the constructional side of

the BasiProbe' and `Basi.Tracer'

projects, Rob Mansion G3XFD provides

some hints and tips for using them on

other projects built during the series,

ow that we've built the
'Bali -Probe' (BP*) and
the 'Basi-Tracer' )13T*)
projects, I'm going to
describe how you can
use them in a practical
fashion and, as it seems

an ideal way to go about the job ...
I'm going to use the projects we've
built together so far during this
series.

'Note: All references to the
Basi-Probe will be made as BP
and those to the Basi-Tracer will
be made as BT. On the
reproduced circuit diagrams the
test points (where the probes of
BP or BT are to be placed) will be
indicated with the appropriate
abbreviation and coloured Blue
for BP and Pink for BT. Don't
forget that the 'RF' probe on the

BT is that which uses a diode
detector and the 'AF' is that using
a capacitor.

Crystal Diode Receiver
So, to start off the procedure I'm
going to look at the simple 'crystal
diode' receiver (Receiver 1, Fig.
11 with one stage of audio
amplification, which was
published in April 1998 on page
17.

Firstly, the crocodile clip lead
should be attached to the OV
('chassis' or 'earth') when using
either the BP or BT units. But
don't forget to 'switch on' the
probes each time they're used (or
temporarily 'bridge' the switch
gap to free up one of your hands).

Secondly, don't forget to

Fig. 1: Test points for Receiver 1 (see text).

vt_t_s !oar I
kw« onp,..v. Xrroklse

switch on the receiver under test
and connect the antenna and
earth! If your receiver and
headphones are working OK you
should hear the tone from the BP
at the headphone input, it won't
be very loud, but if you don't hear
anything ... suspect the
headphone circuitry (including
socket if used). Using BP at the
junction connection of CI and RI
it should be louder as Ta
provides amplification.

If not, suspect problems with
the BC108 stage. Applying the
audio frequency (AF) probe of the
BT at the same point should
provide audio from a broadcast
station. However, if you're not
sure whether the detector stage is
working - apply the BP to the rf.
side of D1 (tuning side). If
nothings heard - change the
diode and make sure the polarity
is correct.

Radio

Frequency Amplifier
Next. we move on to the receiver
featured in May 1998 on page 16
Receiver 2, Fig. 2). Here the

same tests for Receiver 1 can be
applied, However, to test that the
interstage coupling is OK, you
should apply the BP to the
MPF102 side of the 500pF
capacitor. If all is well, then apply
BP to the tuned input (Gate) of
the MPF102.

You can also apply the radio
frequency (RF) probe of the BT to
either side of the 500pF capacitor
to listen for the signal coming
from the BP. If neither test

produces a signal, check the
resistors, the choke (r.f.c.)
and the MPF102 itself.

e

a

20.
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350p 78= 350o
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The Traditional TRF
Now we're moving on to the
'traditional' tuned radio
frequency receiver lt.r.f.)
(Receiver 3, Fig. 3), which
was featured on page 17 of

the September 1998 PW This
receiver employs a very

Fig. 2: Testing the r.f. amplifier
on Receiver 2 (see text).

sensitive (but easily overloaded)
regenerative detector stage (151).

You can check for any a.f.

output by using the BT 'AF probe
on either side of C7. You should
hear a gentle 'plop' from the
tracer's loudspeaker as the
regeneration control R6 is operated
- accompanied by a gentle 'hiss' if

the stage is operating satisfactorily,
which is caused by the

regenerative detector stage.
If all is well, leave the BT

connected (either side of C7 will do)
and apply the probe of BP very
close to, but not actually
touching) this is very
important!) the L2 side of C5. In
this way youll be applying enough
multivibrator signal to the
(sensitive - if it's working) detector.
but at the same time avoiding
blocking' it.

Very many experienced
constructors have been caught out
by thinking that a regenerative
detector is insensitive when, in
fact, they've actually 'blocked' it
with too much signal! So, please
avoid this trap! However. if all is
OK and you can hear the
multivibrator's tone  you can
proceed to test the input side of L2
on the L2 side of C4. Suspect the

coil, its tuning or coupling if you
can't receive anything as you tune
the receiver.

Next, if the receiver seems
rather 'deaf apply BP to the Gate
(G) on 'Prl. If the stage is working
well (in other words - amplifying
the signal)a signal applied to G on
Trl should appear to he louder
than a signal produced by applying
the BP to the Drain ID) side of C4.
If not. carry out the tests and
replacements already described for
Receiver 2.

The 3.5MHz Converter
Next in line for treatment is the
'Radio Basics' 3.5.MHz to medium
wave converter project (Receiver
4, Fig. 41 described on page 13 of
the November 1998 PW. This, as
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you'll remember, was used in
conjunction with a car radio
operating over the lower end of

the medium waveband.
Obviously, you can easily

check that the car radio is
working satifactorily by
connecting a suitable antenna to
the coaxial input. But to
familiarise yourself with how the
BP's test signal will sound after
passing through the receiver's
circuitry, you can apply the
probe near to (but not actually
touching - you can place a thin
sleeve over the probe if you
wish) the antenna input socket
to provide enough coupling so as
not to overload the receiver. This
action will provide a useful
reference experience for
(possible) future fault finding.

Testing of the converter's i.f.
(medium wave with the 'down
converted' 3.5MHz signals)
output can be done at the BP
test points on either L3A or L3B.
On the L3B side you'll probably
hear the BP signal plus medium
wave stations as the probe will
also act as a simple antenna.
The L3A side provides a
complete check for the assembly
(which is of course the i.f. output
tuning and coupling circuitry for
the tuneable intemediate
frequency (ill provided by the
car radio).

Test point BP on the Gate
(G) of the Mixer's MPF102
should provide a fairly loud
signal, although this stage does
not provide much signal 'gain'.
However, the test signal should
be heard. Test the r.f. stage in
the same way as I suggested for
the r.f. stage in Receiver 2.

Basic testing of the two
oscillators used in the converter,
the local oscillator and the beat
frequency oscillator (b.f.o. ), is

best carried out with an
electronic 'sniffer' device. Much
favoured by 'Carrying On The
Practical Way' author, the Rev.
George Dobbs G3RJV (and
myself) - they are very simple to
make and use.

All you need is either a
sensitive multimeter, a diode
(the same type used for your
'crystal' diode receiver will do)
and some 'stiffish' copper wire
(preferably enamelled to provide
insulation). Using a pencil as a
former you should then wind a
coil of about 10 turns and
provide 'lead out' of around
100mm to enable connection to
the meter.

The assembly can be made

on a length of plastic tube (an
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Fig. 4: Test points adopted for use on the 3.5MHz to medium wave converter project (Receiver 4). Sr
text for details on testing car radio i.f. unit and 'sniffer probe' used for checking oscillator output_

old ball-point pen casing minus
the ink reservoir is ideal).
Position the 'sniffer' coil so that
it's just clear of the pen barrel
and tape the wire leads to the
sides. One lead (eventually
terminating in flexible wire ). can
go straight to the meter's -
(negative or 'common') socket. It
should be switched to IV or leas
range for this test  but when
testing other equipment you
should always start off with a
10V (or similar higher range)
and then select a suitable range
to provide full scale deflection
lf.s.d.) with the signal produced.
This precaution could save your
meter from damage!

The other lead is cut (either
side of the tape) so that a diode

can be connected. Connect one

end of the diode (polarity not
important) to the coil end and
the other to the meter lead.

(Polarity is not important.

because if the meter needle
moves in the wrong direction
you simply change over the
connections).

Note: A suitable probe was
described  full details complete
with simple printed circuit board
design - in his 'Getting Started
The Practical Way' article by the
Rev, George Dobbs G3RJV on

page 32 of the August 1991 PW.

Photocopies are available from
PW Book Service.

In use, you just place the
probe near the drain ID) circuits
of the MPF102 f.e.t. transistors.
Depending on your meter you
should get a strong deflection if
the oscillator is generating r.f.
signals. Generally speaking the
oscillators are relatively
'generous in output and you
should have no problems in
detcting their outputs with the
'sniffer'.

If you've built the Triny

Dipper' you can (with the
appropriate coil plugged in)
'tune' for the signals with the
power off (Dipper switch in
Wavemeter' position) and look
for an indication on the meter.
This should move upwards
(with 'edge reading' type) or
from 'zero' - depending on the
meter you've used.

No Space!
I've decided  as rve no space
left this time - to prepare a
separate project to provide
modulation on the lInny
Dipper' project rather than
within this edition of 'Radio
Basics'. However, I hope you'll
enjoy the test procedures I've
described this month. You'll
perhaps find them testing
yourself - but interesting I'm
sure!

Cheerio for now! MY
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1999 Results

It's that time of

year again and

Neill Taylor

G4HLX, our

long -serving

adjudicator, has

been busy

collating all the

entries and here

he is with the

1999 PW

144MHz QRP

Contest Results ...

Fig. la: one of the photos
sent in to Neill Taylor
G4HLX, showing the sites
chosen by this year's
contenders, this is EI5IF/P
in his four-by-four.
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.1. he 17th Practical Wireless
144MHz QRP Contest on
20th June included all
those features that we
have come to expect from
this day of low -power
v.h.f. activity on a

summer Sunday, with many
good QSOs for most operators.
Some additional highlights this
year included a sporadic -E (sp-E)
opening, bringing signals from
as far away as Romania and a
welcome appearance on the band
from our esteemed editor, Rob
Mannion GSXFD.

This year, entries were
received from 63 stations with
about half of them single operators and, although many
more stations were active during the contest, the
winners worked 283!

Overall Winners!
Amongst the entries were many of our regular
competitors and, of course, a number of individuals and
groups were entering for the first time - and it was
one of these who achieved the number one spot in the
results table! Congratulations to the Bristol Contest
Group (MW1BCG/P) who achieved an impressive
margin over our regulars the North Wales Wafflers
(GWONWR/P) in second place and Oldham Radio
Club (GlORC/P) in third place (who have both been
overall winners in recent years).

The
Bristol group
comprises
Matthew
Jeffery
G7ORR, Neil
Powell
MOAXF and
Steve Tombs
M1AHH.
They operated
from the
summit of
Pen-y-Gadair
Fawr, one of

the highest peaks in The Black Mountains, at 800m
a.s.I., using an array of four 6 -element yagis.

The rate at which they held QSOs at the start of the
contest was phenomenal, with 91 contacts completed in
the first hour. This gave them a lead which they
maintained throughout the day, also clocking up an
amazing 43 locator squares, including almost all UK
squares plus a good number on the continent.

Rob Mannion G3XFD/P joined in the fun this year.
and here he is on site on private farmland
approximately 750m from the main road between
Shaftesbury and Blandford Forum.

Their own comment was: "We used a new site with a
360' view, so worked lots of squares which were unusual
for us, e.g. in EI/GI and north-west France". Their efforts
win them the Practical Wireless QRP Contest
Winners Cup and also the special prize of a 100m drum
of Japanese -made "Super Low Loss" 5D -5B coaxial
cable, kindly donated by Mike Devereux G3SED of
Nevada. The North Wales Wafflers, as runners up, will
receive some solar panels from Key Solar Products,
generously offered by Bob Keyes GW4EED.

Scottish Stations
Amongst the Scottish stations, David Dodds
(GM4WLL/P) achieves the top spot to gain the
Tennamast 'fl-ophy in Memoriam to Frank Hall
GM8BEX, donated and sponsored by Tennamast
(Scotland) Ltd. David's success as a single -operator
breaks the four-year sequence of wins by the Cockenzie &
Port Seton Amateur Radio Club (GMOCLN/Pl.

Comments sent by the Cockenzie & Port Seton club
show that they are most gracious in defeat: "We reckon
that GM4WLUP has won the Tennamast Trophy this
year by a good margin. Many congratulations to him and
if we can't win it with GMOCLN/P then at least it has
gone to another Cockenzie & Port Seton ARC club
member"!

Eire & Northern Ireland
A disappointing number of entries from Eire and
Northern Ireland (see 'Keylines1), considering a
reasonably high level of activity heard there during the
contest. The chart is led by Peter Lowrie (G17JYK/P),
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to win the PW EMI Trophy Clock for the third
successive year.

Single Operator Stations
Dave Hewitt continues to dominate the single
operator stations, leading for the fourth year
running, this year as 2C8ZRFJP, making use of the
special commemorative prefix for the launch of the
Welsh Assembly.

Dave had a serious challenge this time, though,
from Mike Baguley (2C7LQD/P), only 18 QSOs
behind Dave after careful scrutiny of the logs. The
friendly rivalry between Dave and Mike has been
evident in a number of recent 2m1144MHzicontests,
but this is the closest they have been in a PW QRP
contest, although both have been entering regularly for
many years.

Other Results
You'll find lists of all the other results in the tables.
Certificates go to all those listed under "Leading
Stations" and also to the leading station in each locator
square.

Congratulations to all. The full detailed results
table will be sent shortly to all who submitted an s.a.e.
with their entry. You can also get a copy by sending an
s.a.e. now to the PW offices, Arrowsmlth Court.
Station Approach, Broadstone. Dorset BH18 8PW
or by visiting the contest Web site:
http://home.neilLorg/contest where you will find not
only this year's results table but also an archive of older
results and various other information about the contest.

Appalling Weather Conditions?
For many hill -topping portable stations, appalling
weather conditions made getting to the site and setting
up the station a real challenge. The story told by
Oldham Radio Club (GIORCIP) is typical: "The day
started nice and bright when we left, but as we got
within 500 yards (457m) of the site the heavens opened
and we were subjected to a very heavy shower which
lasted for an hour and completely soaked the whole
team.

"Our shelter is a big blue canvas sheet which we
drape over a rock and make a lean-to shelter, whilst
trying to erect this in the wind and heavy rain, it looked
more like a scene from the wreck of the Hesparus than
a radio contest".

Those who travelled to their site the previous
evening had it no easier, as at the North Wales Wafflers
(GWONWR/131: "The weather through the night was so
windy,) was amazed we stayed on the mountain".

The high winds gave some entrants a hard time
getting their antennas aloft, such as Barry G1JDP
and Maurice G1JGE, operating as GIJDP/P: 'The
weather was windy, about 30/35mph (48/56kph) and
caused a few problems erecting the mast and antenna.
We used two 10ft poles joined together with a new
internal scaffolding connector, but we found that this
was not strong enough to take the weight of the rotator
and the 17 -element beam - while being hosted up, it
bent. We tried a second connector, but it did the same".

The Macclesfield & District Radio Society
(GX4MWS/P) were another group suffering from the
weather: "Our start was delayed by heavy rain while
erecting the antenna mast (not too nice operating when
soaked to the skin)'. But for most stations it had
become dry by the time the station had to be
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dismantled.
limy Crake (GOOVA/P)

experienced "torrential rain
and a howling gale rather
like being at the wrong end
of a jet washer", but later
"the weather did improve
greatly and I was able to
take off my clothes and
hang them on the roof rack
to dry out!" It wasn't wet for
everyone though. For
example, the comment of
the Cornish Choughs DX
Group (G4STELIP) is
simply: "WX brilliant".

Poor Propagation?
For most of the day, the poor
weather was matched by
generally poor propagation,
according to most operators.
Dave Hewitt (2C8ZRET)
found 'no real DX this year
from my QTH, the
afternoon conditions were
terrible, with long periods of noise".

David Dodds (GM4WLL/P) writes "conditions could
best be described as peculiar. At 103OUTC I was
seriously considering digging the linear out of the boot,
giving away points and then going home! An hour later
things were really quite lively but conditions were up and
down all day" Peter Thompson (G8DDY/P) goes further:
"propagation was poor, I think that my score is the worst
since I started doing the contest".

However, although many operators didn't notice it,
for a period of about an hour around midday there was a
major sp-E opening to Hungary and Romania, from a
fairly broad area of southern Britain.

Several contacts well in excess of 2000km were
made. Some who heard a little of this could not believe
their ears, like Lawrence Atkinson (G4FAA/P):
"thought 1 heard a YO but probably only in my dreams!"
Some others succeeded in working the DX and were very
happy about it, such as Mark Tuttle (GOTMT). who
"worked YO3JW in KN34. My best contact on 2m! Ever"!

But many stations who heard the Romanians, found
it hard or impossible to get through to them with 3W,
partly because the opening suddenly attracted a number
of high -power stations onto the band.

Tony (GOOVA/P) noted "the major sporadic -E event
in the middle didn't help. This brought out the QRO
stations so the racket was terrible for about an hour".
Dirk Everaet
(ON I.AEE) also
notes: "there was
trouble working
stations because
there was sporadic -E
and the big guns
working over the long
distance. I have
heard YO4FR/P in
KN34AW,

YO4BWD/P in
KN27GD, YO4WZ/P
in KN44EW, but with
2.5W I wasn't able to
work them".

Another problem

1

EL 

Fig. lb: This
photo is of
GOVJFIR in his
mobile home.

Fig. la This
photo is of
Greeme
Wormeld
G3GGI../12 with

that wonderful
viewl
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Thankyou Neill!
On behalf of everyone on the PW
Editorial team and the many
enthusiasts who enter the contest
every year, I would like to pay tribute
to Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX's continuing
hard work organising, adjudicating
and overseeing the event. It's a truly
year-round effort and Neill manages
despite tremendous international
commitments ranging from the USA
to Geneva.
So, thank you Neill - for all your many
years hard work. Here's to the future
and the 18th event!

Rob Mannion G3XFD, Editor PW.

Fig. 2: G4HLX/F' with
assistant Katharine 2E 1HFX
on the Berkshire Downs
near Wantage.
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was that some of the YO stations
appeared uninterested in
working contest stations. ibny
(GOOVA/PI writes "I worked
YO6DBA/P (KN36) but he yelled
at me 'no contest, no serial
numbers. I actually logged seven
other unco-operative YOs". At the
Burnham Beeches Radio Club
(G8WIR/P), too, "stations in YO -
land were heard, but wanted DX
not G contest stations".

Editorial Excitement
Apart from this opening. another
bit of excitement was hearing our
very own PW Editor, Rob

Mannion (G3XDF/P), on the air. The Cornish
Choughs DX Group i G4STB/P i remarked 'nice to hear
Rob on the air", as did several other entrants - and yes,
G4HLX/P was back on air for the contest this year,
after a two year absence while overseas. It was
pleasant to work many of our regular contest operators
again, assisted by my daughter Katherine 2E1HFX
(See Fig. 21.

You will probably have read more about Rob's
exploits in the contest in his article in the September

1999 issue of Practical
Wireless. Rob sent me his log
as a checklog, since he
probably felt that his famous
callsign put him at an unfair
advantage in attracting
QSOs. Actually I'm not so
sure, as everyone wanted to
stop and chat with him,
which might have slowed
down his contact rate.

Anyway, I'm pleased to
say that, if Rob's log had
been scored as a normal
entry, it would have put him
at a very creditable 20th
place in the results list.

While some operators
were having trouble
believing the YO callsigns
they were hearing, others
were puzzled by the 2C
prefixes used by some of the
Welsh stations. At least one
operator wrote the calls in
his log believing that he
must have made a mistake.

Mike Baguley was one
who used the special
commemorative prefix, as
2C7LQD/P. His comment is
"the 2C callsign proved
novel, although I did spend
quite a lot of time explaining
what it was all about. It was
rather a mouthful and I shall
be glad to get back to GW".

Declining Numbers
It's sad to see the number of
stations entering the contest
declining again this year,

continuing the gradual downward trend since the peak
in 1983. There has been a similar pattern in all v.h.f.
activities and not just this contest.

When it was announced that Novice licensees were
to be given access to the 2m (144MHz) band, we hoped
that this would be in time for the contest.
Unfortunately, the new regulations came into effect just
one day too late, on 21st June! Still, we hope that
Novice stations will boost the activity in next year's
QRP Contest. It's an ideal event for the newcomer and,
as an inducement, we hope to be offering a special
award for the leading Novice station entering our year
2000 contest.

There were, of course, a number of Novice
operators as members of the team in some of the groups
in this year and, as always, some operators were
having their first taste of v.h.f. contesting. Derek
Southey GOEYX and Stan Houlding GOBYA. both
keen c.w. operators, were in the contest as GOEYX/P.

Derek writes: "this was our very first contest and
we both had a super day's activity and all so friendly.
We intended to do the contest using only c.w., but this
was not to be - we called for 20 minutes and achieved
only one QSO"!

It is regrettable that there is not more c.w. activity,
as this ought to be one way of getting the most out of
QRP. Some stations do revert to this mode towards the
end of the contest, when it all gets rather quiet,
presumably in the hope of 'winkling' out those few
really distant contacts which couldn't quite be achieved
on s.s.b.

Now here's an idea from the North Wales Wafflers
(GWONWR/P I: "The camp cook's Chilli con Came was
even better than last year lit seems to get hotter each
year!). We really ought to have a contest operators
recipe spot in PW"! Any other contest groups care to
share with us their culinary secrets for a successful
portable station?

Next Year
So, that brings us to thoughts about next year's contest.
Several entrants remarked about their plans to make
improvements to their stations. The Macclesfield and
District Radio Society (GX4MWS/P) were one group
who vowed "we will be back next year and hopefully we
will be a bit slicker, quicker and better prepared" and
it's never too soon to start that preparation!

Most entrants could think of a few things they
would like to improve: whether it's a better portable
site; a better antenna or one that's easier to erect lin
bad weather!): some improvement to the receiver
performance maybe (how did yours cope with all those
strong signals?); lower loss feeder; better microphone
and headsets: better logging arrangements - be they
paper -based or by computer, better power supply tone
that doesn't involve flattening the car battery!): or
maybe just a hotter Chilli! Whatever your needs, now is
the time to start planning.

The date of the next PW 144 MHz QRP Contest
will be Sunday 18th June 2000. Let's hope that we'll
all be able to make it a really special event look out for
the rules and other details in Practical Wireless next
year.

Finally, my thanks to all who supported the contest
this year. The logs were generally in good form for my
job of adjudication and I really did appreciate the
substantial number of entrants who made use of the
new facility to send their logs by E-mail. So until next
year ...!

Neill Taylor G4HLX
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1999 Result Tables
Practical Wireless 144MHz ORP Contest 1999

Pos. CaMalan Points Pos. IQ'align Points

1 MW1BCGIP 12169 32 G6W1RP 540
2 GWONWR/P 5539 33 G4FAAA. 484
3 GlORC/P 3738 34 G401 -V P 460
4 2C8ZRE/P 3220 35 GOWRSA. 440
5 2C7L013/1. 2960 36 G4TVN 390
6 GOROC/P 2750 37 GOEYX, 344
7 GOOVA/P 2015 38 G4JYNIP 341

GI7JYK.P 1840 39 GODLR 324
9 G6FOLP 1827 40 G6FLY1P 320

10 G3VGGiP 1598 41 G7TUA 315
It GWOPZOP 1566 42 GlDWVP 288
12 GM 4WLLJP 1440 43 G8WYR 272
13 60700,P 1280 G7AXE;P445 264
14 GOHDWP 1235 MOAYILP 247
15 GX4MINSP 1184 46 GORRC 242
16 GEIDDY.P 994 47 G4KVUP 238
17 GIJDPJP 990 as GW3LNRP 234
18 G3BPKP 954 49 G3GGLP 222
19 G75KMA. 880 50 07S8V 217
20 GOCRW/P 812 51 MOBAO? 216
21 G1WKS,P 798 52 GOJVR 202
22 GMOCL NiP 756 53 ON MEE 189
23 M 1 ASE/P 741 54 GMOAYRP 176
24 GOW2LP 735 55 G4STIIP 175
25 G 5ZGP 720 56 GOPIRP 156
26 E15IF.P 702 57 GOTMT 136
27 G4NVM/P 700 58 0 7110 85
28 GOOKOP 690 59 GW7EVG 66
29 G1POSP 684 60 MOEIHEP 64
30 2COGIPP 675 61 MOBL1W 14

31 G3MAEP 585 62 GM7OKX
63 G6YYLPP 1

Leading Multi -Operator Stations

Pos Name Cal Score

1 Bristol Contest Group PAM BCCVP 12169
2 North Wales Wafflers CG GWONWRP 5539
3 Oldham Radio Club G10F1CP 3738
6 Rochdale & District ARS GOROC.P 2750
9 Cohn. Alen & Jo G6FOZP 1827

10 Bromsgrove & District ARC 03VGGP 1598
11 Charlie & Sue Jordan GWOPZOM 1568
14 NorthEast ex -Pats GOHDV,P 1235
15 Macclesfield & District RS GX4MWST 1184

17 The JDP and JGE Jazz Man GlJDPP 990

Leading Stations In Each Locator Square

Square Name Caltsign No. entrants
in square

1063 Pat Molloy & Gareth Martin 1

1070 John S. Rule GOJVR 3

1073 Roland Jeffery 2COGZIP

1074 Peter Lowrie Gl7JYKA,

1075 Ayr Amateur Radio Group GMOAVIVP 2

1080 Axe Vale ARC G7AXEP 5

1081 Bristol Contest Group MW1BCG/P 4

1082 North Wales Wafflers CG GWONWRIP 5

1083 Dave Hewitt 2C8ZREP 8

1084 Christopher Richmond GOTOOT 3

0085 David Dodds GM4WLL P 2

1050 Peter Thompson GEIDDY.1. 2

1091 Tony Crake GOOVAA. 3

1092 Midland Satellite Net MlASEeP 4

1093 Oldham Radio Club G1ORC.P 8

1094 The JDP and JGE Jazz Men GlJDP/IP 2

J001 Crowborough & District ARS GOCRW/P 6

J002 Roy Smith GORRC 3

J010 Dirk Everaet ON1AEE 1

Leading Stations Using A Single Antenna
Pos Name Callsign Antenna

4 Dave Hewitt 2C8ZRE/P 7-ele ZL.sPecial
6 Rochdale & District ARS GOROC/12 14 -ale Parabeam
7 Tony Crake GOOVAIP Tonna 17-ele yagi
8 Peter Lowrie GI7JYKIP Tonna 13-ele yagi
9 Colin. Alan & Jo G6POZIP 19 -ale yagi

10 Bromsgrove & District ARC G3VGG2P 8 -ale quad
11 Charlie & Sue Jordan GWOPZOP 5-ele quad
12 David Dodds GM4WLLiP Jaybeam 813 slot -led yagi
14 North-East es -Pats GOHL)VP 12-ele ZL-special
15 Macclesfield & District RS GX4MWS.P Jaybeam 10 -ale yagi

050 Squ Inc Ant a.s.111m1 TX/RX

283 43 10131 4x5Y 800 1C275
191 29 1082 2s17Y 560 FT736R
178 21 1093 2x9Y 660 F129013
125 22 1083 14Y 410 FT29OR
87 21 1091 19Y 290 FT736R
94 17 '082 80 195 FT746

112 1083 50 295 FT29OR
95 13 1093 122 300 FT847
74 16 1083 10y 410 FT29OR
66 15 1094 17Y 190 T119130

OSO Squ Loe Ant a.e.LUtll TX/RX
$61 20 1083 72 275 TR751E
143 20 1082 2x9Y 360 102756

96 21 1091 171' 295 TR751E
92 20 1074 I3Y 300 FT29011

80 18 1085 8/13Y 365 TR9130
80 16 10134 2x72 130 1C70611

71 14 1090 10Y 240 F7221Fi
57 14 3001 13v 130 F1290R
49 15 1083 4Y 300 1129011
50 14 3001  1, 110 FTY707

Leading Single Operator Stations

Pus Name Cd Score

4 Dave Hewitt 2C8ZRE/P 3220
5 Mike Bagulav 2C7L00/P 2860
7 Tony Crake GOOVAIP 2015
8 Peter Lowrie GI7JYKJP 1840

12 Dent1Dodda GM4WLUP 1440
13 Christopher Richmond GOTOOR 1280
16 Peter Thompson G8DDY/P 994
21 West Kent ARS G1WKS/P 798

24 J D Rushton GOWZLP 735
0 hfl Dudderatie G4NVMIP 700

Leading Stations

Overall Winners Bristol Contest Group NRAMBCG/P
Runners Up

Leading Single Operator

Runner-up Single Op.

Leading Fixed Station

Leading English Station

Leading Welsh Station

Leading Scottish Station

Leading N. Ireland Station

Leading Eire Station

North Wales Wafflers

Dave Hewitt

Mike Baguley

Paul Baxter

Oldham Radio Club

Bristol Contest Group

David Dodds

Peter Lowrie

Pat Molloy & Gareth Martin

GWONWR/P

2C8ZRE/P

2C7LOD/P

G4ZVN

G1ORC/P

MW1BCG/P

GM4WLL/P

GI7JYK/P

EISIF/P

Just a reminder that
the 18th PW 144MHz

QRP Contest
will take place

on Sunday
18th June 2000.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

i

TELEPHONE

SALES ON:

01
922
41
47
96

Ask for Dave
(G1LBE)

Open Mon -Fri
9.30 - 6.00pm.

Sat 9.30 - 4.00pm

WEB SITE

httpiAreespace virgin.netlradio.world

E-mail

radio worldavirtun net

EOM
There is NO CHARGE for

using credit cards

WANTED
USED

EQUIPMENT
PX WELCOME

BEST PRICES
PAID!

RADIOWORLD
(WEST

42 BROOK LANE
GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ
WE ARE S MINS AWAY FROM J1 1 M6

MIDLANDS)
TEL SALES & SERVICE: 01922 414796

FAX: 01922 417829
MOBILE TEL 0850 099244

Main dealers for Alinco, 'corn, Yaesu & Kenwood
Manufacturers warranty on all new equipment

ICOM YAE SU KENWOOD AUNCO
Most of the loom range will carry

unbelievable discounts. Ring for details

\1.451°C11111111..

IC -706G
HF 6m, 2m, 70cm

£999

IC -746
HF, 6m, 2m 100W, 100W,
100W with tuner built in.

£1395

66
PCR 1000

Computer driven
receiver.

IC-T8E
Triple bander. 5W
output.

£299
Military spec.

FT-920AF
HF & 6m built-in tuner

with FM & FREE AM/FM
Filter. £1-199

ICOM IC -R75
Latest Icom receiver. 0-30 +
6m. Outstanding receive with
DSP. £629

FT-1000MP AC
Dual Receiver. Digital

100W Com2petition1-99 radio.

FT-VX 1R
VHF:UHF
Handie.

Micro small.
£POA

FT -847
The new mobile -
base. DSP HF 2m-

70cm 50MHz.
£1499

FT -100
HF 6m/2m/70cm extra

small mobile.
Information to follow.

TS -870
Still the only true DSP
radio with TX,EO N/R.

£1499

TS-570DG
Dedicated HF mobile -
base DSP with built-in

tuner. £899

TH-G71E
Full 5 Watts
power. Wide
band receive.

£239

TM -G707
The new mobile package

with features: High
visability display, 5 -in -1
programme memory,

memory name function,
multiscan facilitt& built-

in CTCSS. £Z99

DX -70TH
HF +6M £599

DR -M06
6M MOBILE 20W

£215

DR -140
2M mobile 50W

£220

DR -430
Mobile 70cm
£220

DJ -G5
2M,70CM handle

£237

PRICE MATCH
Up to 5% extra discount may be available on

selected items

WE STOCK ALL ACCESSORIES FOR THE MAIN BRANDS DISCOUNTED BY 10%
Microphones - Icom
SM6 ohm, 8 pin, desk Ir. 199

SM8 131000 ohm selectable, 8 pin

desk mic .1100

SM20600ohm, B pin, deluxe

desk mic 1108

Speakers - Icom
SF20 base station loudspeaker with audio
fitter 1125

SP21 base station loudspeaker .... . ..165
Microphones - Kenwood
C -60A dual impedance desk nub internal pie -

Jail) £106

MC -80 electret desk mic with pre -amp £55

MC -85 electret desk mic with pre -amp

& compressor . 1125

MC -90 desk mic for DSP transceivers 1169

Speakers - Kenwood
SP -23 station loudspeaker for

TS -4501690S/5700 162

SP -31 station loudspeaker for

TS -850/870S 174.50

SP -950 station loudspeaker for

TS-950S0X.. ..... ..... 196

Yaesu FT -847 options
ATAS-100 active tuning ant 1224

FC-20 automatic ant tuner . 1197

MD -100 A8X desk top mic .. 199

YF-115C 455kHz/500112 Collins Mechanical

filter f89
YF-I158 02 2.7kHZ SSB filter Colhr r,

Mechanical 189

We also stock all makes of
antennas:- Cushcraft,

Diamond, Sirio, Watson,
Pro -Am, etc.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

42 BROOK LANE

GREAT WYRLEY, WALSALL

WEST MIDLANDS WS6 6BQ

SALES & SERVICE

TEL: 01922 414796
FAX: 01922 417829

WE ARE 5 MINS AWAY FROM JI 1 Mt,

IVIDIOWOR p,

Nevi so,pt'l

FINANCE NOW AVAILABLE. PHONE DAVE FOR DETAILS!

USED EQUIPMENT PRICE LIST
MAKE MODEL PRICE KENWOOD TS-530SD HF MINT BASE 240V 295.00
DRAKE SW8 RECIEVER WORLD BAND £275.00 KENWOOD TS-690SAT HF / 6M/ 50W £699.00
ICOM IC -271E 2M MULTI MODE £375.00 KENWOOD TS-690SAT TRANSCEIVER HF ,50MHz (725.00
ICOM IC -275E 25W MULTI/MODE £550.00 KENWOOD TS -850 TRANSCEIVER 0-30MHz £695.00
ICOM IC -471E 70 WATT 70CM £450.00 KENWOOD TS -940S HF BASE 100W Inc 2 x CW Filters (599.00
ICOM IC -706 Mkt £499.00 KENWOOD TS-950SDX HF BASE DIGITAL 150W £1,895.00
ICOM IC-706MK 11 DSP TRANSCEIVER £599.00 KENWOOD R-5000 HF 0-30 (550.00
ICOM IC -725 HF/FM £425.00 MFJ 784B DSP FILTER 140.00
ICOM IC -725 TRANSCEIVER PLUS FM £450.00 REALISTIC DX -394 AS NEW HF 00.00
ICOM IC -726 HF 6M./ MULTI MODE £500.00 UNIVERSAL M-8000 TERMINAL (500.00
ICOM IC -735 HF 'MINT' £450.00 YAESU FC-102 ATU £120.00
ICOM IC -735 TRANSCEIVER f450.00 YAESU FC-707 ATU £95.00
ICOM IC -737 BASE TRANS, INC TUNER 0-30MHz £600.00 YAESU FC-757 AUTO ATU £175.00
ICOM IC -751 HF 0-30MHz 100W [400.00 YAESU FRG 8800 INCLUDING CONVERTER £295.00
ICOM IC -765 HF Base Station 0-30MHz £995.00 YAESU FRG -100 MINT CONDITION WITH PSU 050.00
ICOM IC -775 DSP 200W MAINS HF £1,799.00 YAESU FRG -100 FM KEY PAD 050.00
ICOM IC-T8E 2 m 70m & 6m HANDIE £230.00 YAESU FRG -7700 FOR 7700 £250.00
ICOM IC-X21ET DUAL BANDER 23170CM HANDIE £225 00 YAESU FT 290R 2m Multi Mode £195.00
ICOM R 7000 25MHzi 2GHz £500.00 YAESU FT 890 HF Gen "as new" 000.00
ICOM R 7000 INCLUDING REMOTE 050.00 YAESU FT -10 HANDIE 2M £100.00
ICOM SP -20 SPEAKER £90.00 YAESU FT -100 LATEST HFI6M/2M170CM £899.00
JRC NRD-135 HF-GENERAL DC £499.00 YAESU FT-1000MP AC (1,500.00
JRC NRD-245 HF/6M 150W MAINS (1,599.00 YAESU FT-1000MP AC (1,599.00
KANTRONICS KAM PLUS TNC £220.00 YAESU FT -11 2M HANDIE E140.00
KENWOOD AT -230 ATU 0.30MHz E140.00 YAESU FT -11 HANDIE 2M £100.00
KENWOOD PS 33 Power Supply £120.00 YAESU FT -290811 2M MULTI MODE £275.00
KENWOOD PS -52 22AMP PSU 870 EXT £195.00 YAESU FT -3000M 2 METER 70W 000.00
KENWOOD R-5000 INCLUDING CONVERTER ALL FILTERS 099.00 YAESU FT -51R DUAL BAND HANDIE E249.00
KENWOOD SP -31 SPEAKER £50.00 YAESU FT -690 6M MULTI MODE (295.00
KENWOOD TH-G71 LATEST DUAL BAND HANDIE £200.00 YAESU FT -707 100W HF £250.00
KENWOOD TL -922 AMP MINT LATE MODEL £1.100.00 YAESU FT -747 TRANSCEIVER 050.00
KENWOOD TM -255E 2M MULTI MODE E500.00 YAESU FT 757 GXMK1 TRANSCEIVER (400.00
KENWOOD TR-751 MULTI MODE 2M £325.00 YAESU FT -8100R DUAL BANDER E250.00
KENWOOD TS -140S HP0.30MHz TRANSCEIVER £400.00 YAESU FT 840 0 30MHz TRANSCEIVER £495.00
KENWOOD TS -430 HF 0-30MHz 100W 050.00 YAESU FT -847 fiFi6M/2M,,70CM E1.099.00
KENWOOD TS -440 SAT TRANSCEIVER £525.00 YAESU F7.920 AF TRANSCEIVER 099.00
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MEI
The Ups And Downs Of Mountain Smell.

Lakes 472 Low P0ni-7:i
Phil Davies

110AITI3

describes how he

took part in the

1997 and 1998

PW 144N1Hz

QRP Contest in

the Lake

District. He

describes

equipment and

antennas used as

well as a list of

safety points

which you might

like to consider

if you would like

to take part in

QRP in the

lakes - or

wherel er!

t's wonderful I i% ing at the

edge of the Lake District -
all this mountain scenery
which other people pay to
come here and see. One

problem with mountain
scenery, however, is that it

tends to block v.h.f. signals.
Looking at a map, the

mountain range is (very) roughly
circular. It represents the core of
a geological 'dome' structure
about 60km across, lying south of
the Scottish Southern Uplands
across the Solway. between the
Pennines in the east and the
Irish Sea in the west.

While you can easily
transmit 'outwards' from around
the edge of the mountain range.
it's another matter to
communicate across the ridges
and peaks in the middle!

First Effort

Phil Davies MOAYB joins in
many contests, operating from
mountain tops!

My first effort at the PW 144MHz QRP contest was in
1997. using an Icom 1C-706 rig on open ground near
Egremont, just to the west of the mountains overlooking
the Irish Sea. lb gain the last few metres of height, the rig
was set up on the top of a small hillock, with a trailing
power lead connected to my car in the field nearby.

The site, at an elevation of over 100m, had the benefit
of a clear take -off south (to North Wales), west (to the Isle
of Man and Ireland) and north (to the south western part
of Scotland P.

On the other side of the coin, the mountains rising
behind made it difficult to make contacts with any station
in the eastern half of the compass. Using a newly acquired
Tonna 9 element portable Yagi (see Fig. 11, I made 495
points 449th position), a reasonable first effort at a contest.

Encouraged, I bought a second hand Yaesu FT -290
Mk1I (See Fig. 2), apparently known in some circles as the
Electric Handbag sorry, Yaesu). This is a popular 2.5W
portable rig, having the benefit of an internal power pack
holding rechargeable NiCad cells.

The next effort at a contest was a disaster. In
summer 1997.1 carried the Yaesu and the Yagi to
the top of Black Combo for one of the series of
RSGB 'Backpackers' contests. Located at the
south western corner of the Lake District, and at
600m. Black Combo is a promising take off point
for the south and west.

Unfortunately, because of a problem with the
charger, the new batteries, despite showing
working voltage, hadn't been fully charged. They
died within a few minutes of pre -contest listening
and I had to pack up and trudge hack down the
mountain without making a single (DSO.

Lesson number one, was learned the hard
way! I've now learned to charge and gain

confidence in new NiCad batteries in
general use before recharging them and
relying on them in a remote spot.

Another high Lake District peak, with
a proven track record in v.h.f contests and
good take off towards the south, is
Coniston Old Man, at 801m. This is
generally occupied by other stations and,
after the Black Combo debacle, for my
1998 contesting I sought another high
location.

After much study of Ordnance Survey
maps and some field trials with n hand-
held transceiver. I decided to try Skiddaw,
locator 10144KP. From the top of Skiddaw
ism Fig. 3?, at 931m. there would still be
mountains between my station and almost
all the others in the contest, but it has the
advantage of being the highest point in
the northern part of the range.

Morning Of The Contest
On the morning of the contest, it was dry,
but the cloudbase sat at around 500m,
half way up the mountain. I had an early

start, allowing two hours to walk from the car park int
290m i up the main walker's route to the peak about 5km
away. I made it to the top at the contest start time, but
encountered increasingly violent weather en route: fine
spray within the clouds, and strong wind whipping across
the peak, making it quite difficult to walk.

I had a choice - locate myself on the highest point, where
take off would be slightly impeded by a rocky ridge to the
south, or on the south edge of the ridge, with better take off
south, but less elevation and impeded to the north. I chose
the highest point.

Having got to the top, I ducked for cover behind a small
drystone windbreak wall and contemplated the next move.
Even in the lee of the wall it was chilly - lesson number two
fortunately well known by mei is to have plenty of warm
and weatherproof clothing for such trips.

Fig. 1: The Tonna F9FT 9 -element portable antenna
which Phil uses for 144MHz
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feature

Fig. 2: Phil MOAYB uses a Yaesu FT -290 Mk11 2.5W
portable transceiver for his portable contesting.

Rather than try to put up the Yagi in the strong wind, I
switched on the rig using the 'rubber duck' antenna and
made an opening contact with oszrriP, who was also
being buffeted on top of Coniston Old Man at the southern
edge of the range. The 'rubber duck' would not be much
use for the contest, so I decided to try the Yagi, using only
two of the three boom sections to cut down wind resistance.

The mast la telescopic clothes line prop, was erected
and guyed to heaps of boulders using pieces of clothes line.
to continue the laundry theme!). The truncated antenna
was clamped onto the mast, but only raised to about two
metres above the ground to reduce the risk of the whole
arrangement being expensively blown away.

Back behind the stone windbreak, I started to make
contest contacts. Although the directional character of the
antenna was impaired by the lack of three elements. I
seemed to be getting out reasonably well, and within a
short time made contacts with England. Ireland, Scotland
and Wales.

Cloud Clear
Although the cloud cleared away, the wind continued to be
a problem all day, and, at times, it was shrieking past the
antenna. The main operating problem was to keep the
antenna pointing in the desired direction.

One station reported that I'd dropped down in QSB, but
I had enough of a signal to be able to report that the
problem was due to the beam swinging around in the
gusts!

Eventually, I tied a length of washing line rof course) to
the tip of the boom, and from the shelter of' my windlvak,
used this to stabilise the antenna and pull it round to
positions within a limited arc. It was rather like adjusting
the set of a sail.

During the morning, the fell walkers started arriving,
some apparently dismayed that I'd laid claim to the least
draughty spot on the summit. As a windswept ambassador
for the hobby, several times I endured the ribaldry "... it's a
rather extreme approach to picking up the World Cup
score, isn't it on the telly'?

One eight year old came up to enquire if my antenna
was indeed a Yagi! His father, who had put him up to it,
turned out to he an ex -army radio operator, so we had a
chat about the demise of Morse, h.f. operating, wire
antennas and so on, filling in a flat spot in the contest. I
told them it was two thirds of a Yagi.

Another hiker took pity and plied me with hot coffee.
lbgether with being hauled out to take record photographs
of people on the summit using their own cameras and
generally socialising, it was quite an eventful day, if not
exactly competitive contesting.

The wind dropped slightly during the afternoon.
enabling me to add the third section of the antenna and
raise it to its maximum height, which is only about 2.5m
need a more ambitious mast, I think).

The majority of contacts had been made within the first

three hours of the contest, and by later in the day.
things were getting quiet. I heard a weak Belgian
station at one point, but couldn't make the contact. I
was, however, pleased to make my single Cm. contest
contact of the day on Channel 22 with enterprising
GWOPZO/P. I had assumed that all the action would be
on s.s.b. around 144.300MHz and was only scanning
the f.m. channels around 145.500MHz to see what else
was happening in the world.

I'm already studying the OS maps again, looking
for the site that could put me into the big time next
year. My 1998 contest result, was an improvement on
1997. 1 got as far as J001 (GIWKST, in Kent?) this
time, diagonally in the opposite corner of England, so
maybe I'll get across the Channel in 1999? Alright, I
didn't make the highest score in 1998, but perhaps I

had the highest station!

Out & About
If you are not familiar with being out and about on high
mountains, consider the potential hazards before you
embark on a remote portable operation. Here are some
suggestions for controlling risk and having a safe and
enjoyable day out:
1: Don't bite off more than you can chew. The radio and

other equipment you will need will probably add up to a
fairly heavy rucksack load. Experience transporting the
equipment and
portable
operating at a
near -

civilisation or
low-level
location before
committing
yourself to a
high altitude or
remote contest
site.

2: Be accom-

panied if
possible. If you
must operate
alone, you will be safer at a location which is frequented
by others, such as a popular walker's destination.

3: Recognise that, if mist descends, you will be disorientated.
You need to be aware of your locations and options for
'escape routes' at all times. A proper map and compass
should be carried on all but the smaller hills and you
should know how to use them. A satellite navigator could
he useful as well, although I haven't yet tried one.

4: Let someone responsible 'back at base' know where you
are. They should have an agreed action plan to implement
if you are late returning. You may have encountered a
problem and be in need of assistance.

5: A mobile phone will work from many locations. If you've
got one, take it for emergency backup.

6: You may be out in the weather for many hours for
example, ll hours in the case of my Skiddaw event The
mountain tops are often much colder. windier and wetter
than lowland or valley locations and you should have warm
and weatherproof clothing with you, even in mid -summer.
Good sun protection is advisable too, including a hat.

7: Use proper mountain footwear to avoid slipping and to
protect your ankles from twisting.

8: Leave plenty of time for the whole event. Unless you plan
to camp out, this includes walking off the mountain with
daylight to spare.

9: Take plenty of food and drink.
Me prepared to quit early or turn back if the weather

turns unfavourable. Get the antenna down and get
yourself off the top at any sign of lightening.
With all that in mind, I hope that you decide to have a go

at mountain top contesting - it has it's advantages! ay

Fig. 3: The trial /P
site near Keswick.
Skiddaw is in the
background.
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Part Tun Of Our Introduction To Micreaups Series...

In the second 0,

his three part

series on

microwaves,

David Butler

G4ASR takes a

look at some

microwave

activity and

equipment

including the

klystron

transceiver and

the Gunn diode

... plus much

more besides!

Last month, in the first part of my series on
Microwaves, I took a look at the ten Amateur
Radio microwave allocations between 1.3 and
250GHz. I mentioned that the most popular
of these in the UK are the 1.3GHz and
lOGHz bands. These are often used for s.s.b.
and Em. telephony, c.w. telegraphy, wide

band data and Amateur TV (ATV) communications.
The 2.3GHz band is also gaining in popularity

primarily for receiving mode -S amateur satellite
down -links. Development is also being carried out on
the 24GHz and 47GHz bands by a small, yet
growing, group of enthusiasts.

The middle bands of 3.4GHz and 5.7GHz,
however, have been largely ignored by many
microwave operators and the upper bands of 75GHz,
142GHz and 248GHz are virtually unattainable to
most, if not all, Radio Amateurs.

Also in Part One, I took a look at the difference
between portable and fixed station operation and
explained how different propagation modes provided
the mechanism to contact other operators many
hundreds of kilometres away. The increasing use of
amateur satellite and moonbounce communications
has also given the super high frequency (s.h.f.)
enthusiast the opportunity to make world-wide
contacts.

This time around I want to take a look at the
development of Amateur Radio microwave
equipment in the UK. I'm doing this so that you will
have a clear idea of the two basic types of microwave
constructional techniques.

Microwave Activity
Amateur Radio microwave activity in the UK started
nearly 50 years ago in January 1950 when the first
recorded two-way contact on the 10GHz band took
place. The contact between 0312 and G3BAK. (now
VKSZO) across the Manchester Ship Canal was over
a path of less than 3km. The equipment used
consisted of a low power klystron (a microwave
valve) transmitter/receiver arrangement, feeding
small parabolic reflector.

The 10GHz band was virtually the only
microwave band that experimenters could use at
that time. The release of government surplus radar
equipment, which operated at 3cm wavelengths,
provided an abundant source of waveguide
components.

Waveguide consists of a hollow pipe (often
rectangular but it can be round) usually made of
brass or copper. It's used to carry s.h.f. signals from
one part of a system to another just like you do with
coaxial cable. However, unless coaxial cable is very
specialised and specifically designed for microwave
frequencies, it will be very, very lossy.

On the other hand, waveguide is relatively low
loss, usually one or two orders of magnitude lower
than coaxial cable when used at the same frequency.
Waveguide differs from cable in that the cross-

section of the guide is related to the frequency in use.
Therefore, the size of waveguide must be selected for
the particular band in use. Because of this, waveguide
is impractical for use on lower frequencies such as the
1.3GHz and 2.3GHz bands.

Another aspect of using waveguide is that, due to
its physical size, components can be built inside it or
around it. These components include frequency
sources. mixers, filters, directional couplers, screw
tuners, attenuators, wavemeters, in fact everything
you would find in a transmitter/receiver system.
Individual waveguide components containing these
items are then bolted together to form a complete r.f.
system.

The Klystron Transceiver
For 25 years or so, the klystron transceiver was the
only practical method of getting onto the microwave
bands. The most popular klystron during this period
was the 723A/B which was configured as an oscillator
producing an output of around 30mW.

The reflex klystrons, such as the 723A/B were
designed to work between 8.5 to 9.6GHz but
enterprising amateurs found a way of adjusting the
device to enable it to work around 10.1GHz. The
723A/B, similar in appearance to a small metal octal
valve (i.e. metal covered having an 8 -pin base). was
often used as the frequency source for both the

Dave Hall G8VZT operating 'portable' on the
10GHz band.
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transmitter and the local oscillator(l.o.) for the
receiver.

On receive, a simple diode (such as a IN23E)
was configured as a mixer picking up the receive
signal with no pre -amplification. Full duplex (that is
simultaneous transmit and receive) contacts using
frequency modulation (f.m.) in occupied bandwidths
of 200kHz were the order of the day.

A similar arrangement using a 726A klystron
could also be used on the 3.4GHz band.
Unfortunately, this type of equipment consisted of a
large amount of microwave 'plumbing' which was
rather bulky. You needed a waterproof and windproof
enclosure for the klystron and a whole bundle of
other waveguide based components such as a
directional coupler. mixer mount. wavemeter and
changeover relay.

The klystron valve also required a power supply
unit (p.s.u.) with outputs of 6V, +400V and -150V. All
this to produce a low -power, wide band f.m.
transceiver that was generally unstable and
definitely very insensitive. Little wonder that it
tended to deter many operators from trying
microwaves. But those that did had great fun in
proving that they could work some reasonable
distances with equipment that could almost be
likened to microwave crystal sets!

The Gunn Diode
In the mid -1970s a solid-state device called the Gunn
diode appeared on the surplus market which
effectively brought to a halt the use of cumbersome
reflex klystron transceivers. Although the output
power levels are comparable to the 723A/B klystron,
the Gunn device only requires a simple p.s.u. of
around 10V at 150mA.

The frequency drift from switch -on with a Gunn
diode is relatively small (but only suitable for wide
band operation) and it can be tuned up to 500MHz
by a single knob control. Like the klystron
predecessor, the Gunn diode is easily modulated to
produce wide band Ern. of a very acceptable quality.

The Gunn source is both a transmitter and a
receiver at the same time just like the old klystron
duplex system. The Gunn diode is placed inside a
piece of suitably -dimensioned waveguide operating
as a free -running cavity oscillator. It transmits the
microwave energy out of the waveguide into a small
(horn) antenna.

The system also receives at the same time by
using the same Gunn source as a local oscillator and
mixing it with the incoming receive signal from the
other station. This is used to produce an
intermediate frequency (i.f.) determined by how far
apart each Gunn frequency is separated from the
other Gunn frequency. For example, if one station
operates on 10.100GHz and the other station
operates on 10.200GHz then the i.f. frequency for
both stations is the difference which, in this case, is
100MHz.

The receiver is still insensitive because it uses
nothing more than a mixer diode mounted inside the
waveguide. However, some advances have been
made to low -noise i.f. pre -amplification and a
standard f.m. portable radio (or scanner) operating
at 100MHz is often used as a simple tunable i.f.
stage, detector and audio amplifier.

Using small parabolic antennas (such as the
460mm PW dish), many operators would go out
portable from the hill tops to make wide band f.m.
contacts up and down the UK. In August 1976 a new
world record was created when G4BRS/P (The Barry
Radio Society) operating from Cornwall contacted
GM30XX/P in south-west Scotland over a path of

521km. They were using simple 10mW Gunn
transceivers to small dishes 600mm and 750mm in
diameter. The signals were exchanged directly on the
10GHz band and were some 45dB above the noise
'floor' - very strong indeed.

For over 25 years all microwave contacts were
conducted using wide band f.m. systems. However in
the late 1970s a small group of UK amateurs started
developing more complex narrow band systems for use
on the 10GHz band. Narrow band in this context
means modulation modes with bandwidths of 3kHz or
less, nowadays taken to mean s.s.b. or c.w.

There are a number of reasons why the group
went to all the effort of doing this. Primarily this was
becuase the use of a very stable transmitter and
receiver allows the receiver bandwidth to be reduced
considerably improving the carrier/noise ratio. For
example, by going from a 200kHz bandwidth to 200Hz
you get (10log200/0.2) a 30dB increase.

In practice, a narrow band system will give much
better receiver performance and you can run much
less transmit power than the equivalent wide band
system. Of course, nowadays. more power and more
sensitive 10GHz receivers give even greater system
performance.

Narrow Band Systems
The original narrow band systems consisted of a
crystal -controlled v.h.f. oscillator running a few watts
output driving a chain of varactor diode multipliers.
This provided a stable c.w. or n.b.f.m. transmitter with
an output power of a few milliwatts. The receivers still
used simple diode mixers as there were no transistor
devices available at that time that would work as pre-
amplifiers or mixers on the 10GHz band.

One microwave enthusiast Mike Walters G3.JVL
went one better and developed a waveguide based
transverter system that translated a 144MHz c.w. or
s.s.b. signal up to 10.368MHz, the narrow band section
of the 10GHz band. However, the unit still lacked any
form of receive amplification and the output power
was often less than 1mW.

It was in the early 1980s that a step jump was
made in the development of Amateur Radio
microwave equipment. One of the reasons for this was
the availability of transistors and other components
designed to work at frequencies up to 12GHz. This
was a spin-off from new technologies such as satellite
television and terrestrial microwave communications.

Microwave Sub -Systems
Two amateurs. Sam Jewell G4DDK and Charlie
Suckling G3WDG were instrumental in the late
1980s for the development of state-of-the-art
microwave sub -systems. Sam had designed various
high stability oscillator sources for use at frequencies
up to 2.5GHz and Charlie used these as an integral

Fig. 1: The
G3WDG/G4DDK
10G1-17

transverter kit.
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"If you want

the ultimate in

system

performance

to work

terrestrial or

satellite DI,

then you will

need to

consider

building (or

buying) a

narrow band

coaxial -based

system".

part of a solid-state narrow band transverter he had
designed for the 10GHz band.

The photograph, Fig. 1. shows a typical
G3WDG/G4DDK kit system. Transmit power levels of
100mW and receiver noise figures of 2dB were now
being achieved. The point to note here. is that these
modern designs use no waveguide whatsoever.
Everything is constructed on a printed circuit board of a
suitable dielectric material and uses small coaxial SMA
connectors with 0.141 inch semi -rigid cable for module
interconnectivity as shown in the photograph. Fig. 2.

The only place you may find anything resembling
waveguide is associated with the antenna. Narrow
band techniques really are plug -n -play. Once it's
working you don't need to touch it again, just apply
12V and away you go!

However, the downside to all this was that,
virtually overnight, everyone stopped using their
easily constructed wide band f.m. systems and
committed themselves to the new but complicated
technology.

Tremendous Growth
During the 1990s the tremendous growth in
commercial satellite and microwave systems enabled
Radio Amateurs to reap the benefits of new devices
and surplus equipment. Satellite TV technology in
particular has opened up another method of receiving
signals on the 1.3GHz and lOGHz bands.

A low -noise block down -converter I.n.b.)
consisting of a feed horn, local oscillator source (a
dielectric resonator called a d.r.o.), mixer and
associated r.f. components can be easily modified to
cover the 10GHz band. It's also possible to use the
d.r.o. as a reasonably stable, low power transmitter in
its own right.

The indoor set -top satellite receiver usually covers
the 750-1900MHz band, providing a ready-made
receiver for television, data or f.m. telephony modes on
the 1.3GHz band, II will provide more detail about this
next month).

It's now also possible to buy 'off -the -shelf systems,
either ready made or in kit form, for all amateur
bands from 1.3GHz through to 75GHz. The
availability of low noise amplifiers. transverters, high
power amplifiers, antennas and specialist feeder
cables has revolutionised microwave construction.

Many stations now have a system capability which
allows operation from home instead of going out
portable on the hill tops. Noise figures of 1dB and
solid-state powers of around 5W on the 10GHz band
are now easily attainable.

Surplus travelling wave tube (t.w.t.I amplifiers
have been available for a number of years enabling
stations to run many tens of watts on this popular
microwave band. Even moonbounee contacts have
been made on the 10GHz band by a few UK stations
and it doesn't stop there.

The 24GHz band has also seen a dramatic change
from wide band to narrow band modes with the
introduction of surplus equipment and commercial
kits. The 47GHz band has seen a shift to narrow band
operation although wide band systems still
predominate.

On lower frequencies. surplus C -band satellite and
terrestrial communication equipment is being pressed
into service on the 3.4GHz and 5.7GHz bands. A number
of stations have solid-state f.e.t. amplifiers on the latter
band running IOW output and a few operators have
been lucky enough to procure 100W units!

At the bottom end of the microwave spectrum,
1.3GHz and 2.3GHz. even more power is readily
obtained nowadays from solid-state devices provided
you have the money to pay for them. If you can't afford

Fig. 2: Microwave equipment can be built on a
printed circuit board (p.c.b.).

solid-state power amplifiers then TV transmitting
valves such as the YL1050 or YL1052 are available on
the surplus market. These are coaxial tetrodes and
various designs have been published for amplifiers
running up to 1200W output on the 1.3GHz band.

As an aside, I will mention that the break-up of
the former Soviet Union has provided opportunities
for the ambitious builder of real high power
amplifiers. Valves costing as little as £40, such as the
GS35b triode, can produce 1.5kW output on
frequencies up to IGHz and the GS23b tetrode can
deliver 2kW output on the 430MHz band!

If you want to get started on microwaves you need
to decide which constructional technique, waveguide
or coaxial, is best suited to what you want to achieve.

For simplicity, a wide band waveguide-based
system using a Gunn source has much to commend
itself. It's inexpensive, easy to get going and will
provide you with much hill top fun. You can also use it
for data, telephony or TV links on a point-to-point
basis.

The same wide band modes can also be achieved by
modifying surplus satellite TV equipment, although
this does restrict operation to either the 10GHz or
1.3GHz bands.

If you want the ultimate in system performance to
work terrestrial or satellite DX, then you will need to
consider building (or buying) a narrow band coaxial -
based system. They're much more expensive and
complicated but the performance is infinitely better
than anything else available today.

Next Month
Next month I'll take a look at each microwave band in
turn and explain the various options
you have for the different
transmission modes. I'll also
be giving you details of where
to obtain specialist
components, what kits are
available and
where to find
that elusive
surplus
equipment.

In the meantime,
if you have any
questions relating to
microwave construction
please feel free to contact
me. My details are
shown in the 'VHF
Report' column
towards the back end
of this magazine.

73 From
David G4ASR
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Carrying gn the

This month's

project has led

the Rev. George

Dobbs G3RJV

to change

frequency from

r.f. to a.f. as he

describes an

interesting lone

detector' idea.

Ideal to help ou

get on frequency

during that cA.

QSO, after I of

course!) the

usual

appropriate

quotation!
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4

This month's project - an
unusual circuit using an
integrated circuit and light
emitting diode to help you get 'n
tune' with the right 'note' on c.w.

"I heard a thousand blended notes
while in a grove I sate reclined"
William Wordsworth,
(Lines written in Early Spring)

.1

here's no doubt that the
human ear favours the pitch
of certain notes. If you go to a
concert hall, before the concert
begins you'll notice that the
musicians of the orchestra
adjust their instruments to a

note played usually by the Principal
Oboe.

The musicians are tuning their
instruments to 440Hz. which is
referred to as 'standard pitch'. This
frequency was accepted by most of
the Western nations at an
international conference in 1939.

The earliest music written in
notation was 'plain chant' and
Gregorian Chant has become popular again with
those who like relaxing music. In this music the
cantor's starting note is usually standard pitch A
(440Hz) or the C above (512Hz). There's certainly
something that seems to please the human ear in
the 400-500Hz range.

Unfortunate Product?
It's has perhaps been an unfortunate product of
convenience that's led to 800Hz becoming the usual
'accepted' pitch for c.w. Morse reception. However.
things can change!

Some time ago, that stalwart of the G-QRP Club
Gus Taylor GSPG, did some research on using a
lower pitch for receiving c.w. Not surprisingly he
found that a pitch in the order of 400 to 500Hz
appeared to be more comfortable for most
experienced c.w. operators. An added bonus
discovered by Gus was that the lower pitch allowed
better discrimination between adjacent signals on
the band.

In the days when I operated a separate
transmitter and receiver and my receiver had a
beat frequency oscillator (b.f.o.) pitch control, I often

Output
capacitor

Low pass
capacitor

Input

4.75-9.0V+

LM567

Output

Ground

Timing
capacitor

Timing
resistor

Fig. 1: The pin -out diagram of the
LM567 i.c. used in this month's
project (see text).

used quite a low pitch to
listen to c.w. signals.
However, it would seem that
the commercial world has
bequeathed us a tone of
800Hz for c.w. listening.

Modern transceivers have
a fixed off -set for c.w.
reception and to 'zero beat'
the transmission with the
other station, the operator
has to adjust the pitch of that
station to 800Hz. This
technique should place the
transmission on the same
frequency as the desired
station but relies on the

operator being able to judge that pitch, although
in many cases the sidetone of the transceiver does
give an 800Hz note on transmission which can be
used as a guide.

So, if the station being received sounds at about
the same pitch as the internal sidetone Ion transmit)
all is well. Even so, the whole process is rather
subjective!

Visual Indication
Some years ago I recall seeing a circuit which gave a
visual indication of a specific audio pitch. The circuit
used an LM567 tone decoder chip and I remember
this device very well.

In the days when our sister publication Short
Wave Magazine was primarily an Amateur Radio
title, they published a circuit of mine, which used the
567 to provide a c.w. filter. It was an odd circuit
where the 567 filtered the receiver audio output and
any signal at 800kHz triggered an audio oscillator.

So, with that approach in reality the listener
heard the audio oscillator rather than the
actual signal. The circuit described below is very
similar except that it triggers a light emitting diode
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Fig. 2: Circuit of the audio frequency 'Tone Detector project (see text).

(1.e.d.i, which illuminates when the signal is at
800Hz. This shows that the received station is at
the required pitch to zero beat with the transmitter.

Phase Locked Loop
The LM567 chip contains a phase -
locked loop and the pin designations
are shown in Fig. 1. When the input
frequency matches the chip's internal
chosen frequency. Pin 8 goes low. (The
internal frequency of the chip is set by
the timing resistor and timing
capacitor at pins 5 and 6).

The 567 is capable of detecting any
chosen frequency between 0.01Hz and
500kHz. The bandwidth of the tone
detection is set by the low pass
capacitor at pin 2.

A practical circuit for tone
detection is shown in Fig. 2. This
closely follows the manufacturer's
application notes for the device. In this
circuit the potentiometer and the
0.0IpF capacitor at
pin 6 set the internal
Frequency. This allows
for adjustment either
side of the desired
800Hz frequency. I
guess that a pre-set
potentiometer would
be the ideal choice for
this application. My
prototype used a small
shaft driven
potentiometer for ease
of testing the circuit.

The circuit in Fig.
2. shows a 1pF
capacitor used at pin 2
to determine the
bandwidth of the
circuit. This value
gives a bandwidth of
about 100Hz, which
suited the application
well. Increasing the
value to 2.20' would reduce the bandwidth to
around 70Hz. (The individual constructor might
like to experiment with this value).

The detected tone drives the I.e.d. which
illuminates when pin 8 goes low. An LM567 chip

Fig. 3: You can use a colour of your own choice for the
I.e.d. in the circuit ... but remember that the longer lead
goes to the positive (+I supply).

"The circuit described below

.., triggers a light emitting

diode (1.eid.), which

illuminates when the signal

is at 800Hz. This shows that

the received station is at the

required pitch to zero beat

With the transmitter".

works with a voltage in the range 4.75 to 9V.
As I imagine most applications of the circuit will

be used with a transceiver that has a 12V power
supply, I added a three pin integrated circuit voltage
regulator.

As I've a lot of 7805 voltage
regulators that give an output of 5V and
can handle up to IA of current. The
voltage is ideal but the current
capability is rather over -kill. A more
sensible regulator chip would be the
78L05 that can handle a current of
100mA.

However, you can use whatever
regulator you have to hand. Any other
regulated voltage, within the allowable
range of the chip, would require a
different series resistor for driving the
1.e.d.

Driven From The Top
The circuit works well being driven from
the top of the audio gain control in most

transceivers. Again. this
is open to
experimentation and
other places in the audio
chain of the transceiver
could be tried.

The 0.1pF capacitor
on the input isolates the
circuit from the
transceiver audio stage
d.c. supplies. Set up the
frequency of the chip by
'ear' using a received
tone on the transceiver
or use an audio signal
generator if one is
available.

A refinement might
be to build two of the
circuits and set the
internal frequencies a
few tens of Hertz apart.
The two I.e.d.s lighting
would then mark the

required pitch. This may be easier to use than hitting
the exact frequency to light up the I.e.d. on a single
circuit.

So, here's another 'illuminating' little circuit to
try - have fun! PW
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review

Top Class Performance - Budget Prices!

111111114il litilk
Rob Mannion

G3XFD reports

on two

interesting

144MHz

transceivers the

latest of which,

the AR -147,

incorporates

'Air Band'

receive. He

thinks they

provide

"Top class

performance at

budget prices".

Earty on this year, just before my holiday in
Ireland, I was able to borrow a budget -priced
transceiver - the Taiwanese manufactured ADI
AR -146 to take with me as I was expecting to
have a great number of QSOs during my visit
using my new callsign EI5IW. I wasn't to be
disappointed, either by the number of QSOs with

friends, or the performance of the transceiver!
To go with the original transceiver I'd also borrowed

a replacement for my own antenna - which had been
stolen from the roof of my car when ( would you believe
it) I'd been attending
my local hospital as an
out -patient! The
replacement antenna
was the beautifully
made and extremely
robust Comet SBI5
Triband and it too
performed beautifully,
which was kindly
provided by Nevada in
Portsmouth.

I'm writing this
report on the earlier
AR -146 transceiver
model and the new one
(the ADI AR -147),
which comes fitted with
'Air Band' receive
because I know that The new ADI AR -147 transceiver (top) and older AR -
there will still be many 146 (bottom). The AR -147 covers 144MHz and
of the earlier rigs provides 'receive only' on the 'Air Band'.
available.

Hidden Under A Bushel
The ADI range of equipment really does seem to be
'hidden under a bushel' when it comes to publicity and
availability. As youll realise from my report, although
we don't know a lot about the manufacturers (the ADI

Communications
Corporation) the
performance is in the lbp
Class' range and they
really do provide excellent
performance at budget -
prices .... despite the two
problems which I
discovered on the
transceivers.

The receive side of
both the earlier AR -146
and the newer AR -147,
are based around dual
conversion superhets with
the standard intermediate
frequencies of 10.7MHz
and 455kHz. The audio
output is quoted as being
2W into an 8f1 load.

Transmitter output on

Fig. 1: Close-up photographs of the ADR
microphones, clearly illustrating the complex
functions provided (see text for comments on
repeater working). The newer AR -147 microphone
(loft) is provided with a ferrite sleeve.
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both 144MHz transceivers is a maximum 50W on n.b.f..m.
It's capable of being switched down from the 50W to
approximately 25 and thence to 7W.

Cooling for the transceiver is provided by natural
convection from the extensive heat -sinking fins on the
rear. They do their work very well too!

What's On Offer?
So. what's on offer with the transceiver? What does it feel
like to use? Well, in presentation its very small and

compact and measures 140 x 40
x 166mm. with almost half of
the physical dimensions being
taken up by the heat -sinking.
The internally mounted
loudspeaker is located under the
top side of the casing.

Designed around a small,
neat and 'non fussy' control
panel (with main controls
incorporating illumination) the
transceivers are dominated by
the back -lit, pale yellow
coloured liquid crystal display
(1.c.d.). screen. This, although it
works well, can prove difficult
to read in bright sunlight and
some of the annunciators can be
difficult to read.

The front panel controls
are all neatly placed, easy to
use and, even with my larger
fingers, caused no problems

during the long periods I had both transceivers on
test. The fist -held microphones are also relatively
easy to use. However, the microphones are also the
source of the second of the only two problems
discovered with the transceivers (see comments under
the heading 'My Opinion').

As you'll be able to see from the photograph, Fig.
I., the microphone has a host of controls  including
the 'tone burst' for repeater working. It requires some
dexterity in use!

Manual & Controls
The supplied manual is well written and readable.
although some of the diagrams (referred to in the
manual's text) are not as clear as they could be. However,
the 46 -page booklet is very comprehensive. Incidentally,
the manufacturers mention that the same manual covers
the 430MHz version, the AR -447. So, apart from a higher
frequency coverage and lower transmitter output you can
assume it's basically the same transceiver.

191 list the main controls and most important
functions and facilities because to list everything that's
available will take up too much space! To start, it's
important to realise that the newer AR -147 comes 'ready
to go' with CTCSS functions, especially useful as more
repeaters in the British Isles are being so equipped.

Front panel controls include: PWR ipoweo switch,
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Tuning control [this is used - to select transmit/receiver
frequency. MHz step, memory channel, frequency step -
available in 5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20. 25 and 50kHz steps, scan
direction, tone frequency And other facilities).

Next come the VOLume control, SQuelch,
LOW/DIM control (LOW is used for setting power
output levels, DIM is for 1.c.d. illumination setting). The
VFOIIN key is used for the v.f.o. and memory selection.
MHz/LOCK control, is for tuning rate and DTMF
setting (if installed 1. The CALL key is for 'call channel'
function and multi purpose us. The SHIFT/REV button
is for selecting offset features, while the REV function
reverses transmit/receive frequencies during repeater
operations along with other facilities.

Pressing the TONE/DUAL key is used for selecting
sub -audible tone signalling modes and the required
frequencies of the tones. The DUAL function allows you
to 'watch' two different frequencies. This includes:
Listening on the dial frequency under Ml. listening on
the dial frequency and one memory, listening on the dial
frequency and a memory frequency under scanning.

There are also 81 memories available. The data that
can be stored includes: Receive frequency, transmit off-
set frequency, transmit offset direction (high or low),
repeater access tone, CTCSS tone frequency DCS
code/polarity. continuous squelch code, CTCSS/DCS
status, pager/con. squelch status, auto -repeater mode
stays. DTMF transmit speed, DTMF transmit delay
time. [Although not all apply here in Europe as yet).

On The Air
In reality most of us want to know "just how did it work
when on the air" when it comes to making a decision to
buy a particular transceiver. Well, in answer to that
often asked question I've got to say that both the AR -146
and later 147 worked impeccably for many hours over
months of use.

Additionally, the transceivers were also reported
to have very good audio reports on transmit - even
though I'd initially found that l'd been talking (with
my well known loud voice) too closely into the AR -
146's microphone. On receive I must say that the AR -
146 and '147 also proved remarkably sensitive and
selective, coping extremely well with other
transmissions close by both in frequency and physical
terms when I was 'on air' from my car at the Longleat
rally in July where I had much competition on
adjacent channels!

As I tend to talk too much and brevity is not my
style on air - the generous heat -sinking was put to the
test in some QSOs! With the transceivers not at the
same time!) mounted in the front passenger's foot well
in my car I was able to judge just how hot the
aluminium fins on the heat -sink got. However, they
proved their worth and very quickly dissipated the heat
when I operated the rig at maximum r.f. output.

The sensitivity of the transceivers was really 'tried
and tested' with some extreme range mobile -to -fixed
QSOs I had with Liam EI7FE and other friends in
Ireland. In particular I remember working Liam
(through hilly terrain) at close on 120km under difficult
conditions.

If you're keen on 'Air Band' listening the AR -147 is
available with this option. All that has to be done to
access the 118 to 135.995MHz band is to turn to VFO
mode. press the MHz key for one second and it will
display 'A on the 1.c.d. screen. Pressing the MHz key for
longer than one second returns the receiver back to the
amateur band.

Audio output is more than adequate for mobile use
and the speaker - despite being a smaller unit copes very
well. Audio distortion - often caused by poor mounting is
not a problem on this rig due to the innovative 'three-
legged' suspension collar (see Fig. 2). Very nifty!

My Opinion?
In summing up. my opinion it's important for me to
stress just how good these 'budget priced' transceivers
are on air. Don't be put off by the lower prices - in this
case, it really doesn't mean you're not going to get good
equipment. On the contrary, they are good and very
reliable.

The only complaints I have about both the older AR -
146 and the newer AR -147 is that the main l.c.d. screen
cannot cope with bright sunlight and the awkwardly
placed repeater tone button on the microphone on both
the AR -146 and 147. The former only requires the rig to
be placed (as far as possible) out of direct sunlight so the
screen can be easily read. The latter can be overcome by
using a properly
installed switching
unit combined with
a boom microphone
for (legal) 'hands
free' operation.

I think we may
hear more from
ADI in the future
and I'll look out for
anything they offer
for h.f. as it could
be very interesting
indeed!

My thanks go
to Waters &
Stanton PLC of
Spa House, 22
Main Road,
Hockley, Essex
SSS 4QS, Tel:
(01702) 206835,
FAX (01702)
205843 for the
loan of the
review
transceivers. The
older AR -146 is
no longer
available (except
second-hand) but
W&S can supply
the AR -I47 for
£199.95 plus £6
P&P. PH'

Fig. 2: Top view of
the inside of the ADI
AR -147 transceiver.
The extensive land
efficient) heat -
sinking is clearly
shown, along with
the innovative
'three lagged'
loudspeaker
mounting assembly
which considerably
reduces case
vibration at higher
audio output levels
Isee text).

I

Manufacturer's Specifications
General:
freq,,encv range Transmit:rcce.,,,e 144-146MHz

Receive only lAir band a m ) 118 11)135 995MHz

Mode

Operating temperature

Power requirements

Ground

Current drain

Receiver
Circuitry

Intermediate

frequency 1st/2nd

Sensitivity 112dE SlNAD)

Selectivity

Squelch Sensitnmy

Transmitter
Output power

Modulation

Spurious radiation

Maximum frequency deviation

Audio distortion

(at 60% modulation)

Microphone impedance

Antenna impedance

Frequency stability

Dimensions )w x h x d)

projections included

Weight

Audio output (10% distortionl

External Speaker Impedance 811

F3E(t1111

-20'C to 60'C I-41-1401)

13 c t15% Ill 7 to 15.8V)

Ne4atn'e

Transmit mode

Receive mode

less than 12A

Less than 600rnA

Dual conversion superheterodyne

10 7M111/455OH:

less than 0 18pV

711d6

Less than 0.1N1/

Hr

Mid

Low

Reactance

<.80d8

<3%1300-3000Hr)

600(1

50(1

< ttOppm

140x 40 x166mrn

More than 2W 18[1 load)

Approx SOW

Apprur 25W

Ammo 7W

Rob's Review Score: 8 out of 10
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It's Ben Nock

G4BXD's turn

`on duty' in the

shop again this

month. And you

may wonder ...

is he wearing a

Second World

War Royal Navy

uniform because

there's a slight

nautical flavour

this month?

Hello once again and
I hope you all
enjoyed the various
rallies and shows
during the summer!
Did you experience
the odd effects to

radio propagation during
the eclipse? I know I did.

Do you not find that fate
conspires against you
sometimes? At a rally a few
weeks ago I noticed a Royal
Navy transmitter for sale. I
looked over the set and
pondered if 1 should buy it
but as I had never seen its
matching receiver offered at
any rally (though I have
seen one in a museum) I
decided against it.

Guess what I saw at a
rally a few weeks later? Yes,
you're right ... it was the
matching receiver. Of course
I had to have it and now
live in the hope of finding
the transmitter being re-
offered at another show
somewhere'

Made By Murphy

total of five ranges. The set has switched U.
bandwidths offering 8, 3 and I kHz and 200Hz
settings. The beat frequency oscillator (b.f.o.) can be
switched to provide a crystal calibrator function and
the normally tunable local oscillator can also be
crystal controlled for accurate 'spot frequency'
operation.

I found that the receiver operated on the bands
very nicely. although the tuning is a little 'tight' on the
higher bands (but that's typical of this type of set).
Stability after an initial warm up is good and the only
problem experienced was with the gain difference
using the automatic gain control (a.g.c.) On and Off
setting, but this might have been a fault rather than a
feature.

Czech Set
Another receiver I have been playing with for a few
days is a Czech set marked R4-1, Fig. 2. This very
nice receiver covers 1.5 to 12.5MHz in five bands, has
a built-in S -meter, which also doubles as various other

options like
allowing the
different valve
voltages to be
measured. It even
comes with a
variable i.f. filter
control which, at its
widest, is suitable
for amplitude
modulation (a.m.)
reception and, at its
narrowest, ideal for
c.w. reception.

High and low
impedance antenna
connections are
provided together
with high and low
impedance audio
outputs. Switched
a.g.c., volume and
r.f. gain controls
and an antenna
trimmer control all
add to this
receiver's features.

The power
supply unit can run
from 12V and uses a
rotary generator for

this purpose. When operating from the 'mains' the
receiver employs a standard transformer type circuit.

The set has a crystal calibrator for accurate setting
of the dial, the centre pointer of which is adjusted by a
small screw slot to align it with 'zero beat'. Two pre-set
positions can be locked into the dial on two spot
frequencies.

In use, the set is very good. The ability to vary the
i.f. bandwidth is ideal on the crowded bands and is
very easy to use. The tuning, via the lower left knob
(see picture, Fig. 2), is very positive with no backlash
whatsoever.

S

Ss 

Fig. 1: The Murphy h.f. receiver. Because the control knob
lettering is white, it doesn't show up too well in the
photograph against the light blue paint work.

The receiver, Fig. 1, was made by Murphy in the
early 1960s and is very nice indeed. The example I
have is in excellent condition and, after a full tune
up, is performing very well although the home -
brewed power supply unit I p.s.u.) that came with the
set did need a bit of attention.

In use, the set needs a 150V regulated high
tension (h.t.) supply for the oscillators. The home -
brewed p.s.u. had a stabiliser incorporated but, with
the incorrect value of dropper resistor fitted, the
regulator was in fact not firing and thus not holding
the h.t. line stable. A quick application of the
soldering iron and a new resistor soon sorted the
problem.

The set is designated CAS or AP100335. The
matching transmitter is (apparently) a Type 618, the
set has 13 valves and is a single conversion superhet.

With a tuning coverage of 60 to 550kHz and 1.5
to 30MHz the receiver covers the wide range this in a

Two Drakes
Now, how about the two receivers in Fig. 3. both from
Drake in the USA? Both cover the Amateur Radio
bands.

Although they're from the same well known
'stable', the two sets are separated by a few years.
The receiver on the right is the older Drake 2-B,
made around 1961 to 1965 and is a triple
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Fig. 2: The R4-1 receiv.ii, tuning lower loft, with headphone
sockets bottom left and S-meter/voitmeter top right. (The
plugs in at the rear).

conversion 10 valve superhet.
The set on the left is the Drake R -4C. made from

around 1973 to 1979, again a triple conversion
design, but this time incorporating six valves plus 15
transistors.

The 2-B receiver covers 500kHz segments from
3.5 through to 28MHz as standard with a spare five
positions on the wavechange switch that could be
used to install any 500kHz segment from 3 to 30
MHz.

A small modification allows 1.8MHz "!bp Band' to
be fitted, as on my example. The main tuning dial has
1kHz divisions marked around the edge and tuning is
quite good, but as it uses a cord drive, it's prone to
slipping.

The intermediate frequency (i.f.) passbands of 3.6
or 2.1kHz and 500Hz are selectable as are diode or
product detector demodulation, fast and slow a.g.c.
and a noise limiter. A crystal calibrator could also be
fitted as an option.

The R -4C receiver again covers the 3.5 to 28MHz
bands as standard. However, it also has provision for
a further 15 separate 500kHz segments to be fitted
between 1.5 and 30MHz.

Usually, the R -4C usually came with only the
s.s.b. filter fitted, the optional filters are mounted on
the rear wall of the case so can easily be checked for
their existence if purchasing a set. (The practice of
making other filters an 'option' still seems prevalent

today, even if you're spending thousands
on a rig!).

The receiver has if pasaband tuning,
a variable notch filter and swichable a.g.c.
speeds. Tuning is direct and very smooth,
the R -4C as a whole is an exceptional set
and a joy to play with.

Test Set
Although not often mentioned here when I
write this column, I throw in the test set
item, shown in Fig. 4. by way of a small
change. The set in question, a BC -906D, is
a Second World War vintage cavity
wavemeter with a single valve amplifier.

The BC -906D was more or less the
standard frequency meter used to tune up
the United States Air Corps. IFF
(Identification Friend or Foe) sets (Mk III).
The BC -906D was used in various test set
combinations I my database says 1E-13, 46.
48, 50 & 56) and (at least some cases)
these test sets also included the BC -1066
Signal Generator.

Some information about BC -906D
from the Surplus Schematics Handbook

from CQ magazine of the 1960s says that: "The BC -
906D is a frequency meter of the absorption type.
Frequency range is 150 to 225MHz. The required
voltages are 1.5V for
valve heater, a type
185 and 45V for the
anode supply". (These
were provided by
batteries housed inside
the case).

I fitted batteries
and tried out this
example and did notice
a blip on the meter
from my 144MHz
transmitter but, in
reality, I think the unit
is now more of a
display item than a
shack tool. My thanks go to William Donzelli and
Bruno SM7HKM, for information on this test set

So that's all for now. I know it's over two months
away but a happy Christmas and have a very good
new year. As always, I can be contacted at: 62
Cobden St, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11
8RP. or E -mailed on G4BXDOkompuserve.com
Visit my Web pages at
http://ourworld.compugerve.comlhomepages/
G4BXD/ PW

Fig. 3: The Drake 4C and 28 receivers, note the classic styling of tho 4 series, something that many other sets lack.

Fig. 4: The 8C-
9060 Wavemeter
with calibration
chart housed in
the lid. A small
extendible whip
antenna plugged
into a socket on
top of the meter's
case.
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Counting Up From The Millennium!
Most of us are somewhat tired of the various 'count downs' to the coming 'Millennium'. However,

for the remaining part of 1999 Rob Mannion G3XFD is doing something quite different by

`counting up' from the Millennium! Rob is letting his imagination run wild with 'cuttings' of
imaginary Amateur Radio 'news' item which (might) appear in the magazine in future years.

They're intended to be thought provoking, sometimes controversial and interesting

but above all ... totally i,eaginary!

Nfritutdiv,

A Mked Bag Of rIsicidzy
rem The Editor's virtual desk, March 2108: Before I leave to join
the Interplanetary Amateur Radio Union's conference at the
Intergalactic Communications Centre on Mars I've found just
enough time to share with readers a remarkable discovery which
furthers the knowledge reported in the Wessex Archaeology Report
of January 2108, and published within a recent PW magazine -disk.
Additionally, we have great pleasure in announcing that there's a

definite link to PW dating back to the late 1990s!
However, I'll now pass the narrative over to Professor Norman G.

Swann, who has the Chair of Electronic Industrial Archaeology in the
University of Wessex, who has a quite remarkable story to tell.

Professor Swann tells us that: "It all began when I was called in by the
Wessex Archaeological consultants to the remains of what was known as a
'house', near to the present community
dome complex where I now live. In fact, I
was called in because there's a long lost
family connection in the area as my
Great -Grandparents were believed to
have lived in what was known as a
'Street' or 'road' in the days of the
inefficient individual living modules
referred to as 'homes' before everyone
learned to live in enerEv-efficient
Community Energy Limited Living
Systems (CELLS).

"I was particularly interested
following the find of what turned out to be
very ancient electronic components, as
reported in your own magazine -disk. My
own hobby -interests are in the history of
electron microscopy, particularly
engineering at sub -visual levels and
mainly medical microscopic capillary
pumps, etc. This interest was inherited I
think from my late Great -Grandfather, one
Norman George Swann who although
originating from what was Northern England. eventually settled in the South.

"The other interesting thing - as far as your own magazine -disk is
concerned, is that my Great -Grandfather had some connection with
your subject in the days when it was published on paper. He (we think)
worked as a photographer in the latter days when chemicals and 'film'
were used and as some form of Editor - in fact he may have been Editor
at one time, although we have little information on this aspect - using
very ancient form of electronic writing which was carried out on a
device called an 'Apple' I believe.

"Al ough we could not condone such waste now - reading a magazine

a

on

Mystery surrounds the bag of what is thought to be
a well-preserved selection of electronic
components, found just above the tide line near (the
now submerged) town of Poole, in East Wessex
(formerly Dorset).

paper must have been so inconvenient and tiring. All I've got to do now is to
plug my neural -transfer band to my forehead, insert the news -disk into the
interpreter unit and lie back and enjoy the 'direct image neural transfer'
transferred from your disk. That's the way to read - with your eyes closed
and while you're relaxing" said Professor Swami.

Mixed Bag
Questioned on the interesting industrial archaeology discovery, Professor
Swann told PW that "The bag of mixed components was discovered in a
large concrete box -like structure which  so we've learned - was built to
protect a 'house' during one of the many wars that took place between 1914
and 2020. We're not sure quite when the building was erected - but it's still

strong now, even though there's no sign of the
original 'house' it was associated with.

"Double -wrapped in what was known as 'plastic'
and sealed in a waterproof sealed box, it is thought
that the components were actually placed
deliberately as a form of 'time capsule. A message 
containing the strange acronym G1TEX (still being
decoded) was found written on paper (yes ... paper!)
which, although it had survived, was badly stained
from absorbing condensation, brought about by the
close proximity of the sea". (Here. Professor Swann
pointed out that, although the site was originally
80 metric units above the European Channel
(formerly English Channel I. it was now only just
above the tide -line.

Investigations continue on the contents but
great mystery surrounds some of them! Just what
(for example) is a CB Converter and what's an 'AM'
radio? Also in the package were devices labelled
'relays' and 'compact cassettes'.

Intriguingly, there's one rectangular object -
with a semi -opaque viscous jelly -like substance
(very well preserved) which appears to be made up

from a material similar to the vege-protein now used instead of the (now
illegal due to health regulations) old fashioned Hen's Egg, once so popular in
the (now outlawed as politically inappropriate) 'English Breakfast'. Marked
as a 'Numerical Liquid Crystal Display' unit - this particular item is proving
very interesting indeed.

No doubt, we'll hear more about it as the Industrial Archaeologists di
into the long history of electronics! There's much more to electronics than
vege-genetic programming and we must not forget the days when 'radio' was
carried out with the help of metal wires and lead -tin -alloy metals. Let's not
forget our history!

Please direct any correspondence or comments to the PW office in the correct year - remembering
to add the relevant space -time -warp code.
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f you're an avid reader of the UK's

only independent Amateur Radio

magazine, you might like to

consider taking out a subscription.

Take out a subscription this month

and you can be sure that
you will secure your second
and third coupons, enabling
you to receive our

FREE Cal!sign CDROM!*
(See pages 8 and 9 in this issue for details).

You would also get the extra benefits of: For just the cost of P&P.

Ensuring that you're right up -to- Having PW delivered direct to
date with all the latest news and your door every month!
reviews! 0

Protecting yourself against cover
Making sure that you don't miss

on the best Amateur Radio
eatures in print!

price rises for the duration of
your subscription period!

So, don't delay! Make sure

you don't miss out on your
radio reading -Order your
subscription today! Subscription Rates:

E28 UKI
E35 (Europe Airmail)
£38 (Rest Of World Airsaver,
E45 !Rest Of World Airmail)

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 82 of this issue
or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs 11.
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TEL: 4208 5661124 FAX: 0208 566 1207 Web site: MlandStuk salesdllandicuk

NEW - Super Micro Twin Bandernsmersl:1,5

Yaesu FT -90
IN STOCK NOW, this remarkable transceiver

leaves the competition in the dust. It literally

is HALF the size of all competitors and yet still

offers the user full features AND a remote

head.

lightest

50 WATT

Twin Band

Remote

Head

Radio.

SPECIAL PRICE t4;14-ti41-

`,,, Call for details or see our web site

FT -1000 200W 14F Flagship 200W Yaesu FT-1000MP/AC
On nosing most oi our stack into the new
warehouse we found a couple of brand new

.sed 200 -Watt HF Flagships Beautifully made,
else uses a crafted trust panel made out of

Cast Aluminium these daysb, hub m HD
5 Tuner. this really is a once in a life time

.Lortunity to own
best in modern

Radio

!,oecorig.
PECIAL PRICE

. .

- ,
, i-

We also has e a few
Primep used examples,

-T.-I-please call.

Not much In say on this one

Still the hest H F 'supremo available.

PRLPRICE

Yaesu FT -847

HF Bands + 4/6/2/70
he uther manufacturers rust can t keep up. No

one often the range of bands covered like the
FT.847 horn Yam. M housed in a neat
compact package. Bar the mamma tuner and
power supply, this realty is a complete 'RIM
Shack In A Box'.

i3.Si.l8.C1315.s.'t ;59=

Yaesu FT-920AF

HF Bands + 6M

An excellent Base lianscener Its operation
on I -IF or Six, the new FT -920 conies supplied
with AM/FM units and
a free Base supply to
run it

because

Yaesu VX-1R

The smallest cutest little ton available.

Also happens

to be a Twin

band Handie

not a lot larger

than a box of

matches too.

SPECIALPRIC4
-  ..V.I..11. 

ML&S -open seven days a week!

CALL: 0208 500 1120
DUE TO PRICE RI 

UK DIS

SEPTEMBER, P

LATE.

Morse tests - last Saturday of every month!
Icom IC-706mklIC

all the old used kit has lost its aloe! Still, you
aril blame kom for that one.

The bed price still available from mi&S.
CAlt TODAY!

HF Bands

+ 2/6/70 SPE9-"PRICE-

The smaller brother *the T5-870, the compact

15570 has features that appeal to theCW and

558 erdsusiast. Britian &play aft:Lamm
system thy doesn't require trains d Britain m
OrMlie 4

Kenwood
TS-570DGE SPECIAL PRIDE

!corn IC -746
Hi  6/2
Grab yourself a bargain HF. 6M, 2M tall at 100
Wattsi, MR Auto ATU base station at silly
money. Despite the rieW IC-746PR0 arriving is
Des rioter, the 746 is stall the only choice if
you require looW on 2m as well as HF and
bin

This remarkable all
mode 100W Fir

Yaesu Quadra VI -1000

The ultimate station accessory, a true
'plug and go' I kW output Linear
Amplifier operating 160m  6m. Fully
automatic including NV and auto
tuner.

Icom

IC-775DSPmk11

Now's your chance to grab
Icom's flagship radio at a

bargain price. A cool 200 Waits output, built in PSU, Auto ATU, buy this

beastie and we won't see you for years,

Trade -In welcome, full finance options available.
Please call!

111-41" HF Flagship 200W SPE9PAL PRICE

Kenwood TS -870S

Some people say that the

15-8705 performs so well,

Kenwood didn't feel it necessary

to continue with the production

or the T5-9505DX. D5P. ATU

and superb TX and RX quality

almost make this a best seller.



PRICE MATTERS"

77,(4.4:40

The IC-756PR0 places a whole new range of new and improved

features within the reach of the serious HF operator and

enthusiast.

CALL NOW FOR FULL SPECIFICATION AND A PRICE YOU WILL

BE AMAZED AT FOR THE FEATURES INCLUDED IN THIS RIG!

Trade -In welcome, full finance options available. Please call!

hot news...
THE NEW

YAESU VR-500

MULTIMODE

WIDEBAND SCANNER

COVERS 100kHz to

1300MHz.

AM/NFM/WFM/SSB/CW

/
ES IMPLEMENTED BY THE

RIBUTORS AT THE END OF

EASE CALL NOW FOR THE

T PRICING INFORMATION.

Heil Sound
%We S are the sole outboard

returns of flue esuellent 1:1142e

it TX/RX Audio previa:le from
de SA As used M the 95.11K.

lAteedetion last !Cat. irril I

)0urself v. rithet the HC4 to
DX ot 'lull irticulataun
1111(11-1 la .716

Thc Pro Sena Headsets air demoted to moot the

demands of top contester% and DX chasm. The light

and sondonahie headset combines with a flexible

lean which houses [Met .1 11C-1 DX cr TICS full

-BBC quality" microphone mien
nit I. am ore taring Todd poduge deal
Prose 4 DX A/set a boom with FREE TICS duet and

lead for ie our ng. Toed RV L172, MIAS 4:12 6.

Heil Preset Pmfeuunal Walla 6 Boom
Mwmphonr HC4 & 11C-5 Intern.. Foot Swill*
HeB Pro MKTG bghtueig)i Nrndra
S Bann btu typhunr

JEY2 r YJ r., J 141.

alb
 14

Yaesu FT -100

Reveewed in RadCom 6 Radio Today, this

wooden liox inti bigger than a multmode
Vet tier 1:91 the obs row 'thumbs up'.

HF Bands
+ 6/2/70 211:6141 PICIUCA A.-7/

MIMS L949Mt am Yes taw barmen Om. imp le 60 onoomfina flopor 0bo i u., na V1h, sushi
VOW wan macaw*. Melalwal awe now km used II product. pnukn4rd loan and wand tannh mg, nnl. Call
the Sella Omsk Imlay. APR 19 9^ . Puy ,.. pool aspen..oho a rad ahlr naudh.o. All net Of are bon.'
maw ad blond aill9r9d 19011 ful 1 Inuoulacturers R TB ,4 moly All .,nand lm,.aloe 'wpm in
S991N:010112 sari Ns amilisonal ch9199101 c0.1111..111% M,ul,ni gush,.sd l..ednwohn 100
40191911sdelids re inollaMmart rya flerma is .dl.'. f.'1,01 110 prPnnnil ma I. dn..

Yaesu VX-5R

'5 Watts out of the Box'

The 4 \--ill is the best selling handle
4141111.1l/It.

'1 s A

2/6/70 & 5W as
standard. lithium
Batters and easy
to use.

Yaesu FT -8100

If you want the best RF

performance and a true 'dual

receive', for repeater capability

mobile, then this is it!

Icom IC-T81E
The only Hands. with all FOUR kw&
W2170123. Supplied

complete with
Nicadskharger

Kenwood TMG-707
item Harsder with a bloods great thsplas Put
cas lit rot Remote Hex! A 1114. usual

Icom IC -2800

The only Dual Bander
with a TFT Colc,ut

display with Video
Input Ideal for Packet
SlowScan etc

Yaesu Rotators
.i-450C Light to medium duty. km price perfect coin kscl
',taint supplied with 25m cable. RRP 1379. ML&S 019

i.650C Skil um Duts moot, ideal stroll H F Beams etc.
25w ('able RRP f4/9.9 ML&S f429.95

i10010SDX Mednorilicaxy duly. for larger Ill Beams
RRP £529, MIAS £499

G-28011SDX The ultmuie high torque, *wary gears. lower
mounted mum RRP f1229 ML&S E1095

GC.0:41L)wer Mat Clamps .

Cif-Oh5Stay Beanng SC 95

GS -680U heavy duty sus hums; 175.03
GA -250.10 Tosser klouvred shock absorbs _

GA -A10 fleas) Mt) krka 1110a i530.00

Icom IC.1185
If space and weight is a premium and a good reliable
PSU is the carer ol the dal. then to a Ski {lib 111dde

kern PS -85 for
sire. Very mull
and compact and

hacked by

kom's famous
two sent
%ARM*

CALL FOR
VERY BEST PRICE!

Diamond GSV3000
Idendcal toYeesu FPI030A
High quality Regulated IX PSU specifically
desimiecl to work with their current t including
the FT4147GX) range of HF Transceivers.

Shure 526T
Since ML&S reintroduced the lartious 526T.

the bands base sounded much better!

You can't but the FX audio from a 5261. Ask

=sone

NEW LOW PRICE AT ONLY
L129.95

hot news...
CUSPCRAFL MF1 AND TONNA PRODUCTS AT VERY

SPECIAL PRICES. CALL FOR DETAILS

SPECIAL LOW PRICE OF ONLY
f129.95

-.."tg 9.31) a 6.0U, Ur 10,1) a!'

PEDAL PRICE

MyDEL Wire

Antennas
BACK IN STOCK!

Dlr del NIultitrapimegatrap

Inrad Filters
91101:0911' =dell
S41_5.711 1 volt/ SSBilt21..111n _L109.01:0

ML5-1.122.1kIlz (455kIbi . -Ltat5ARI
1109.0h

14109.on

IA 45 OD

SUS:10911Mo SSII 1821

MI -S-7131 RORMT Coo t11a

MLS-T03

rr

IC -746

SUS 1101,1

MI -C 11

Ml -S111

MIS 116

I IDAO

1119.00

45111

)_._195.00
1455bilti_ .214500

Hassle -Free Shopping!
ML&S now offer you the chance to come

and look at our amazing range of Amateur Radio and Short
Wave products on Sundays.

Yes, that's right - no traffic, no parking restrictions, no
pressure!

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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* Richard Newton reviews the new licence free,
PMR-446 transceiver from Alinco - the DI-SR1
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Lake Electronics - A Carlton Receiver Kit.

*MORE ON MICROWAVES
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The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue contains more than 100.000 technical products. all available
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CD-ROM and 'phone your order through to our 24 hour orderline - any day al the week.

Our sister company. RS Components. is the U h argent ,!.ii.tronic. electrical and mechanical products
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Al just £3.99. the Electromail CD-ROM gives you

everything at your fingertips. with the service back-
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3 Trap 'rig
1 Trap 53' long C67 45
2 Tr 00, 49' long £96.45

A
44' long 1128 9580495l..)- 42' long E158
77' long E166 95
73' long (199 95

105' long E 7 S 45

Layout of 2 trap slope( Coax Feed

All Band SA -10 45011 FEED

SA1O °parolee on all bands 160m -
10m. It can be installed as a flat top.
eloper. or Inverted 'V'. The top Is
135f1/41.15m of heavy duty stranded
copper wire. with low loss and

Insulators A centre insulator is fed
with 10011230.48m of 45013 heavy duty
twin ribbon feeder. It will work well
from the balanced line output of your
antenna tuner. £87.45

All Band (Limited Space) SAS -2 450i2 FEED
I ;-

SAS -2 will operate from 160m 10m.

It can be a flat top. slope(. or inverted
'V' The top 15 of heavy duty stranded
copper wire, and provides
135/041.15m electrical length, with a

physical tempt, of only 700121 34m

-0=
through this use of anteiii,
shorteners. ft is centre fed with
100100.48m of 45017 heavy duty twin
ribbon feeder. This antenna will work
well from the balanced line output of
your antenna inner 097.45

Off Centre Fed Dipoles 50i1 COAX FEED
OCF dipoles have feed Rolm ,11 one leg working against the other. A
contre.fed dipole operates or, ,Is at, and odd harmonics. An OCF drPolL
operates on its fundamental, and tin harmonics

n_

I -

it Sigma Wire Antennas
The World's Largest Wire Antenna Manufacturer

Sigma Antennas are easy to assemble using the supplied instructions

Heavy Duty Deluxe G5RV's 50L2 COAX FEED
111111 MID

Loins Varney designed the G5RV
as a 1.5i. 14.15MHz centre -fed
doublet. hence the 102ft top This
results in a multilobe radiation

,35RV Full Size 80%402015'10m
.35FtV Half Size 40

as-i I

Shortened g

SLS 4011 40m
SLS 80K 90m
SLS 160K 160m

Specially designed for the
SRO 0 - 30MHz 46' long

pattern and low feed pow:
impedance, which is matched to a
50(4 coat feed. by a 30011 ribbon
line transformer
102' top. 31' ribbon feed
51' top. 15' ribbon feed

E45.70
£39.70

iP0 NQ51 COAX FEED
F

38' long
69' long

100' long

£74.45
£85.45
£91.45

4149 ReceivingiDipole 5011 COAX FEETin.

discerning Short Weve listener
£55.70

Trapped lipoles 500 COAX FEED

rr'-1 0-4
SD 32 20/15/10m
SD -34 20/15/10m
SD 42 4010115/10m
SD 44
SD 46
SO -52

SD 54
SD -56
so -5e
SD 68
SD 610
SD 162

4010115/10m
4020/15/10m
salonorislom
sootorzerisrion,
80.4020115/7 Om
80 4O20/5/10m
160 6010M/15/10m
160 80.40.020/15,10m
160'Mo.

2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
2 Trap

Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap
8 Trap

10 Trap
2 Trap

r ale
27' long £91.45
24' long £152.98
55' long £97.45
47' long £157.95
42' long [218.95

105' long £113.95
97' long C171.95
86' long C228.95
82' long C289.95

154' long £307.95
148' long C359.95
208' long [13595

Vertical TraPped SloPers 500 COAX FEED

SVS 31 Trap20/15110m14'

SVS 32 20/15/10m

SSVVS141S4 2
40;20/15/10m
40.^20/15110m

SVS-43 40,20/15/10m
SVS-51 80 4020/15/10m
SVS-52 00 4%20/15/10m
SVS-53 811/40/20/15/10rn

SVS-54 8040/20115/10mSVS-64

teo 60/40,20/15/10m
5VS-65 160 8010/20/15/10m
SVS-161 160(80m

Fed at ground level with the 'cold' side connectedto a ground stake.
long

2

28

13'

: Itiiaon 4
2 Trap

'44,`' I

5 7U
C87 45
C60 45
C89 45

4 Trap
Trap
Trap

012095

fates

OCF Full Size 8040'20'17 12 lOrn 135' long £73.45
OCF Half Size 40/20 10m 68' long C58

All antenna types marked 0 can be supplied with a
3kW current balun option. Add £18.

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor.

_EASTCOA444
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in stamps

Sales order line

01692 650077
Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
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Antenna

t1412:7:(11
On Experimental fractal Dipole for 28MHz

John Heys

G3BDQ designs

and tests the

latest in

antennas - a

fractal.

Puzzled?

You won't be

after you've

read the article!

F

ractals are shapes, now often computer generated,
that have ever increasing layers' of patterns that
are diminished copies of an original outline. They
are a branch of the mathematical discipline of
topology. Until Professor Nathan Cohen N1IR, of
Boston University experimented with antennas
based upon fractal patterns in 1998, these figures

did not appear to have any practical or useful function.

Always ready to try out something new in antenna design,
I set about making a fractal antenna for the 10m (28MHz)
band. I could not discover any constructional data
anywhere so had to set about the task empirically without
instructions or guidelines.

I've shown a typical fractal in Fig. 1 which has three
iterations (repetitions) each being made up with squares
having a missing side. A fractal, when outlined with a
wire, can accommodate a great wire length within a small
area. In the example shown, a wire 77 units long can be
arranged within an area just 19 by 13 units. Bending a
wire along a fractal pattern doesn't appear to prevent
radiation taking place when the wire is then employed as
an antenna.

A fractal designed for use at v.h.f. or u.h.f. presents fewer
constructional problems for the conductor of tubing or
thick wire can hold itself in position with little support.
This simplicity ends when fractal antennas for the h.f.
bands are considered, so I had to work out a radically
different method of construction.

Out Of The Blue
II is uncanny how an answer to a pressing problem can
suddenly appear 'out of the blue'. I was in my garden one
afternoon and chanced to notice some unused plastic
mesh netting lying by my compost heap. This material is
sold to make fencing or to lie as protection for seedlings
and vulnerable plants. A former use for it had been to
prevent a heron invading my fishpond but it had been
replaced by a less visible substitute.

The mesh is quite sturdy and is made with 50mm (2 inch)
squares. My piece was about three metres long and almost
half a metre wide. It was white but I also had some lengths
that were coloured brown. It dawned on me that an
antenna wire could follow a fractal pattern by being

wound through and around the mesh squares and held
in position by using a few nylon cable ties at strategic
points.

Knowing that a bent wire always has a resonant
frequency higher than a straight one, I followed the
fractal pattern until I had used up a temporary 3.6m
(12ft) length of thin insulated tinned copper wire. A
true quarter wave wire for 28.5MHz is 2.5 (8ft 3in)
long, so I had used considerably more wire than usual.

The mesh, with its fractal wiring on board, was then
hung vertically from my loft trap door which is above
the landing outside my shack. Some 50E2 coaxial was
connected, the inner going to the fractal wire and a
straight quarter wave 'radial' joined to the coaxial
braid and laid along the floor of the landing. My Autek
Antenna Analyser revealed resonance was somewhat
below 28MHz. Some judicious pruning of the fractal
wire to a total length of 3.47m (11ft 5in) resonated it on
28.32MHz.

I now had a quarter wave vertical antenna
which was a simplified version of the fractal
design shown in Fig. 1, but with only two
iterations. The pattern enabled the wire
length to fit on a section of mesh only 1.06m
(3.5ft) long. A 'normal' quarter wave wire for
the 10m (28MHz) band is 2.5m (8ft 3in) in
length. My half wave fractal design antenna,
as actually used, is shown in Fig. 2.

Initial Testing
When the half finished fractal antenna was
connected to my transceiver, I was surprised to
hear how lively the band seemed. A few c.w.
signals were as strong on the fractal as they
were on my outdoor antennas. The s.w.r.
was about 1.3:1 at the c.w. end of the band
and when using just 50W of power, I was
amazed to work and receive good reports
from Oman, Turkmanistan and SR8GC in
Madagascar. actually 'cracked' a pile-up to
work that station!).

Spurred on by the results so far, I soon wired up
the other half of the dipole. The total length of
mesh netting was now 2.132m (7ft) which held
the complete half wave 10m dipole. As usual
when feeding a balanced antenna with an
unbalanced feeder 15011 coaxial), I used a
current balun just below the connection point.
This can be made with a couple of clamp -on
ferrites, a few turns on a ferrite ring or rod or
some ferrite beads slipped over the (5mm
diameter) coaxial cable.

The completed dipole was first set up
horizontally, tied to the wooden bannisters along
the landing and I found that in that position, no
doubt because of nearby electrical wiring, etc.,
some additional trimming was needed. I soon got
it resonant on 28.2MHz where the s.w.r. was
right down to unity. On 28.01 it was 1.31 and
above its resonant frequency, the s.w.r. rose to
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1.4:1 on 28.6MHz and 2:1 at 28.8M1 -1z.

Then I replaced all the thin antenna wire
with a thicker insulated multi -strand wire
which had little affect upon the resonant
length. With my fractal pattern the wire
length for a half wave dipole is 38%
greater than 'normal'. This would not
apply were a different pattern to be used.
In this case some experiment would be
needed.

Genuine Reports
The finished fractal dipole was used to
work c.w. and s.s.b. DX and I received
some genuine 59 reports. All continents
were worked including W, UAO, LU,
VK6 and 8Q7. Checks against my good
outdoor antennas usually indicated that
they were from 1 to 2 5 points better
than the indoor fractal. By positioning
the dipole over the landing as a sloper
at 45' the fractal became quite
directional and was poor towards its high end. When
using 100W to the fractal dipole a neon lamp could
be struck along most of its wire length. The r.f.
voltages at its ends must be considerable and care
must be taken to avoid them being touched.

antennas
inaction

A most surprising coincidence was to hear
and contact the lather' of fractal antennas,
NI IR himself. Nathan 'Chip' Cohen and I
had much to talk about. At the time he was
using an outdoor fractal quad loop antenna,
which he said was some 3 to 4dB better than
a standard quad loop antennas.

If you discover and develop a new and
perhaps unusual type of antenna it often
invites ridicule and ribaldry. In our
conversation, 'Chip' said that the apparent
lack of 'open-mindedness' had been a
disappointment and even now he finds some sections
of the amateur community seem to find it difficult to
take him seriously. Just why folk think that a Boston
University Professor should try to fool us is difficult
to understand but when a few more folk make and
try out fractal antennas perhaps reactions will
improve.

Fig. 1: A fractal design based upon squares. It has three orders of
iteration which are marked A, B and C. Points X and Y would be the
wire ends if this fractal was used as part of an antenna. The distance
from X to Y is about four times the fractal shape length.

,W712+1
10

5

Length adjustable for tuning

LJ L

f i L,
10 15 20 25

50111sedpoint

30 25

The first 'airing' of 'Chip' Ni IR and his work with
fractal antennas in the UK appeared in April this year la
similar article called "Aerial magic', was published in
the New Scientist magazine dated the 31 January
19981. But here in the UK, the first mention was in the
technical topics section of RadCom and many readers
thought that it was Pat Hawker G3VA's April Fool joke!

But rest assured, the fractal antenna is not an April
fool's joke! The antenna works well, although we do
not yet know why fractal antennas work so well. Even
the discoverer, NI IR himself, does not yet really know
why they work despite their diminutive size, but work
they certainly do. I intend making a fractal quad loop
antenna for the 50MHz band soon and this should be
an interesting project.

Fig. 2: The wire arrangement on a length of plastic netting (with
50mm - or two inch 'holes') used to make the 213MHz fractal dipole.
At the dipole onds enough wire is left to trim the antenna to
resonance. The complete fractal dipole can be built on a length of
netting which is a considerable length reduction over a normal half
wave antenna for the band.

Still Indoors
My dipole has not yet been used out of doors but I see
no reason why fractal antennas with their inherent
small physical size should not be put up as fence
sections in gardens. They could be mounted above
existing hedges, walls or wooden fencing. If the wire
used was the same colour as the plastic mesh they
would become almost invisible.

A fractal dipole can easily be rolled up if it is to be
transported and would then make a convenient parcel.
A quarter wave antenna for the 1.8MHz band (about
40m long) could be replaced by a fractal end fed by
using repeats of the pattern given in Fig. I. It
would only take up a 10m length of garden,
so who will be the first to use a fractal on the
I.f. bands?
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NEWS & PRODUCTS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOP REVIEWS 

welcome to AiA!
Hello and welcome to Tex Topics for
November 1999. This is rather a strange
month as I have no news, or books for
your bookshelf this month. But let me
first say that by the time you read this
there should be Volume 6 of the
Antenna Compendium series of books
available. /?El"

Ishall try to review the new
Volume 6 of the Antenna
' ompendium in the next 'Tex-
,' rtes' column but, in the

meantime, a short news release
from the ARRL's book service,
mentions that there will be 43
new previously unpublished
antenna articles in the new
volume. There will also be a
CDROM containing data and
executable programs for IBM PCs
or compatible computers with the
book. For further details contact
our book sales department for the
price and availability of the new
Antenna Compendium Volume 6.

Voltage -Probe Antenna.
My project for this issue is an
unusual receiving antenna from
Peter Buchan G3INR called the
'Voltage Probe Antenna' (v.p.a.)
shown in Fig. 1. But instead of
waffling on about the antenna, I'll
let Peter describe it:

"Browsing through old radio
magazines is a fascinating and
sometimes rewarding pastime.
Recently, whilst looking at a few
copies of Ham Radio (USA), all
nearly 30 years old, I came across
the interesting title 'Voltage -Probe
Antennas' (v.p.a.). This article
described some research on a

very small active antenna which
claimed to out -perform the
common 'on -set' whip antenna
and an external ground mounted
five metre vertical antenna. The
active circuit made use of
discrete components (including
an f.e.t.) but no detailed
information was given.

" I was not familiar with the v.p.a.
but had had considerable
experience making and using
Voltage -Probes Iv.p.), instruments
used to search out electric fields
and interference when
conducting research on the
nervous systems of insects. Glass
electrode impedances greater
than 1,000M11 were
common and Faraday Fig. 2:
cages were required. A
different instrument was
used to sort out magnetic
fields.

"Early v.p.s used discrete
components but later
ones made use of the
then innovative Op -Amp,
and a little later of course
the f.e.t. input Op -Amp.
Bearing in mind the
1MHz Band -Width, it
took but 30 minutes or so
to knock up a v.p. using
the ubiquitous 741 Op -

Fig. 1: Peter Buchan's Voltage Probe Antenna (v.p.a.) can outperform
a wire antenna at low frequencies. see text for more details.

Amp. The basic circuit I adopted
is shown in the diagram of Fig. 2.

"Instead of the normal search
probe a very small antenna was
constructed as per the
photograph in the original article.
(The photograph of Fig. 3 shows
the small piece of Veto -Board
that Peter used to build the small
amplifier circuit. Ed.) Connecting

The circuit of the v.p.a. could hardly be simptert

Threaded
brass rod

Metal container top

Plug and socket

OM

Screened box

9V

Ott I

Ida=CU

.9V

47p
WT t2]

the battery supply and the probe
output, through a coaxial cable to
a Ten-Tec 585 antenna socket, a
search of the lower frequencies
commenced. The results were
quite extraordinary. The v.p.a.
was also tested using an ICOM
745 with similar results. The
v.p.a. out -performed a 20m end
fed antenna from 100kHz up to
1MHz, increasing the strength

of signals at the
lower end by as
much as 40d8.

Active Antenna
" Here was evidence
that a very useful
active antenna could
be constructed from
just a few
components. Further
work showed that the
v.p. must be
contained in a

Continued
on page 50...
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Fig. 3: A small piece of board and a few components to mount the parts on ...

...continued from page 48

screened enclosure, and
positioned at least two metres
from any type of metal work. This
includes the receiver itself and
such devices as filing cabinets
water piping, and electrical
conduit or wiring. To avoid
overloading, the v.p. should be
used remotely from a large
antenna. An improvement in
performance is realised by
changing the 741 Op -Amp for a
5G5 LF356, nevertheless the 741

does work very well .
"The impedance characteristics
of a very short antenna, one that
is very much less than a quarter
wave show the antenna to be
overwhelmingly reactive. The
resistance is of the order of millic/
in series with a capacitive
reactance of abou 1Mil,
Connecting this across the 500
input of a communication
receiver leaves only a minute
percentage of the signal voltage
for amplification, the remainder
being reflected (See Appendix).

"The v.p. however,
with the Op -Amp
connected as a
Voltage Follower
presents a very high
input impedance,
especially so the
LF356 with its input
resistance claimed as
being 1111 (101211).
The Op -Amp is not
acting exactly as a
matching device but
nevertheless allows the
signal to he presented
to the receiver at an
impedance of about
5011. The output
impedance of both the
741 and LF356 Amps
is about 5011 -

Construction Straightforward
"Construction of the v.p.a. is
quite straightforward, being made
up into a small Eddystone die-
cast box, shown in Fig. 4, with
the addition of an on/off switch, a
BNC coaxial socket, a 4mm plug
and socket (banana plug) plus an
8 pin DIL socket a small piece of
Vero -Board and of course a 741
or LF356 'op -amp' i.c. The
antenna was constructed by
soldering 50mm of 6BA threaded

rod into the 4mm plug, on top of
the rod was fixed a discarded tin
lid 60mm diameter, first drilling a
6BA clearance hole into the
centre of the lid, then securing
the lid with a 6BA nut on both
sides and then soldering the nuts
to the lid. A coat of paint was
added later.

"Further tests were carried out
using an AKD HF3 receiver,
which tunes from 30kHz, using
the same 20m antenna. The AKD
out -performed the Ten-Tec and
other receivers, below 1MHz by
a fair margin but with the
addition of the v.p.a. the low
frequency performance was
considerably enhanced,
especially below 100kHz".

I have to thank Peter for the
project, and having tried Peter's
prototype I can verify the superb
signal quality that comes from the
antenna. I think it would make a
useful basis for a I 36kHz
receiving station.

Comparative Query
Now to some of your other
letters. I've had a comparative
query letter from a reader who
bought a Scanmaster LP1300 log-

MFJ-269 Reviewed
I've just had he
opportunity to try out
the new 'third -

generation' antenna
analyser, the MF1-269
from MFI. I've looked at
two earlier versions of
the antenna analyser, and
this short review
complements them.
IMF1-259 mentioned in
'Goodall's Goodies'
August 1995 and the
MFI-25913 on page 40 of
October 1998's P%14. So,
what were my thoughts
about the new MFJ-269?

At first sight you might
think that the MFJ-269, is
the same as its
predecessor, the MF1-
259B, But then on
looking closer you will
see that the top panel has
been rearranged, with an N -type socket
instead of the 50239 of its forebears. You
would also notice another small push -on,
push -off switch labelled 'UHF' and a slight

Looking very like its predecessor
the MFJ-259B, the new MFJ-269
measuring from h.f. to u.h.f.. is
altogether a rather more
capable unit.

rearrangement of the power
on switch.

One initial, slight
disappointment was that the
battery pack (ten rechargeable
or AA cells) is now
hidden inside again,
requiring eight
countersunk headed
screws to be removed
before you can put in
new batteries. In the
MFI-259B variant, a
single screw allowed
access to the battery
compartment. The new
MFJ-269 has definitely
been designed to have
ten NiCad cells fitted.
And let's face it. primary
cells are now expensive
by comparison.

The new unit still covers the
original frequency range of (1.7 -170+1MHz
in six ranges, but now has the option of
covering a range of 415-470MHz when the
'UHF' switch is pressed and the unit is tuned

between 138 and 156MHz on the topmost
range. If the oscillator is outside these figures
then a message to 'Increase' or 'Decrease'
frequency appears on the display.

Ground Loops
To counteract possible problems with
'ground -loops' at u.h.f. within the chassis, the
N -type socket is grounded directly to the
bridge sensing board (which I can offer little
information about, as none was provided).
The case of the unit is now only indirectly

The MFJ -269, on the lett sideby-side
with the MFJ-259B. Although the limit
on s.w.r. readings at u.h.f. is only a
maximum of 5:1, it is extremely
useful nonetheless.
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Fig. 4:... and a diecast box to put the amplifier and batteries in.
Then you have your v.p.a.

periodic antenna of the type that I
reviewed back in 'Tex -Topics' in
the September 1998 issue of PW.
He was having some problems
comparing the results of my s.w.r.
tests and those for his antenna.
The reader also commented on

what appeared to be very low
signal strengths between himself
and two fellow amateurs.

In my explanation I mentioned
that, I used the Log -periodic
antenna in the horizontal mode,

in which it is easiest to
attach to a normal vertical
mast and mis-polarisation
could account for the
differences of signal level
experienced with the two
local stations. Not knowing
what frequency the tests
were carried out, or how long the
coaxial cable was feeding the
antenna I had to make my answer
in very general terms.

The log -periodic antenna also
exhibits a 'pointing' effect,
consider this like a reflector
placed behind a light bulb
'forcing the light to one side of
the bulb. The uni will receive
better to the front, than to the
rear, and poorly to the side. And
like the reflector of a torch makes
the light look brighter, the
directional antenna seems to pick
up (and transmit) more signal
than a simple dipole antenna. So,
in real terms the signal to the
sides and back of the antenna is
much lower (less 'bright') than to
the front.

Opposite Polarisation
The situation is much worse, if
the two antennas are of 'opposite
Polarisation' (i.e. one antenna
vertically and one horizontally

antennas
action

polarised), then there will be an
even larger drop in signal
between the two systems (I've
seen figures as high as 3(xdB
above the side -on loss, quoted).
The degree of gain (losses) is very
dependent on the antennas and
surroundings in each case.

I also explained that when I
carried out my original v. s. w. r.
tests on the Scanmaster [P1300
antenna I a very short low -loss
coaxial cable, with the antenna
mounted above head -height
pointing vertically upwards into
the sky. The tests I carried out
were using an MFJ-259B antenna
analyser from 100-170MHz, then
with confirmatory tests using an
FT -736 in the 144, 430 and
1200MHz bands.

The tests that I carried out to
check the s.w.r. are, at best,
merely an indication of the
matching of the antenna, not of
its effectiveness or gain. Although
I carried out no comparative

The MFJ-269 on the left with the MFJ-259B
to its right shows that the modifications are
more noticeable on the top panel. Note
that the output socket is now an N -type
rather than the SO -239 of its forerunners.

attached to the shell of the output socket.

The new MN -269 has all the capabilities of
the MH-2598 plus u.h.f. measurements of
s.w.r., impedance in both series and parallel
effective values and also by phase angle
display, bandwidth of filters, line length,
velocity factor of a section of line, effective
inductance or capacitance, return loss,
resonance. There are many other tests that
could just develop into a straight list, were I
to give theml

The first, of the notable differences, is that the
effective bridge resistive value (from 511 to
over 141) may now be set, although accuracy
will suffer somewhat when set other than in

the 50-7511 range. A
second difference is that
instead of the MN -2598's
single group of advanced
settings, the number of
new tests that the unit can
perform now requires
three groups of advanced
settings.

The documentation that
comes with the MFJ-269
is in the form of a 40 -page

A4 -sized manual printed on
heavy -weight paper. The
information presented is
good, and covers every aspect
of the unit, though a little
'spartan' at times. My main
'quibble' is that as the paper
is rather stiff, it doesn't look
too good after it has been
folded to fit in the rather
small, though adequate box,
that the unit is supplied in.

There are eight
countersink -headed
screws to remove

to gain access to the
battery holder (similar

to the
MFJ-259). So.

rechargeable NiCad or
NiMH batteries

are now the order of
the day.

An Anomaly
One anomaly I noted about the new unit
concems the display of the battery voltage
on switch -on. When the UHF switch is in
the 'Off' position the supply voltage is
reported correctly (usually between 9 and
15V). But if the UHF switch is in the 'On'
position, then the battery voltage is reported
as around 27V. Strange!

But what are my conclusions about
the new antenna analyser? Would I
buy one to replace my MFJ-25913?
The answer is yes! On balance I
think it's a good step forward for
anyone interested in antenna and
filter measurements and
optimisation of all stages of getting
a signal out into 'thetether'. The
range of tests that may be carried
out is extensive (although they
need careful analysis) and useful.
And to help you make up your
mind, let me state three various
scenarios for your consideration.

I) If you have an MH-259B and
use it only occasionally, then
perhaps you should stick with the
unit you have.
2) If you have an original MFJ-254
and an interest in antennas, my
advice would be to upgrade soon.
3) If you do not have any similar
test equipment, then this unit is
ideal and is 'a must have now'!

My thanks go to Jeff Stanton of Waters & Stanton

(W&SI for the loan of the MFl269 Antenna Analyser

which costs L299.95 - free delivery on this item for

all PW readers. W&S can he contacted on Tel:

1017021 206835, FAX: (017021205843, Spa House,

22 Main Rd, Halley, Essex SS5 4QS.
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'side -by -side' tests with other
antennas at the time. The antenna
gave every indication of working
as well as I would expect when I
took it to the top of my favourite
hill somewhat later to try out.

Vertical Antennas
An E-mail from Peter Talbot
M1DGQ took me and the
column to task, when he started
out "Let me get the winging out
of the way first, having read your
great magazine for over a year I
am some what disappointed with
the antenna section of the
magazine, as it seems to lack any
construction of vertical or small
antenna of any description for the
v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands. I apologise
now if I have missed any articles
on this subject but it seems that
you are all obsessed with big hi.
antennas and forget we are not all
'A' licensees but many of us are
proud to hold a 'IV licence.

Peter then went on to say "I have
got to the point of giving up
trying to build my own as all the
relevant literature always seems
to be written for people with a
good knowledge of this subject. I
live on a ground floor flat with no
garden, I have very
understanding neighbours who
let me put up a 25 foot (8m) pole
with a home made quarter wave
groundplane and four -element
beam in the communal washing
line area.

"The ground plane antenna is the
one which I would like to
improve as I live in the bottom of
a valley and receive very little
activity on 144MHz, this not
without trying for some time.
Unless I use the repeaters, I only
seem to make contacts when
mobile outside of the valley. I
have tried constructing a pole
with little success".

Peter asked about some advice
on improving his situation.
Considering Peter's location in a
valley it's not an ideal position,
more so for vhf/uhf operation
where distance worked tends to
rely more on 'line -of -sight'
conditions. On h.f. of course

there are semi -
reflecting layers (D, E
and F layers) in the sky
to push the signal
back down towards
other amateurs.

I described a simple
end -fed 144MHz
antenna, the Pigtail'.
published back in the April 1992
issue of PW as a very effective
antenna for use in restricted
locations or mounted at the top
of a simple pole or mast. The
bandwidth of my original was
adequate to cover the whole of
the f.m. section (145-146MHz)
easily (and could be retuned to
cover the datamode section as
well as the lower part of the f.m.
simplex channels).

About the point, of Peter
considering collinear antennas.
Well, they do do give a higher
gain and a lower angle radiation
pattern (this helps to improve the
coverage for v.h.f./u.h.f. signals)
over a simpler )/4 or 5)18
vertical antennas. But they do
so, at the expense of reduced
bandwidth in general. And I
doubt that things will change
much!

Peter also asked why advertisers
didn't put pictures of the
antennas they sell in their
adverts, which I couldn't answer -
perhaps one of our advertisers
would supply an answer to this
question. But I cannot
recommend buying an antenna
just from a picture alone it's a
recipe for disappointment!

In answer to the request for v.h.f.
and u.h.f. antenna projects, I
hope to bring you a variety of
vertical antennas for several
v.h.f/u.h.f. bands in the next year
or so. So, keep an eye on the
Antennas -in -Action column. But
if readers have their own ideas
and projects, then please write in
and get your 'name in lights' here
in A-i-A.

Crazy Dipole
In the last A-i-A there was an idea
for an asymmetric dipole from
Bill G3XZF and, in response I've

Drill a 3mm dla note
carefully through the bolt

Element rod
(3 die)

WT 1272

Square section boom

Plastic bolt
and nut

Fig. 5: Wilko Melenhorst uses a simple, but effective
fastener for the elements on his long Yagi antenna, making

it quick to assemble and strip apart.

had a letter from Tony
F5VBY/G3TZH who courteously
included Ann FSVBX/GOSYH at
the end of the letter when he
said: "I noticed an article from
my dear friend G3XZF this month
where Bill was describing what
he calls "The Crazy Dipole". It is
great to see some of the older
style antennas being considered
and I can only think that the
reason for demise of most of
them is the space required.

'This particular antenna is in fact
the "Coaxial -fed Fullwave" and
was first used by myself in 1967
for DXing on 3.5MHz. Its origins
were never determined by myself,
but with the references at the
time to the VS1AA Windom
makes me think that it was a
monohand derivation. In effect I
am not surprised that Bill had
success with the antenna
described on 7MHz, because its
dimensions are a full wave fed at
the X/4 point.

`If dimensions are true, then the
feed impedance is nearer 90 and
it was normally fed with 75 ohm
coax in practice with the braid to
the short end. It can be seen as
two halfwaves out of phase and
as such works the same as a
fullwave with a similar four -lobed
radiation pattern. At 20m high on
7MHz it will very low angles of
radiation and hence the DX
worked by Bill.

"A similar antenna was used at
this QTH in 1997 fora few
months on 3.5MHz where the
first trial yielded an XE on s.s.b.
in the afternoon just before we
washed up after our excursions
into the trees! A note that may be
of interest, my antenna exhibited
a marked change in feed
impedance when the 1/4 wave
end was dropped in the fashion
of an inverted "V" which resulted

in a far easier
method of making
the 50Q coaxial
cable match better
than the usual cut
'n try - any
comments?

1 have since noted
that John Heys
G3BDQ has also
made reference to
this type of antenna
and gives some
useful information
on tuning and
extending it to
include additional
AJ2 wave lengths".

I'm happy to add
your additional
information Tony

(and Ann) I have always said that
I'm just here passing on many of
the comments you, the readers
make. Please keep your
comments and projects coming
in, even if you think sometimes
that it's 'nothing much'.
Sometimes a number of 'not
muches' add up to a great deal
when they are all put together.

Men's Toys
It's often said that separating the
men from the boys is only the
cost of their toys. Well on a
recent trip to my local high -point
I met up with Wilko Melenhorst
PA1WM (and his XYL and two
young sons) who managed to
combine both ages of man by
using the method shown in Fig. 5
to hold elements on the boom of
his Yagi antenna. I was very
impressed, a multi -element
antenna stripped and packed
away in a few minutes, due
mainly to the simple and cheap
fasteners.

The screw is a 'Mechano'-like
bolt made totally of plastic and
very easy to drill. The resilient
plastic material of the bolt shrinks
back slightly after being drilled to
grip the element pushed into it
very tightly. A 'soak' in hot water
before fitting would help in
difficult cases I think. A hole the
same size as the outside diameter
of the bolt is drilled through
opposite sides of the square
section boom and the bolt fitted
through.

Well as usual, I've run out of
space again this month so, keep
those letters and E -mails rolling
in. That way we can share the
information about antennas,
gradually improving all our
stations. See you next time.

01-167
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OCTOBER SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Whether you are brand new to the hobby of radio

monitoring or a seasoned DXer, there is something in
Short Wave Magazine for you every month!

BROADCAST SECTION

 bat lusLan Europe
 LM&S

 Off The Record

Broadcast Special
The story of Scotland's landbased pirates has never been
told anywhere until now. Daniel Burke explains all in 'A

Long Closed Pirate Radio Station'.

Back in 1990, Michael Osborn travelled to Bulgaria and
spent several weeks living in the capital Sofia. He also

worked for the English service
of Bulgarian Radio and

witnessed a country and radio
station slowly emerging from

the dark decades of
Communism.

Ged Lynch travels back in
time to find out just who

transmitted that first radio
signal  a fascinating story.

Is long wave sadly
neglected these days?

Firoz Mohamed seems to
think so. He explains
about his desperate
search for a small, cheap

radio with the long wave facility.

Hill
steCNtip

"SACSF

Back in the late 1980s, the popular Mailbag programme
from Radio RSA in Johannesburg won a faithful

following among British short wave listeners. Michael
Osborn recalls the show's special appeal and how it

shaped his love for radio.

Also This Month
Invited by Radio Devon to broadcast live commentary

for the eclipse from the Hoe, Lawrence Harris did
exactly that, after all, he had been waiting 40 years to

see this eclipse!

Joe Carr K4IPV explains the design and construction of
combiners and splitters in Part 1 of Passive RF Parts You
Can Use. Essential for anyone wanting to connect two

or more antennas to a receiver or share an antenna
between several receivers.

CRAMMED FULL OF ESSENTIAL INFO FOR
ANY RADIO ENTHUSIAST - CAN YOU
REALLY AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT IT?

rl On Sale Now - £2.99 - Miss it! Miss out!
U

TIP

DELTA
HEAVY DUTY

COAXIAL SWITCHES
"First in the industry" standards for surge
protection, precision low -loss switching and
master antenna ground functions - all in a

single, cost effective product.

Delta 2N

Arc Plug cartridge surge protection system
- replaceable element provides continuous protection
of the active antenna circuit. Unused circuits are
automatically grounded. Easy access through front
panel.

Master antenna ground function - internally
disconnects and grounds all circuits when in centre
"off" position.

Efficient low -loss cavity design - uses
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used.

Positive detent roller bearing drive for "no
question" switch positioning.

The Delta Series handles 1.5kW.
Cheaper switches typically don't have N -type
connector options, as poor non -constant impedance
designs become obvious when using precision N
connectors. One look inside cheaper switches will tell
you why they are still overpriced.
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2 WAY
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(N connectors, 1300MHz)

4 WAY
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(N connectors, 1300MHz)
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£102.45
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Matching the practice with the theory...

Tony Harwood

G4HHZ

describes his

experiment

whereby he set

about building

and measuring a

dipole and then

seeing how the

impedance of

the theoretical

and practical

dipole compared

in practice. Does

the theory

match up to the

reality? Read on

and find out.
Fig. 1: The Hellen spiral showing the
theoretical variation of impedance with
length in wavelengths of a thin centre fed
dipole.
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'm one of those people who
have been lucky enough to
have had a career which
included doing a lut of things
I thoroughly enjoyed. In my
case, this was whilst
working as an engineer in

broadcasting and it included
building antennas and working
on radio wave propagation.
combined with technical writing.

Now, having retired and
been blessed with a large garden -
thoughtfully provided by nature -
with tall trees at the front and
back. I can now pursue these
interests simply out of sheer curiosity. This article is one of
the results of this curiosity. Why not. I thought, put up a
dipole, measure it and see how the results fit in with the
theory'

Analysis Of The Dipole
The analysis of the dipole is quite a mathematical feat. One
of the first successful attempts was made by Erik Hallen at
the university of Upsala in the 1930s.

Hallen showed that the dipole impedance at the centre
point of a length of wire split into two halves, depends on
the ratio of the length to diameter of the wire and on the
frequency. He showed that, for a dipole in free space - and
this is a very important point - the impedance at low
frequencies is equivalent to a small resistance in series with
a high capacitive reactance.

As the frequency is increased and the length of the
antenna in wavelengths becomes greater, the resistance
increases and the reactance decreases. This continues until
a point is found where the impedance is purely resistive, the
antenna is resonant and also has a value of about 7351. At
this paint, the overall length of the dipole is slightly less
than one half wavelength, about 0.47 wavelengths for a thin
antenna and somewhat less fur a fatter antenna.

Increasing the frequency still further
thus results in an increase in resistance
in series with an inductive reactance.
This then initially rises but reaches a
maximum before falling to zero at a
second resonant point where the
resistance is very high - about 4000Q for a
very thin antenna.
Here again, the
length is
somewhat less
than a full
wavelength, at
about 0.95
wavelengths.

From here on,
increasing the
frequency results
in decreasing
resistance and a
capacitive
reactance until a
third resonance

The
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Fig. 2: Measured input impedance of the
3.5MHz dipole after adjusting for resonance
on 3.65MHz.

occurs. the resistive value being
somewhat greater than 7351, 80
to 110 being a typical range at
length of about 1.45 wavelengths.

Increasing the frequency still
further repeats the pattern with
the high resistance values
getting progressively smaller. For
a 'fat' dipole the pattern is
similar, but with a much reduced
spread in range of resistance and
reactance. For instance, with a
diameter to length ratio of 60. the
resistance at first resonance is
about 7251, but at the second is
about 95051.

The graph of the impedance is usually plotted with the
reactance as the vertical scale and resistance horizontal. the
result being a spiral as shown in Fig. 1. This then is the
problem I set out to investigate and, to begin with. I had to
construct the dipole.

Dipole For 3.5MHz
I decided to go the whole hog and construct a dipole for
3.5MHz using materials to hand, adjust it for resonance at
3.65MHz and then check its performance across the 3.5MHz
band.

The main legs' were constructed from some old three
cored twisted wire mains cable with the insulation removed
to reduce the weight), the overall diameter of the three wires

was about 2mm. As the overall length comes to some 38m.
giving a length to diameter ratio of 19000. it certainly
qualifies as a thin dipole.

In order to be able to adjust the length easily, the outer
ends were passed through an insulator and doubled back
through the insert from a chocolate block connector used to
grip the wire, thus allowing for adjustment. I see 'Antennas -in -
Action', page 63, November 1997 PIVI.

lb start with, I made the overall length 39m and used a
13.5m length of 75i1 balanced twin feeder with a velocity
factor of 0.66, giving an equivalent feeder length of20.45m is
quarter wave at 3.6.5MHz/. 1 arranged this to come in via the
shack window so that all measurements were made in
relative comfort. When erected, the dipole centre point was
about 17m. approximately 0.2 wavelengths, above ground.

I make my measurements using a Wayne Kerr B801
admittance bridge (something I acquired for sentimental

reasons, as it was the bridge I
cut my teeth on as a young
BBC engineer, which
actually measures the
parallel components of the
admittance. It's capable of
measunng both balanced and
unbalanced systems and, for
these tests. all measurements
are in the balanced mode.

The signal source is an old
AVO signal generator and the
receiver a Lowe HF-225,
which enables quick and
accurate determination of
frequency by means of the

.100

0

I
.10%0

so 10
Resistance lOtimsi

1196

Fig. 3: Impedance of the dipole at the centre
point, the classic dipole impedance curve.
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keypad. To analyse and process the results I use a computer
spreadsheet which also draws the graphs and, for
convenience, I've turned the measurements into series form.

The method I use is to enter measurements as I go along,
with the computer plotting the graph 'before my very eyes'
as I proceed, since 'deliberate mistakes' are then easy to
spot. (This is a far cry from the slide rule and Smith Chart I
used in the middle of an antenna farm in the 1960s, but the
old method is just as effective!). I use either Law 1.2-3 or
the shareware spreadsheet Asca.vy-As, both of which are
very well suited to this sort of task.

So, on to the measurements ...

'Nitty Gritty'
Down to the titty gritty now and here is not the place
for a discussion of the theory of transmission lines and
the method of calculating the impedance at the dipole
from measurements at the input - perhaps that will do for
a later article.

A measurement is made in the shack, converted to the
input impedance and plotted (Fig. 2), the impedance at the
dipole is then calculated and plotted. The first attempt at
measurement gave some very curious answers which proved
to be due to a 30m long receiving antenna some 10m from
the dipole. Lowering this gave measurements much closer to
expectations. the first lesson had been learnt!

My initial dipole length, as expected, proved too long. The
resonance being at about 3.85MHz with capacitive reactance
across the 3.5MHz band. A process of shortening, repeating
the measurements and shortening again eventually resulted
in a classic dipole plot as shown in Fig. 3 - with a resonance
at 3.65MHz, capacitive reactance below and inductive above.

The standing wave ratio (s.w.r.) across the band is also
shown in Fig. 4. This plot shows a number of things worthy
of comment. Firstly, the mid band resonant impedance is
64.511. somewhat less than the Hellen figure. hut well in
line with the theoretical figure for a dipole at about 0.2 wave
lengths above ground, one of the effects of not being in free
space.

Similarly, the resonant length turned out to be 37m.
corresponding to 0.45 wave lengths rather than the 0.475
figure usually suggested as a starting point. This, again, is
probably due to the proximity of the dipole to the ground.

So, the first stage in the experiment was complete, I'd
made a perfectly good 80m dipole which behaved as
expected. I even connected it via a 1:1 balun and used it on
air without an a.t.u. with the s.w.r. meter readings on the
5011 coaxial being close to the values calculated from my
measurements.

Now on to measure the other frequencies ...

At First Sight
At first sight it would seem that. to complete the task, all
that was needed was a lot more measurements, but a little
consideration given to Hallen's spiral showed that this was
not as simple as it looked. So far, I had only made
measurements on a 7511 feeder in a region where the s.w.r.
was less than 4:1. not too difficult a task.

From now on I needed to cater for values of resistance
and reactance in the region of a few thousand ohms and
s.w.rs on 7511 feeder of over 40:1, a far more difficult task.
However, there was a way to do it!

For any feeder, the range of impedance encountered
lies between the maximum resistance in this case
about 400011 and 7.02/R.... For a 7511 feeder I needed to be
able to measure a range from 4000 down to 1.411. The
answer was to use a feeder with a high Z for the
measurements. I therefore constructed a twin wire feeder
and measured its characteristic impedance (again, a subject
for another article) which turned out to be 48011. This gave
an expected measurement range of 4000 to 5711 with the
maximum s.w.r. at about 7 .5:1 I much easier to handle

Measurements proceeded from 3 to 23MHz, again
plotting the results 'hot off the press. These are shown in
Fig. Sit and 5b, the ranges being separated for the sake of
clarity and are quite like the Hellen spiral. I have also

included a plot of' resistance and
reactance against dipole length in
wavelengths as Fig. 6. which
shows where Fig. 5 on page 62 of
November 1997's 'Antennas -in -
Action' comes from.

Once again there are lessons
to be learned. The first is that the
resonant points are not precisely
harmonically related to the
lowest 3.5MHz band resonance.
In fact, the 7MHz and 14MHz

lit
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Fig. 4: SWR of the 3.5MHz dipole across
resonances are a long way from the the band referred to 7512
high impedance resonances which
occur at about 10.5MHz, not too far from the amateur band.

The second point to note is that the s.w.r., with respect to
7514 is high at all but the design frequency. This does not
mean that the antenna can't be used on the other bands, it
requires the use of a good a.t.u. and I managed to load up my
Icom IC -737 easily with an external a.t.u. VC300DLP)
on all bands using the 7511 feeder.

It was considerably easier to load up using the high
impedance twin wire feeder connected to the balanced input
and with this I could even get an acceptable performance with
only the IC-73Ts internal a.t.u. in circuit, the antenna being
connected via a 1:1 balun.

At this point, the weather took charge and the post
Christmas gales made short work of some of the temporary
erection methods used to enable
speedy raising and lowering for
adjustment, thus bringing an end to
experimental work for the time
being.

So far I've only considered the
impedance of the dipole, nothing has
been said about its directional
properties. These should be the
standard text book patterns with a
circular pattern about the axis and
the pattern at right angles changing
with frequency. When the dipole is
below one wavelength, as at 3.5MHz
and 7MHz, the pattern will have one
lobe which will be slightly narrower on
7MHz than on 3.5MHz. Above this, the
pattern splits into lobes, the number
depending on the length in
wavelengths.

The overall pattern is modified
by the height of the dipole above
ground but, in general, the dipole
should give good all round general
coverage on all bands. However,
with a better performance in some
directions than others, the worst
directivity being at low angles along
the length.

For The Future
Having achieved my original aim of
finding how the impedance of the theoretical and practical Fig. 5b
dipole compared in practice. the time had come to consider
projects for the future. Ideas that
come to mind are an analysis of the
G5RV and my trap dipole. I'm
particularly interested in how the
trap dipole's impedance varies as the
trap frequency is approached.

Also of interest is the possibility
of making an artificially 'fat' dipole
by using a fan of wires rather than a
single wire element and I'm
contemplating the possibility of such
a dipole working on two adjacent
amateur bands such as 14 and 21MHz Fig. 6: Impedance at centre point shown
without the use of an a.t.u. As they as series resistance and reactance
say, 'watch this space'. P against dipole length in wavelengths.

Fig. 5a: Impedance at the centre point
of the dipole on frequencies of la)
(above) 3-15MHz (b) (below) 12- 23MHz
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Armscroft Communications
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tisit as an the web al http://www.armseroJ4krnon.eu.uk
Plume. 01452 531648: FAX: 115711 Oil', 1421 ,r EIWei salestic artnArmfi demon
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'l.m,u 11.7  QRP I 101% o mobile np
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11510
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Kerr/rued 115-44LS - Complete onto AT50 isuio AllC260Chao
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%Unto DJ WI 71kno !unite
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Illcalhkil uMilk.1011111 lest/ .140
ERA RPM 115
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SIVI. equipment and scarrners
Realistic 2020 - Mint cnn.tnnm .X75
LOW, 111250 All the coma, art included In .cry pond Condlliot. 1324

As .11e I. alai. ltialfg1/1. &eve nag trod fast I souI,rm wadatep!. Why nee join the
APIIISCIP/1 ('awweara4uo lotserser and. ,in. email. I.mr kao.ck on, mg,
To pew slot the stetsoe and lolkow the mons:nom arty

%c are contintalls seeking line used .1mateut and Si'. I. equipment and we are currently busing qualm
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Dear Sir's40410 advertisement
I think thi

breaks some rules

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
Ck laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. Its free

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right',

ASA Ltd.. 2 lbrrington Place, London WC1E 7HW

rRADIO, COMPUTER
ELECTRONICS SHOW

ORGANISED HY THE RLAcRirooD et DISTRICT AMATEI RADIO SOCIETY

at the new venue

THE NEWPORT CENTRE
NEWPORT, SOUTH WALES

SUNDAY OCTOBER 17th, 1 la.m.
9A1 nfl ,11111TI. tl :7. %11

iii tnitIvr, And many new orlo  Larger hall  Specialist groups

 Brine & Buv  Catering,hur

ENTRANCE £1
This is our 25th year. Come. and celebrate with us.

Mort tor it1.1 de: lath within the centre hot
nonowei. taco\cur.', I shopping emit.

HF & VHF LOW PASS FILTERS &
BANDPASS TRANSCEIVING FILTERS

A DELTA
hicsitatEetitaf,

L Urr PA -S5 RIF FILTER aZS
NtUm SCOW Pt P

5052 LOW PASS FILTERS
420 600W 30MHz S0239 £64.95
421 8kW 30MHz S0239 £84.95
425 600W 56MHz S0239 £69.95
426 3kW 54MHz S0239 £89.95

Most lowpass filters are made from thin lightweight materials.
assembled with pop rivets, and do not even have earth terminals! Their
performance is, to say the least, poor. Delta Lowpass Filters are
designed for performance not economy. giving a tough solid
construction, with attenuation slopes which avalanche downward
immediately above the transmitting frequency range. No other current
filters compare favourably with these designs. Delta Lowpass Filters
allow frequencies below the rated cut off point to pass with little or no
attentuation, while those above the cut off frequency are harshly
attenuated. These filters are heavily built deep notching Chebyshev
designs, ideal for preventing interference from harmonic or spurious
emissions - a must for good operating. Low power models use
silver -mica capacitors and phenolic connectors
High power models use thick teflon TFE insulation sheet, brass or copper
capacitor plates, and all connections are soldered
Filters are non -polarized and non -directional and should be mounted as
close as possible to your station earth. They may be stacked for
additional attenuation. Insertion loss is 0.1dB  0.4dB approaching cut
off. Attenuation is 70-90dB.

A DELTA
I Num* c

roll AIM
+ow,

Rter. wee

50Q TRANSCEIVING BANDPASS FILTERS
412 250W 50-50.5MHz S0239 £77.45
413 250W 144-148MHz S0239 £77.45

These Bandpass transceiving filters are designed to lessen or eliminate
interference from nearby transmitters operating in close proximity to
transceivers. As they are transceive style, they will also effectively reauce
any transmitted spurious and harmonic emissions from your transmitter.
The 412 and 413 are two stage, parallel resonant circuit, top -coupled
designs. Each unit will pass the listed band of frequencies, and attenuate or
block all frequencies above and below that band segment.
The filters are not polarised. and can be connected either way round
between the transceiver output and the antenna. Direct grounding of the
filter may in some circumstances offer better overall performance, but
generally the station's earth ground will be sufficient_ Insertion loss is 0.5dB

Available only by mail order from our sole distributor:

_CASTCOACAS
Cavendish House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU
Free UK mainland carriage! For full catalogue send £2 in camps.

Sales order line

01692 650077
Fax: 01692 650925 Website: www.cqcqcq.com
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Collecting Old

We all know

what QSL cards

are and you

probably have

your very own

collection but,

do we realise

just how far

back QSL cards

go and do we

realise the

immense variety

of cards that

exist. Well, John

Heys G3BDQ

shares his

thoughts on

`Collecting Old

QSL Cards'

with you and

shows you nine

rare cards from

his very own

collection.
58

Fig. 6: A card from Tibet
where Reg Fox operated

from the British Mission in
Lhasa. Not long afterwards,

Reg was captured and
imprisoned by the Chinese.

love collecting QSL cards. not just those acquired
from stations I have contacted, but older and even
'antique' cards, that were once treasured by their
recipients. During the last twenty five years I've
examined more than 100 000 cards, the earliest
dating back to 1922 - about the time when QSLing
began.
Early cards are scarce and

difficult to fmd, but

Fig. 1: An historical card confirming the very first
ZL/G contact on Top band. Incidentally ZL1AH was
also my first contact on 1.8MHz.

there are still many cards about that were used after
1945. As the amateur movement has grown, the
number of cards has proliferated. Amateurs often
express their interests and personalities through the
design of their QSL cards and these cards are a long
way from the once universal depiction of callsigns in
bold lettering.

These days, those OMs with deep pockets and the
YLs with deep handbags can splash out and have really
beautiful artwork on their cards. If you contacted some
of the recent giant DXpeditions you could have been
rewarded with some super productions in full colour to
grace the shack wall.

The Spice Of Life?
Variety is said to be the spice of life and the QSL card
collector can find variety in abundance. My collection
has many sub -sections and includes historic DX 'firsts'.
I have a card from ZL1AH to G6GM lace Fig. 1)
confirming the very first GIZL Q80 on 1.8MHz on
October 17th 1953.

Subject cards abound, I have sections on the topics
of ships, glamour, humour, religion, Marconi, military,
space, VIPs, advertising, scouting, field days, politics,
etc. Many of the finest designs originate from overseas.
For some reason (economics?l many UK amateurs are
very conservative in their design choices and just pick a
design from the limited range presented by the card
printers.
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Unusual Materials
Cards can be made from unusual
materials. I have a slate card from
GW3KJW. several printed on wood and
cork, and some printed on mint

obsolete bank notes. One card has
its design made entirely from
coloured feathers.

A warning though, if you must
decorate your shack walls with QSLs.
please avoid drawing pins or the
putty -like blue stuff which, after a
time, makes nasty marks which
percolate through to the front of the
card.

! Vat 1411,

Aud .r riivonyttgr
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- 1\11W

i-XAM -

- P
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Fig. 2: Historical card from John L
Reinartz. He was one of the 'big
names' in Amateur Radio through
the 1920s.

Choice Specimens
I was asked to choose several cards to
illustrate this article, but I have so many
choice specimens that this proved to be
difficult. I've done my best and here are a few
descriptions of just a handful of my own cards
from my own collection.

John L Reinartz, who held the calls 1-XAM and 1-
QP I Kewpie I 1 see Fig. 21. was involved in making the
first amateur Trans -Atlantic QSOs. He also designed
an effective regenerative receiver circuit which was
copied and used universally between 1923 and the
Second World War. Many pre-war cards state 'Receiver-
Reinartz' 0-V-0 or 0-V-1. My Reinartz card was sent to
GSBV in 1924 to confirm hearing his signals from over
the 'Pond' on 100 metres.

Mr. P. D. Walters G5CV was an early experimenter
on the 5 metre band and was the first to receive USA
television over here in 1930. On May 21 1933 he used a
simple super -regenerative receiver on the five metre
band when in a light aircraft over the North Sea. He
clearly heard 'Dud' Chairman G6CJ and other stations
when 97km from London. This demonstration helped to
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convince the BBC that transmissions on 7 metres could
provide TV signals right across the home counties and
G5CV's QSL card is rarer than a Penny Black postage
stamp! ISee Fig. 3).

The late Rev. Marshall D. Moran 9N1MN gave
many of us a treasured QSO from Nepal. His
card (see Fig. 41 has almost
everything.

Fig. 7: Comic card from
the USA_

Fig. 3: Rare card from
G5CV confirming
reception of G6CJ whilst
flying over the North
Sea using a simple
receiver in the 5m band.
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so
was using

the call AC4YN
in Tibet. In 1946.
its operator was
Reg Fox at the
British Mission in
Lhasa and my card
Was sent to
VU211C. (See Fig.
61. At that time
there were very few
active stations in
Zone 23. so a contact with Reg gave a
new Zone and a new country.

There's a
photo of him in his shack
and even Mickey Mouse
shows his face. It was sent
to the late GM3PG0,
whose cards I acquired
recently.

Being a little long in
the tooth myself, I well
remember the dramatic
sinking of the S. S.
Flying Enterprise
more than forty
years ago. The
ship's Captain,
Kurt Carlsen,

held the call
W2ZXM/MM and his
graphic QSL (see Fig. 51
was sent to the late top
DXer G3BID.

When I was first
licensed, the rarest
station on the air

Older Cards

active before the Second World War, some being involved
in the Trans -Atlantic tests of the early 1920s. Their
widows were sometimes persuaded to let me have the
accumulations of old cards rather than disposing of them
on the bonfire or for salvage.

Over the years. many thousands of interesting cards
have been lost forever. It is not too late to get hold of
many fascinating cards, for many of the G3s are still with
us and they have been active from the 1940s and up to
the present day.

Advertising in the amateur press is one way to find
cards. asking around at club meetings or rallies can also
be useful. There are still many wonderful QSLs to be
found and prized.

What about this listener report' sent to 2CX (later
G2CX) in 1928? -Dear Sir, would it be possible for you
to broadcast something more
interesting than
'Hello-Hello-Hello-
2WR' on Sunday
mornings, as you
interfere with the
musical programme
from Hilversum? Yrs
truly...".

QSL cards are
more than just a

verification of contacts

15;

Fig. 8: Rolf
Kluge, a former
radio Officer on
the Graf
Zeppelin, was
still an active
Radio Amateur
in 1984. He was
certainly a
survivor. living
through the
Nazi regime and
the Second
World War.

OK4BNIF

of history and I hope 11 pERMANY

that more Radio
Amateurs take care of the ones sent to them and perhaps
consider the design of their own QSL cards more
thoroughly - you never know who will be examining it
40 years from now!
icy
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Fig. 4: Attractive card from Rev.
Marshall D. Moran in Nepal for a
QS0 with his station in 1983.

Most of my older cards were obtained
from personal contacts with the
remaining old timers who had been
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Fig. 5: Colourful and dramatic card
illustrating the final minutes of the

S. S. Flying Enterprise in 1952.

Fig. 9: An
unusual card
from WBARW
in 1938. It was
before the
days of
Women's Lib'
and today
would be
regarded as
rather
sexist.
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THE PW PERSONAL ORDER FORM
This month Roger Hall G4TNT - PW's Advertising Manager - describes how we're launching the PW Personal

Order Form service to help readers buy with extra confidence from advertisements in this magazine.

Many readers will have
noticed how the battle
for their custom has
become more intense
as the popularity of

the hobby has declined. Fewer
amateurs buying less equipment
means there are now some great
deals to be had but it also means
that some dealers may try to cut
corners when it comes to
honouring their commitments.
Also, as the real cost of Amateur
Radio equipment has fallen and
the competition for your custom
has increased, some of the
smaller shops have either gone
out of business or been
swallowed up by the bigger
companies. In some areas, it's
almost impossible to find a local
shop and now the trend is
towards mail order purchasing.

This, in itself, is not a bad thing but it does
mean you'll probably be buying
from a shop you've never
visited and from a salesperson
you've never met. So, how do
you know who to trust with
your money? You could go
on air and ask about the
dealer you're thinking about
buying from, but the risk is
that there may be one or
two vociferous individuals
who will be happy to tell
the world about their
grievances while the
majority of satisfied
customers just keep
quiet. The same is true
of the Internet. The
various radio related
newsgroups are a
good place to ask but,
again. you may not
get a representative
(or honest) selection
of answers.

The truth is,
there is no real way
of telling
beforehand how
your transaction
will be handled,
how well the
equipment will
perform or
whether it will
go wrong. All
you can do is to
take
reasonable
precautions
before you
buy and
know what
to do if the
worst
happens.
This is
where we
aim to
help. First
of all,
take a look at the Top

Ten Tips in the Buyer's Guide box. If you follow
those guidelines before you buy, you'll have
minimised the chance of something unforeseen
cropping up and you'll be prepared should the
worst happen and you have to return the
goods.

Secondly, whenever you order goods from
an advertisement in PW, make sure you use the
Personal Order Form that will be printed in
every issue from now on. Call around your list
of potential suppliers first and then post or FAX
them this form when you place the order. It has
been carefully laid out to help you make sure
you've not forgotten anything and it will act as
written confirmation of the deal. If you post it,
don't forget to keep a copy' If you have placed
the order over the telephone, still send them
the form with ORDER CONFIRMATION written
across it.

The vast majority of transactions are trouble
free but, if you are one of the unlucky ones who
does have a problem, here's what you should
do. Write to the supplier enclosing a copy of
the order form and the advertisement (you did
keep them, didn't you?) and outline your
complaint. The letter should be accurate and

brief but should also contain the
details of any

B gars G
Top 10 Tips

rn the price
and details

are as in the

ent. Dealers
often have to send

in copy
and 8

availability
can change

in that time,

weeks before
the magazine

is published
and prices

2:
Ask if it's a paralle//grey

import
or if it came from the authorised

UK; mporter.

3: Ask if it is the full UK specification
and if it has CE approval.

5: Ask about th

1: Telephone
first to con fir

advertisern

4: Ask about extra charges
(delivery,

VAT etc.) and find

final, all-inciusive
price.

if they have a restocking
fee for the return of

faulty items.

eir

po/icy
for faufry

goods and

out the

7:

6: Ask for a writ-ten quotation
if it's a large order.

a:

0:
a

re

9:

of all paperwork.

Make a note of all calls and who you spoke
to and keep copies

Pay by personal
credit card vvhenever

possible
as the card

company
has insurance

to cover
ail transactions

above
.C100

shouid something
go wrong.

and you wil/ almost
errs ;y get your money

back from them
Check everything

as soon
as it arrives.

Open all the boxes and

check that you have
been sent everything

exactly
as ordered

If

the
is a problem.

contact
the supplier

immediate/y.fareolm develops
later, write the supplier

a concise
and

ccurate
letter outlining

the problem
and asking

them hovv they

tend to rectify
it. If tha

we'll write
to us with copies

of a/I

/evnt paperwork
and

take it from there.

ide

telephone conversations you've had with the
company. It's always a good idea to make a
note of the date, time and the name of the
person you're speaking to whenever you call a
company.

If the supplier fails to resolve the matter to
your satisfaction, contact us and we will be
happy to take up the case on your behalf. Just
write (no 'phone calls please) to Roger Hall,
Advertisement Complaints Dept., PW
Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Dorset BH18 8PW enclosing copies
of all relevant paperwork and we'll take it up
with the supplier. We have helped many
readers in the past and almost always
succeeded in putting matters right but this has
been on an ad hoc informal basis. Now that
we have formalised this process, we can only
accept complaints if the original order was
placed on the MY Personal Order Form to
show you bought from an advertisement in
PW and not from one in another magazine.
Also, the order must have been for goods that
were advertised in this magazine (but not in
Classified or Bargain Basement
advertisements) and not for goods that did not
appear in the advertisement. Not only will we
help you to pursue your claim, we will also
publish in the magazine a selection of the

complaints we receive and the responses
from the advertisers. This

will help other
readers when it
comes to deciding
where to buy from
and who they prefer
to deal with.

We also intend to
publish rulings from the
Advertising Standards
Authority. When we get
complaints about the
content of
advertisements, some of
which come from readers
and some from other
dealers, we refer them to
the ASA whose job it is to
decide whether the
advertisement is legal,
honest, decent and truthful.
They then make an impartial
ruling in favour of either the
complainant or the advertiser.
Up until now, we've just asked
those concerned to comply
with the ruling but now we're
going publish those rulings in
the magazine so that readers can
see for themselves how
advertisements are judged.

We hope our Personal Order
Form, along with our offer to take
up complaints on your behalf and
the publishing of complaints and
ASA rulings will make it easier for
you to make an informed choice
when it comes to parting with your
money. You should also look out for
buying advice in future issues of PW
where we will be bringing you
features on your rights when buying
and returning goods, the pros and
cons of buying 'grey' imports and many
other topics that will allow you to buy
with extra confidence from
advertisements in PW.
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THE PW PERSONAL ORDER FORM
Use this form when ordering by mail, FAX or for telephone order confirmation

TO THE ADVERTISER
Company

Sales contact

Address

Postcode

Date & time of telephone order

Order reference number (if quoted)

Despatch reference number

CUSTOMER DETAILS
Name

Address

Postcode

Daytime telephone number

FAX number

DELIVERY DETAILS
Delivery address

Postcode

Agreed delivery date

Terms of warranty/money back/retums policy

PAYMENT DETAILS
D Tick method of payment

D Credit card

D Cheque
 Debit card
D Postal Order

CREDIT CARD DETAILS
Credit card company

Card number

Start date

Expiry date

Signed

Date

PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT COST TOTAL £

rtzi_kv,A
SUB TOTAL

DISCOUNT

CARRIAGE

ADVERTISEMENT APPEARED SURCHARGES
IN Practical Wireless

BIS/S1UP E E004413.1E 14 CP-
VAT

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ORDER

Don't forget to keep a photocopy
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Jo ardor olio of the rifles 1110010DOO OD these pages please use the ON

Up until the Year

2000, we will be
focusing on the last

century of Amateur

Radio and events

which have shaped its

course. Last month we

took a look at such

books as Tesla  The

True Wireless, 100

Radio Hookups,

Watchers Of The

Waves, World At

Their Fingertips,

Crystal Radio:

History,

Fundamentals And

Design and Wireless

For The Warrior 
Volume One.

Continuing the
historical theme this

month, the 'Book
Profiles' on these

pages, compiled by

the Editorial team,
focus mainly on

elements of Amateur

Radio such as Tesla,

twinplex
regenerative

receivers, neutrodyne

receivers and valve

receivers. We hope

that you enjoy
reading about them

and that you'll
consider expanding

your historical

Amateur Radio

knowledge with one

or two of these
books.

TELEPHONE, FAX,
E-MAIL OR USE THE
ORDER FORM ON
PAGE 82

62

Book

PROFILES
The Man Who Invented The

Twentieth Century

Robert Lomas

The author of
the book,
Robert
Lomas, has
given this book
the sub -title:
'Nikola Tesla,
Forgotten Genius
of Electricity' and
goes on to write a
fascinating account
of Tesla's life story:

"Using Tesla's
own writings,
contemporary
records, court
transcripts and recently
released FBI files, The Man
Who Invented The 7lventieth
Century pieces together for the
first time the true extent of
Tesla's scientific genius and
tells the amazing tale of how
his name came to be so widely
forgotten".

Intrigued? Then this book
could be for you. It takes on a
narrative style and is very
easy to follow. It is all too easy
to get caught up in the
narrative - you begin by
reading the
first page
and the
next thing
you know,
you've read
five chapters
- I know, it
happened to
me! (Rob). And
us! (Jo, Tex,
John).

If you are a
Radio Amateur
who would like to
know more about
Nikola Tesla, even

if it is just out of a general
interest for all things radio then

this book will make a
fascinating read.

Some chapters
include: 'Promising
Beginnings'; 'A Little
Theory Goes A Long
Way'; 'Let There Be
Light'; 'Resonance
and Radio';
'Wireless Power -
"A new and
glorious age for
humanity!"': 'The
Turbine, the
Nobel Prize and
the Edison
Medal'. This

book comes Highly
Recommended.

How To Build

The Twinplex

Regenerative

Receiver

T. J. Lindsay

The front cover of this
book claims: "Build
Three Different Hot
Performing Shortwave

Regenerative
Receivers: The
1934 Doerle
Twinplex; The
6SL7 Twinplex; The
Solid -State
Twinplex".

T. J. Lindsay,
the author of this
book, says that in
this book he will
"show you the
details you need
to bring the
original 19
Twinplex to life,
as well as a

couple of

to Makeow dyne
/steam)a ,iver

variation?. So, if you've ever
wanted to build yourself the
twinplex regenerative receiver
then this could be a good place
to start.

How 7b Build The 71vinplex
Regenerative Receiver is only
63 pages long but it contains
such chapters as: 'The "19
Twinplex'"; 'Building the
Twinplex'; 'Firing Up the
Twinplex'; 'The 6SL7
Twinplex'; and 'A Solid State
Twinplex'.

The text is very easy to
follow and there is also a lot of
very good, clear circuit
drawings and photographs to
help you along your way. This
hook comes Recommended.

How To Make

A Neutrodyne Receiver

F. F. Webb

"The Neutrodyne circuit is the
result of nearly three years of
research and accomplishes
perfectly the results that have
been sought so long. By means
of special, extremely low
capacity condensers, known as
'neutrodons'. the natural
coupling capacities of the radio

frequency tubes
and the
intermediate
circuits are
neutralised or
balanced out
...". Interested
in knowing
more? Then
why not give
this a book a
try.

How 7b
Make A

Neutrodyne
Receiver,
reprinted by

Lindsay
Publications Inc, will

be of interest to those Radio
Amateurs who would like to
know how to build a
neutrodyne receiver. How 7b
Make A Neutrodyne Receiver is
small enough to keep on your
shack desk and not be in the
way.

This book contains some
interesting drawings as well
as easy -to -follow text and
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instructions. Some of its
chapters include: 'Advantages
of the Neutrodyne';
'Description of the set'; 'The
Vacuum Thbes'; 'Building the
Neutroformers'; 'The
Neutralising Condensers';
'Assembling and Mounting the
Parts' and much, much more.
Recommended.

Wireless For The Warrior

Volume Two

Louis Meulstree

If you saw last month's 'Book
Profiles' on page
91, then you
would have
seen the
profile on
Volume One of
Wireless For
The Warrior
which
concentrates on
Wireless Sets
No.1 to No.88.

In this
month's 'Book
Profiles' we are
taking a look at
Wireless For The
Warrior Volume Two:
'Standard Sets Of World War
Two. Once again. this is a
book dedicated to looking at "A
technical history of Radio
Communication equipment in
the British Army" only this
time, as the front of the book
tells you, it concentrates on
the sets used by the British
Army in the Second World
War.

In the Introduction to the
book, the author, Louis
Meulstree explains: "The
books are merely written to
serve as a reference for anyone
interested in the technical
history and development of
British Army radio
equipment".

Louis goes on to say that
the majority of this book is
taken up with "descriptions
and illustrations of fitting sets
into a variety of vehicles. This
has been done explicitly as it
shows the sets in actual use
and also gives illustrations of
the many station ancillaries".

Wireless For The Warrior,
Volume Two is an extremely

detailed book with some
very good illustrations -
a must for Second
World War British
Army communications
enthusiasts and.
although not cheap, it is
a very big book with a
lot of information on
Wireless Sets such as
the No.10, 19, 22, 38,
46, 53, 68 and many
more besides. Highly
recommended.

RCA Receiving

Tube Manual

Reprinted by

the Antique

Electronic Supply

This popular re-
print, put together
by the Radio
Corporation of
America (RCA),
comes in a well -
presented
paperback format

and is essentially a
designer's handbook.

Prepared, it claims, in
order to assist'... those who

work or experiment with
'electron tubes and circuits. It
will be found valuable by
engineers, service technicians,
experimenters, students,
Radio Amateurs and all others
technically interested in
tubes".

Not only a valve listing,
the RCA Receiving Tube
Manual
comes

-111

iAkci

IWY;t

)0\*().\Vit\:')\
'c'(li\\() \)()1

111.11_
V'el\t';)

ItVJ q+C)

MUM
valve theory and
their
applications and
some of the
chapters include:
'Electrons;
Electrodes and
Electron Tubes':
'Electron Tube
Characteristics';
'Electron TubeApplications'

and
'Electron TubeInstallation'.

Very
Highly
Recommended.

RCA Transmitting Tubes

 To 4kW Plate Input

Reprinted by Antique

Electronics Supply

Are you trying to build a
valved linear? The RCA
Transmitting Tubes - 7b

4kW Plate Input will

0114GI.:'thumbnail' REC
design data for

complete with

the RCA's
receiving
'tubes' (the
American term
for 'valves'). Not
only this, but it
covers application
notes, theory,
practical circuits,
base pin -outs,
internal circuitry
and much, much
more.

Its 384 pages
explains a lot about

TUBE'UAL

point you in the right
direction. It is a 316
page book covering
valves from the 955
'acorn' type (yes, it
was a transmitting
valve!) to well known
favourites such as
the 833 and 5763.

Apart from
anything else, this
book is an
interesting read.
Packed with
information, pin -

outs, design data and
circuit ideas (including
amateur band transmitters)

this book will prove very
useful for collectors and

constructors alike.
Again, such

chapters include:
'Power-Thbe
Fundamentals';
'Construction and
Materials';
'Power -Tube
Applications';
'Power-Thbe
Installation'
and much,
much more.
Highly

Recommended.

TELEPHONE,
FAX, E-MAIL
OR USE THE
ORDER FORM
ON PAGE 82
Please noire, C.1.5..
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MULTICOMM 2000
BRINGING YOU UNBEATABLE PRICES FROM EUROPE

PARALLEL IMPORTS - CE APPROVED - 2 YEAR WARRANTY - UK SPEC - EXPORT AVAILABLE

ICOM ICOM LI IC OM
p g_

Arra:
r::#- IJU

£199
£345

Sugg. RP: f1695

OUR PRICE:
Sugg. RP: f369

£1145OUR PRICE: £289

£129

OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36

Sugg. RP: £1695

OUR PRICE:

£1099
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36

MONTHS 0: E41 39 APR 19.5% MONTHS u E41.39 APR 19.5°e

Sugg. RP: f1195

OUR PRICE:

£899
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36

MONTHS E32.50 APR 19.5°'0

416
Sugg. RP: £1499

OUR PRICE:

£1125
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36

MONTHS £40.66. APR 19.5%

£369

F £569

YAE SU

Sugg RP (1599

OUR PRICE:

£1199
OR NO DEPOSIT AND
36 MONTHS ,R E43.35

APR 19 5°..

Sugg RP f1259

OUR PRICE:

£925
OR NO DEPOSIT AND 36 MONTHS

4:=11111
HUGE SAVINGS ON
YAESU PRODUCTS

OR NO DEPOSIT AND
36 MONTHS a E650.3

APR 195°.

3 f33 44 APR 19

Sugg RP 12599

OUR PRICE:

£1799 ana

£275

£339

U-W.JILDA

£389
HEAVY DUTY

rJ61:yi

£599

KENWOOD
Sugg. RP: 495

OUR PRICE:

£799

v ) I

as rs

D;; -i;11) D;1-

£399 £239

NMI
£345

Ph";
£195

We have been busy shopping to find you the best deal
around.

We now see parallel imported cars and motorcycles in the UK and at
the end of the day the whole point is to offer better prices to our

customers without sacrificing services.
As we are part of the EEC. industry throughout Europe is now

accepted and encouraged, it seems that if we take the time to look
around we can find prices that are significantly lower.

I can understand that you may be worried about after sales support
and service and I can reassure you that we have two fully qualified

RF engineers working for us to ensure the fastest turnaround of
repairs possible.

IMF tiING HOURS

Monday - Friday 9.00-5.00pm.
Saturday 0.00-2.00pm_

Closed Sundays_

Mr7U-WrOirrLiff3E.
We urgently require your

treasured set We buy outnght
for cash. Alternatively. use
your old equipment as a

deposit on finance for a ncw or

used set.

FINANCE

WE NOW CAN OFFER YOU
A COMPETITIVE FINANCE

PACKAGE WITH NO
DEPOSIT.

Multicomm 2000 is a licensed
credit broker APR 19.5%.

Written quotations are
available upon request.

FINANCE EXAMPLE. APR 19.5%
Cash I No
Price deposit

£2119.00 £00.00

Balance) 36
for months

finance CO

£289.00 £10.4.5

Total
finance
price

£376.20
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SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
NO DEPOSIT FINANCING AVAILABLE

USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY WANTED!

rj-91Pli
Brilliant HF ORP

transceiver

£569

S G C

£289
r
£259

4
-31****************

nij
UUDE.:

Compact
500W

transistorised
linear

SUPER SALE ,d
:-;111% .401.111

£245

72=7_ 11111
111.

Ground
+ ATU

£149

i'jIFJ-s 12
VHF

SWR

£29

bli--J41621J
1.sav HF

ATU

£199

11
Artificial
Ground

£65

sei 0_0

MFJ-21
VHF
ATU

£55

300W HF 300W HF
ATU ATU

£129 £99

-11.1/8° 4.77,;"" :fi C/ 0

DSP 6 meter
unit ATU

£169 £68

UHF

ATU

£55 PitO lyr:T

£99

..0.0 0

l'AIFJ-.11t111
300W HF

ATU

£89

I

SUPER SALE
. CIE arn-a-

MI:J-1;15
300W HF

ATU

£75

HF HF +6
ATU SWR

£65 £55

HC -4 Insert DX £25
HC -5 Insert HQ £25
Foot switch £25
Adapter leads £10

INCLUDING HC4 or HC5 INSERT

i'rIFJ-1;I
300W HF

ATU

£89

'aiFJ-cl 17
VHF/UHF

SWR

£59

P110

£-eAll9!.:1107

10.5% A.P.R. WRITTEN QUOTATIONS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

butternut
HF2V
HF6V
HF9V
HF5B
TBR-160S
CPK counterpoise kit
STR-I1

80 & 40 £189
80 - 10 £225
80 - 6 £269
20 - 10 £339
160 kit £89

£99
Radial kit £89

oft
MIMED i=Er 

1.1
OP

1=1 EN,
dd.
IMI.11 Mlat !MD

MOBILE ANTENNAS
Junior 80-1- 4ft £169
Junior Plus HF/6/2 £165
013100 7.5ft £175
OB-T 160-10 £89
Perth 80-10 7.5ft £175
Perth -T 160-10 £195
Perth Plus HF/6/2 £195
Obtr tri split £215
Outreach 160-10 12ft £229

UNIT 4, 17-E, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMPS PE19 3,11-1 FAX: 01480 216456
..ttittIticonitn2000.com salesnmulticcpnitn2000.ccint
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SEND YOUR ADVERT TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMENT, ARROWSMITH
COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW

11;1111:11111R11
41.1010%44i 4e1 win equipment to good
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adorn Pease 11010

th..1 an photos u111 ress Ie peblhberi
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relernabie.
V. hen sending in your ad. en, u.

write clearly in IllAWK I 1t
up In a maximum of 10 words. p
41.11r Now 001114.1 detail. Plea4C
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Bargain
Basement

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or- which cannot be licensed in the UK.
will not be accepted. No responsibility will be taken for errors.

You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is pmfessionally built, home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Practical Wireless also wish to point out that it is the responsibilty of the buyer to ascertain the suitability

of goods offered for purchase.
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Gorden M12581 417474

610,6411711 serer Crane rew news or* wen

pad*. PA Lake (laceorws DTR7r5 eon
1711101137 tremor* factory Net as new
75 Postage. 63 Tel 52865 0151-427 1103

MFJ-410 Mane 1,00, as new. Posed. 632 lel
1O1 1a' 1:3879

Microwave meddles ' 41- 100e 100W 1441.1111

swatter yoscl year 1010411101 Mel OPPIrilfg

manual, 691 dus peso* Tel John1013631

Tzisza

INN ementled ksr IC.3411c se end s s h
Nom DOW pais SAUD bar necrodeme. SAT

water artg 6911 rtze Tel Date (Mrel
G6E641016971 478311

Mime 173111811 761anl4X0.411r1 100N Meer

reset used. 6200 Wanted rawer meteor 1011

15.11 Wes bur** bob together tai
Row 6101015081 5702 /8

1111551vilh pAa g w a [100 TO 0101.4121

1151

Racal 1706 'lode 119871. backlit 1 et

reeebut. 03. 1.61. 2.1 Web A it I. 30 6 lant
asst helm. err. ant .*016)7 st b. 1n,
mem twee midair mes
*rata/work Prop mania VA) erne lel

Ma' x'7421519'181

Rae ni RA Ill securer 635 beetle reed
e 6E0 *moms

IOaL'- so probe large Dowel
tweak noutere cendotcn. (129 lel 012031
672136

Rua mint VIM RA1712 yeth Woe.
serves mewl. MO Tunes; ed 1.42237.
New truest mot bard welt Mohan fa
RA1792. b041 at 6250 TM Peter 0161 143 6514

m0161.4764153

local Recelver M117 .11 ratters *charm*
000 on o Tel Dand Ratemen1011111 711279

115 Windsor Rd. Bested

IC amaillaier 162000161 eMl rine.essenr

ram. 13 ... ulster *el estessor. lit
111141. 6231862833

Ileiliethe 00302 receiver *MN klif
lc o,r1 workshop

410 PI310 0 Mon ober.

c lb Arm AI 5 denote* needs 65 Tel
Suffolk 1013561 244349

Seellide MUNI 111Caraff 1.0214 n 11,10

Oslo Uncion Spoicat fwd held scam". 29
950 8H1. druper. menu& 6130 a n 0 rucem

57225 Mond warner, row charger. mina(
f70 o n o NSA Realm reads Morse baste CO

r lr 1", 910183941)i

Parton Stria recomar 4 0 (150. haramet
Kea; 1772 ,ecermo_ g c 6350 hairtue Root
1217 Nome g c MO handbook Roomer
210.00 teritddr Tel. 0174411115681

sail -set hanahme madam al et
ccralmort MUM neat Om IC 02F. 2m
1144641* Cal kin 1C-04 nem 14304141

NO Sonde* OEM 2rn armed mobile, 17
Womb erred cue* won smote trades.
no Tel John GIME m Rented lion
Thames 0181 .611 2119

i mons' gonerainf .4-0 laelift
30144,ti 1.1 1016231862893

611111111b Mat portable en flOW. WWI. RCVS.

TIV/IVIffir,3*/0% b AS b adlerbm 6:11
13 Shribler dock wan toter, den r1111DO

41191114 own a t gam a I . rent MO woo
(103 Tel 101 5(8! 56746

Seery Were Megan* .197151 Ron
L'onnsinxf 10,1111911i 40i arms Partabi
(Swarms. Patna Wetness t19701 annual
Ohm let 101E201 770716

11114 kap fete 414111111 39? (.tor Torrant151
OM need new word 00411 CDR tmatacorMot

1 r.r-,I 1.71
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coasue mum CabiI CUM deniannea £150

one 141 Sumer 1014831472/51

Stamp ate illescopa 1-ltelfre 1911 10/4147
eLfal cfm- {150 Tel 1018231

8132837

Sellirefc h rers.rowrr 60

referred Cowl nee 12400 once (350 no

otters 1.1 Pike h tars
1017721 194411

Telegraph tape perlorwer 1553C-

1,4,1 ec. ;vie( MUM( Us
2A2846 wan emit usage E25 lal Pr,,

779 623654

Telescopic Mom sechon wind-up Woof tower
34. grit tv tomer %may p [393

o r -. .: ,1Hn coiketa Ter Irmo an Norihoh

01814364 1468

Trio .111019 roams ands mow 35-
29 71.11-4. £75 Yves. 0,08401, 50049 moon

I tmencenut mum £350 VIlinaffem h 1
Imam arleddwi. 11141 rata E160 Saccod Wald

War Nadu radio town% 1404.24t with
Melee OCiatel unit fl /0 Eddistone 740
num._ 55009-28/49 f 1 30 TIM bashes
ell 010 987933

1849111 good condo:n.1475 TS.1 30y ease

lamer edema) wen metals It, sale MD

Wanted
9111 issood Wadi Vim 8141442maiwor 511
lanes *wind I an ad alinded on otlga
rpeklagiesbne left hdo ant wind of rpm lef
0181 505 01148 away

VI TA Wagon Mimi 1929 840411 to
INV awed M oboe Wl.cla. tears b
crab sou aro wale, ton opoaluot. Mans Isla
SNIT Ow molt dean 111110baso b VC.1a1 Ja
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labiap 011 two Tax oi vac V Doi Mel
75191
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011P L'20 003 oito. my,. used. E1110 TM

Viotti tRti-E11100 receive( used oath

win sale les 0016701

,ttt33980t

Tansy ninai ION owl sandman of ng
£325 Ina 5205 met Nat NM trainman
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1541111"Vgied11110141101111L m Tet
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411.1:1:4. 1441.01; .1 frke:103peemelle wee
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BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER FORM
Please insert this advertisement in the next available Issue of Practical Wrreless.

J FOR SALE J WANTED J EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.

Please only write in the contact details you wish to De t

advert.

le. do you want your name & address, or just !IOW telephone number,

Your advert, you decide!

please

write

in

block

capitals

L=>

Tam FT -1111110 Imam UM 166 uTo
MAO trammed. 260W pep in two
=dam with p a u and mama mama £490
Lava Is -225 meow wdn been pack am
mine Want 'Woad. unsex £300 iii Ann
Comte (0120 3116258 I

V.sua o n t monies:de enth case

Clueles mop moo antetm aft
rtamal, E150 o n a fat Raba= on %nano
1014241 /9E036 te 101 4741 721:812

Vapor 11.757 G.V2 at Vaasa CP-7137 pee

we manual well wont %tit 1403o n43 Tel
favartl G0/0131 m Pilhireelfil 10170 717837

Yams. 0- /57G X Mall congaing of

11457113psu
I. ewe*" eoldioan

far site an hutted up (659 fat GlIWZ Diet.
427 1839

Puma 1/14571111 EXO Yaem., 11.910 LUC

Yaew F1I0-400 recenet. EEO

Tel 015631532901

Tama MTN dualsboola TIVAtni
11441430111471 motole innennete wilco wide

band mane towage pw n. new. wand
man* c w eel limesSOneS at based nerd
mown, 055 lit Jen on
Ueda 0111711 3718

Yaws 17.4148 h f all male 100Yr 1,4FJ 9491

hf al u both met hand lurch 308 b i u
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Let 44k ofeelef011 OW kern
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813115 rgerengi

Vera FT4111AC n r as MOM UMW:Pref. wee
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crystal DAM moot Poet as ow. 1795
eatet rt. roi tui Mon 1144. 0011,4t61 multi
node ems. 988 dried . minuet bowed as new

1960 Tel Veer,. felletil71182011

NEW RULES!
Rules on how readers
are to send their
Bargain Basement
forms is changing
- for news of this,
please see this
month's 'Keylines'
on pages 8 and 9.
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boo, manual,
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Itenvesed
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corn DIX la Ce
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a
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MULTICOMM 2000 ***
LARGE SHOWROOM BEST PRICES

***sir*. ****** *************' **

MULTIBAND
VERTICAL

£259

PAM 1U -i1157 -
Short wave
receiver

£615

Fl=

SWNHF/tiFIF
receiver

£1099

SW/VHF/UHF
scanner

£139

£349

ANTENNAS
C5cushcraft

ii-/rjrjrj 40-10 £289
if-E599U 20-6 £259

20-10 £425
20-10 £299

bliA521; 20-10 £275
PULL RANGE Of COMET ANTINNAS
IN STOCK AT DISCOUNTS') MICR*

RECEIVERS

fAE;IJ HIU-11.11J
Short wave

receiver

£369

SW/VHF/UHF
receiver

£1099

£169

SWNHF/UHF
scanner

£259

Short wave
receiver

£929

di1D-E;:15
Short wave

receiver

£1199

1n1111 ;i1J-51iU
SWNHF/UHF SWNHF/UHF

receiver

£199

SWNHF/UHF
scanner

£225

THIS IS

ONLY A

SMALL

SELECTION

12,En OF OUR CW

£75 EQUIPMENT

receiver

099

1)171-DUUDinith
SWNHNUIP

£325

HF DELUXE BEAM

£425

Short wave
receiver

£669

1(..:OM
SWNHF/UHF

receiver

£249

h1'/T-7
SWNHFANIF

scanner

£189
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements** ***SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770

USED EQUIPMENT URGENTLY WANTED!

***********************
USED

EQUIPMENT
I UU1'11

HF .1. 6

"Mint"

£399

HE tom

£375

ESPECIALLY
DRAKE &

COLLINS W

,

HF 6

"Mint'

£399

JrAhl 1I.;-%2:3
HF 100W
"Mint"

£369

111111111M111111 1111
Ii-1-i1J Fr -726 J i II,J611U-151

2170 BASE 2170 BASE HF 100W
MULTIMODE MULTIMODE BOXED

£445 £449 £349

2 MTR BASE
MULTIMODE

£369

erne

/;1";1;1.1 Fi-Pjltil. Jr' 41E.:;IJ
HF/6/2/70 2/70 BASE 2/70 BASE

CTCSS/ATU MULTIMODE MULTIMODE

£675 £1199 £650

HAM' JU-1115
SEVERAL

FROM

£375

500W LINEAR
PLUS ATU

£799

JW.;
HF 100W

Plus extras

£475

i'.2111/J1JUD -11;-!;2:CIAr
HF DELUXE PLUS

AUTO TUNER

£699

HE LINEAR

£395

'MEA Fr -1M
VERY LATE MODEL
'INT CONDITION"

£725

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED
USED EQUIPMENT

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

III I KANM.11% LLet limn IC 0121E Dual beta as new (169 loom SM-b U:. a,. 145

Icon IC -725 At nen 1479 kam ICALZE Dual band held -held (129 lawn 5544 [lett one 159

103011C-726 HF  6, a new Kellwood TH-M puked. as new DPI MC NBD-5206 Power suppi) (95
Ilcom K'.72s Ronal f499 Kellwood THG-71E Estetleplat (230 IR(' NV756 Desk [roc.. (911

Ileum IC -729 10'  6 at new. boxed MX Kellwood TM 231E use mobile. bated (169 Kammer, KPC-6 TAY-. bawd, mail IOC

Inn IC -735 As new. holed £499 TNI25 I E 2 mu mobde Kenuood AT -250 Auto tuner. homed mini (Ill
kern IC -735 110110d. as new Keremmd TM251E mu mukluk Elan Kenwood DSP-11.101) DSP unit . (1.0
Isom IC735 Boxed. as new. prea .tope 1425 Kellwood TM45IE 70ems mobile. aunt £169 Kentwood MC -50 Microphone 149

loam 1C-751 (ima perfume! £135 kaosual TM -733 Dual band. dame set . E299 Kentwood MC -40 C59

JRC 1ST. 13:1DX Hosed CIA tiller 1.599 TS780 Gteat 2170Kasari1 (4-19 Kenutail MC -115 Daum dent mu (69

Kaoseal TS -52 SE Great value. great t,,ndition 1151 Standard C-500 Dual hand with large tuners puL E139 KenvaaJ SMCJI Speaker mac [15
Kenneled TS -530D As new. kneel £295 Standard C -510A Small hand-held 1145 Kerosood SMC-34 *Act MK (IS
Ennead IS-910SAT Just servant £699 Imo la-7M, Mind hoted.. one earn trim not Wa Lake Ite QM' tuner_.... (45
Sarum 400 CB haw stetson 145 Yam ET -201 meter hand-held E05 hill Noise Muir
Tenter Cersurg22 In trawl taw. mint board UN Tam FT -20; meter handheld (75 sill 116 Multiple DC nutlet Inn CIO

Yam FLDX-3111 TM/0=M 150 'tali' 11,230 Bows! mint 0165 SIE1 212 !thamaker tor tuner, 120

Yam FT20 I Rare 111- Kn. wry clean .. 1175 Yam 1-7-2.30114 Boned. a new 1195 SIF1 411 Morse tuna: LID

Yam FT-757GX Late model 099 Yanu FT -2911 Grew mulunank 1159 511-1493 Sups manors kr,er 175

Yaenu 1-1.757C.X11 Bead 1419 Yorsu IT 29n %MTh /OW linear. honed. mini E210 51Krinet RV -15 VHF linear (60
Yam FT767GX 6 I 2 r 70 hewed £725 Term FT-290Rnikll LOCAL JD new 1255 %I Modules MM :`0011 ertY w TV waterier L40

Yana 1-7-050 Mud 1.175 Yarsu FT. 30D1164 Immaulat 1210 SI Modules MML I 44/3114-S (b9
Yam FT -$40 is Ittl FM Mint g months oW 1445 Yalt141FT-17a) Top -rod. dual hand. 1145 Minorca sown Bench PM. 11-2551 L23

'tam FT9112DS1 Set) vie= battata set 1225 tarsta FT-490rekll As new. .. 1245 Mirage B12-15 Idea, for dual band hand-heldt LW

Yam 17 -9901X - TI14111) Mgt. tried 1725 Yams FT -690m1,11 As new. with liner 1249 .Blain 11111W' VIII- liner (120
Vacua 1-7.735 As new. 2171  SAT 1435 Sinai RS -402 VHF r1111- MAR rat meter 110

VIIF/CHF TRANSCEIS' FAS Vara F7-7% b521hl,buank num 16T5 Parortun TSC-220 TNC tent (59

Alan CTE-145 2 mix hood -held (95 Vacua FE -736 612/ 70 1659 Newton Tutu -2 TX complete packet acts 110
Almoo 01-5.11 2 mtr hand-held. et -Mspaas 179 Pixel DM MK LW
AKD 2001 2 met mobile ttditplat 195 ACCESSORIES Sure 414 Drug mu. a new (15

AKD 41111 mu weenie. en-doplat DM ALA PK-21234RX INC decoder 1159 Sure .1.14 Desk am. a. new (65

Abaco D1-150 2 mu hand-held 199 AEA PK-21231RX INC dennier (135 Waboci wr.clort Desk ms
Akira D1.110 Dual halal hand-held. Tile AKD HEW:vermin As new LW Watson WS -2090H 2...W m - SIRS out linear 169

A limo DR' I 2 mu hand.held. eallasplas R5 A KD S6A-2 HF %Merlon CZ) Welt CS -300 IkSV dummy 6..1 (40

Mince Dl -CS 71.1cms land -held. ex.alisphs E69 SKEIlVA-3 HF Wattmeter Yam MD. KO ASK Desk mu 179

Alms, DIGSEY Man. I motto old E159 SKI) WA-! VHF W.11CIIKIrf 1220

Flora C-101 711cns flambe. board as am. (69 lia)com E23

kun 1C-0711 Ea -display E240 Daiwa CN62OA 1.1  1541 16W racier (40 USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED:
kom 1C-2.3541
learn 1C-2AT

Dual hand ea-doplas
Hosed. an r101

CM
(99

Destroy
Diamond SX-40C

2k* deluxe ATI.'
VHF UHF SWIt PWK mrtm

1149

140
ESPECIALLY DRAKE & COLLINGS

Ian IC -231E 2 nun hoe muluseak . anew £179 Heallkit S11.2170 As ses. pol vowed 065
leant IC.S2E  lava barter) ISO Icons AT -500 5111W auto ATV (299 THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECITON OF THE
[can IC -970A The ate) hew VIDA.111, bee. as new £1375 kart IC-2KL SOOW transistorised linear  ATI' f799 USED EQUIPMENT wE HAVE IN STOCK.

UNIT 4, 17-E, LITTLE END ROAD, EATON SOCON, CAMBS PE19 3JH
FAX: 01480 216456 SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770

WEBSITE: http://www.multicomm2000.com EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
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VHf REPORT

REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
THE LAST SATURDAY OF EACH
MONTH.

DAVID BUTLER G4ASR
YEW TREE COTTAGE
LOWER MAESCOED
HEREFORDSHIRE
HR2 OHP

TEL: (01873) 860679

E-MAIL: g4asreibtintemet.com

PACKET RADIO n GE17,MAD

UK DX CLUSTER 6 GB7DXC

THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR TAKES A LOOK AT THE
LEONIDS METEOR SHOWER
AND WONDERS IF THIS YEAR'S
ACTIVITY WILL BE BETTER
THAN LAST.

The general principle of scattering
radio waves off nseteor trails is easy to
understand and I've illustrated it in the

diagram. fig. 1. The transmitting
station is located at a large distance.

about 500-20OOkm Jw:1y from a

receiving station. Because of this

constraint, direct radio contact is
generally impossible due to the
curvature of the earth.

When a meteor enters the
atmosphere, its trail may reflect the
radio waves from the transmitter to
the receiver. At the receiver, where the

signal of the transmitter is not
normally received, the transmissions
can be received for a shod period as

long as the meteor trail is present.

Such reflections. called 'bursts', last
from a fraction of a second to several
minutes. That is the general print inle
ni meteor scatter, often called m.s.

propagation.

TERMS MISLEADING

The term 'meteor scatter'. though, is
misleading. ft isn't the meteors
themselves wise la scalier signals

beyond the horizon, but the ionised
trails which are left behind as these
high velocity iragrncnts bum up. The
meteors which create these trails are.
tor the most part, bits of metallic and
non-metallic material in orbit around

the Sun and are almost entirely of
cometary origin.

When the particles strike the
molecules of gas in the upper

atmosphere the released kinetic

energy raises the temperature of the

gas molecules to a temperature at

which they ionise They then form a
plasma of electrons and positive ions,

not much different than that in the
ionosphere. except that the trail is
more in the form of a line chaise.

Variations in mass, composition and
velocity result in trails between 20-
65km long and about lm in diameter.

The trail rapidly expands as the
electrons diffuse into the surrounding
space due to the revulsive nature of

the electrons for each other. This
dispersal effect may give rise to a
small amount of doppler shift.
particularly at the start of ionisation
The multipath distortion degrades the
quality of the signal and becomes
more severe at higher frequencies
144MHz and 430MHzi where the

wavelengths are shorter.
Only a small number of meteors

that produce an ionised trail will be
suitable for a given path and, in order
to he usable, they must meet three

(Mena: First they must produce an
ionised trail with an acceptable
reflection scattering loss, typically
about 70 to 80113. This requires a

meteor with a typical mass of 0.001
grams and a diameter of 1MM,

literally about the size of a grain of
sand.

Larger meteors, termed

meteoroids, are even more desirable
hut their abundance is inversely
proportional 'fortunately for us an
Earth ii to their mass. Ahhough they

produce substantial ionisation they
are of little concern because their rate
of occurrence is extremely low,

Smaller meteors are termed

micrometeocites, of which billions
enter the Earth's atmosphere daily, are

more plentiful but not as useful. These

slowly settle through the atmosphere

without being destroyed. Incidentally,
the larger meteors that do make it
through to the Earth's surface are
called meteorites.

The second cnteria that a meteor
trail should possess is that it must lie
within a common volume that is line
(A sight of both stations and at an

altitude of between 80 to 120km.
Finally. the trail should be

situated mid -way and at 90' to both
stations. This last criteria can be

relaxed somewhat for the more dense

trails.

E -LAYER

Meteor trails Ionise in the region
known as the [-layer and this is where
other propagation modes such as
Sporadic -E lSp-Et and aurora occur.

On the 50MHz and 70MHz bands,

the majority of reflections take place
at a height of around 90 to 120km
which corresponds to a maximum
distance of between 2000 to 2250km.
This will easily allow contacts to
made all over Europe on the 50MHz
band.

However, because of the limited
European access to the 70MHz hand,
contacts here will be more
problematical. especially as the
minimum distance for m.s. WO& is

around 500km. This is the reason why
reflections on the 70MHz band within
the UK are generally poor.

The reflection height for the
144MHz/430MHz hands are
theoretically kisser as the trails need

to be MOM dense to support ms.
communication at these frequencies.
However, the distances worked on the
144.MHz band are very similar with a
peak occurring in the range 1500 to
1900km.

Reflections are generally longer
and stronger on the lower h,f.

frequencies such as the 50MHz and
70MHz bands. Theoretically bursts at

144MHz are weaker but increased
antenna gains, higher transmit powers
and a high level of European activity
make this an ideal band for m.s. work.

Contacts can also be made on the
430MHz band but this is approaching
the limit for practical amateur
communications.

TWO CATEGORIES

Meteors occur in two categories:
sporadic meteors and those associated

with meteor showers. Sporadic, or
random, meteors arrive all the time
and from all directions. Their rate of
arrival varies with the time of day and

season of the year.

Sporadic meteors are more
plentiful at sunrise as the Earth sweeps

them up as it orbits the Sun and less

plentiful at sunset as the Earth rotates
away from them. The average velocity

of the morning sporadic meteors is
higher than the evening meteors so
they tend to ionise al a higher altitude
and their trails dissipate more rapidly.

Random meteors are more

prevalent in late summer around luly-
August and are at a minimum in
February. If vou want to make
schedules to ms. tests then the best
times will be around 0500UTC during
Icily However, there's no guarantee
that suitable random meteors will
occur during sour sked petite)! If you
want almost guaranteed results then

it's best to attempt ms. contacts
during a shower period as these are

quite predictable.

Shower meteors appear at

particular times of the year because
they travel in fixed orbits around the

Sun which the Earth intersects

annually in its own orbit. iBy the way,
please don't think of showers as a
night time phenomenon as many of
them occur during daylight hours).

Meteor showers occur every
month of the year with the exception
of February and eve shown some of
the more productive events in the

chart. Fig. 2.

Each shower will possess its own
unique characteristics such as when it
is 'visible' above the horizon, the

event duration and the speed of the
meteors. Each shower has a different

rise and set time and if you try to
make an ens. Q50 when it is below
the horizon you might as well be
using a dummy load for the antenna!

MAXIMUM ACTIVITY

Although most showers last a few
days, the peak of maximum activity
usually lasts for so many hours on a
particular day. Some, like the
Quadrantids in lanuary, exist for

around 18 hours but have a sharp
peak in activity lasting maybe one
hour or so. Other showers such as the

Ursids in December will have a broad
period of acinah but no specific peak.

The Perseids are above the
horizon 24 hours a day and is tc coned

a circumpolar shower. It's important
to note that there's a considerable
difference between the times quoted
for visual sightings and that for radio
propagation. All astronomical

information land that given on the TV,
such as 'The Sky At Nighli is for the
visual observer. Therefore. to avoid
any confusion, all my comments
relate to radio propagation timings,
unless otherwise stated.

That said, meteor showers are

riot uniform streams of debris and

calculating the specific period of
maximum activity can be rather
difficult. However, this is made easier
if you keep records of last year's peak
and then add 365.25 days (one year,

six hours). For leap years, you must

also subtract one day for all shower
dates after February 29 (including the
Quadrantids in the following calendar

year'.

LEONIDS METEOR STREAM

In a few weeks time the Earth is going
to pass through the Leon ids meteor

stream. This meteor shower occurs

every year in the period November
15-19 with peak actreity on. or
around, November 17.

The shower nses above the

horizon (in Europe) around 2300UTC
and sets the next day around
I 23OUTC giving nearly 12 hours of

activity. The shower meteors are very
fast, entering the Earth's atmosphere at

speeds of over 254 269 kmph i 158

000 mph). Besides being fast, the

stream usually contain a large number
at very bright meteors that produce
highly ionised trails.

The Leonids shower is usually

nothing to write home about. It's
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Ionised meteor trail

Station B
Station A

Earth's surface
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Fig. 1: Diagram Illustrating one station
transmitting towards the station being contacted
via m.s. - forward scatter. (See text & 'VHF
Report', March 1999 PIM.

there, year after year creating some

minor activity for the m.s. enthusiasts
but in the last few years the activity
has increased tremendously.

Recently it has been proved that
there's a connection between annual
meteor showers and come orbits.
Comets are composed of ice and dust

and every time one approaches the

Sun the ice melts and material Is
released.

Over the course of hundreds of

years the dust spreads completely

around a comet's orbit track.
However, this spread is not even and
mut h of the material stays close

behind the comet.
In the case of the Leonids

shower the parent comet is called
Tempel -Turtle and it makes an

appearance in our sloes every 33

years. the last time being in 1966. As
Tempel -Tuttle passed closest to the

Sun in February 1998 it was expected

that activity during November 1998
would produce some very strong
displays.

LAST YEAR

Many people described what
occurred during last year's Leonids
meteor shower as bnIliant", 'awe-
inspiring", "once in a lifetime' and
even that doesn't convey the true
excitement of what actually took
place. Although there was a small
amount of activity on the 50MHz
band, it was up on the 144MHz band
where the real DX contacts were
Icing made.

Shortly after the shower radiant
rose above the horizon from
231OUTC on November 16, the
conditions really started hotting up

with some very loud bursts of signals
being heard from stations throughout

Europe.

Over the next hour or so the ms.

conditions progressively got better as
the radiant nerved high in the sky.
Nov bursts of signals on the 144MHz
band were turning into continuous
transmissions, first a few minutes in

length and then up to five or six
minutes in duration.

It really was like a Sp -E opening

but this event was much more
special. Not only was the ionisation
very intense but it was spread all over

Europe at the same time. But letter
than that, you could also work

stations via forward scatter,

backscaner and sidescatter, in fact. in

any direction you wanted.
As a consequence, it made very

little difference in which direction you
were beaming. Beam towards Finland
(01-l1 and work into North Africa
(EA% Beam towards Hungary 'HA)
and work into Portugal ICT). It malls
was tremendous.

If you did beam in the right

direction then signals were end
stopping. So much so that operators
stopped using traditional ms.

reporting techniques and operating
practices and treated it as if it was
'conventional' opening. Signal reports
of 59 were being exchanged with
stations up to 2.000km away and in

some cases even further.

This went on, hour aner hour.
right through the night until the
shower disappeared below the
horizon around 1200UTC on

November 17. Although a great deal
of activity was concentrated around
144.200MHz the ms. calling
frequency) it was possible to hear

stations all over the entire s.s.b. sub -

band.

Unusually for meteor scatter

operation, very little c.w. operation
was heard as s.s.b. was very much

more productive. The great thing was
that you didn't need to run high
power to work the DX. For example,

-lg. 2: Meteor Showers usable for m.s. communications.

Shower Limits

?uadrantids January 1-6
Lyrids April 19-25
Eta Aquarids May 1-8
\ Het ids May 22 -duly 2
Nu Cerninicls luly 9-15
Perseids luly 25 -Aug 18
Orionids October 16-26
Leonids November 15-19
Geminids December 7-15

Maximum

January 3
April 22
May 5
lune 8
July 12
August 12
October 20
November 17
December 14

Roger Ward GWSNF 11081 s running

2(1W into a 9 -element Yagi cont.ccled

stations in Hungary', Poland and

Slovenia.

A mobile station. DI3IS4AE/M.

running 20W into a small vertical
antenna even managed to make an

m.s. Q50 whilst driving to work.
With a little hit more power the
results were more impressive.

john Eaton GM4LRV, running
50A' into an 8 -element Yagi stuck on

a 3m pole with no rotator contacted
stations in Croatia, Estonia, Hungary,

Lithuania, Italy, Poland, Switzerland
and Yugoslavia. His best DX contacts

on s.s.b. were Russian stations RX1A5
I I 980Iaro and RWI AW11938kms.

The more experienced m.s.
operator worked even more DX with
some well equipped stations making

over 200 contacts during the night.
On the 144MHz hand the top three
European distance contacts reported

were CAASR t1(381i to RW1AW

IKP50) at 2231km, EA7GTF 11M871 to

SP2FAX110831 at 2372km and

F SOWN (IN251to LAJFL )KP191a1

2871km.
A few m.s contacts were also

made in Europe on the 43CkMHz hand
although it is very diftkult at these
frequencies. Over in North America
the stations of 1N7XL1N (EN13Iand
N6RM1 IDM141 made a contact over

a 2036km path creating a new %writ!
record for the band via this mode.

Follow ing the experience of last

year, Rytis LY2BIL suggests you listen

for penocls when frequent two to

three minute bursts are being heard
on the 144MHz band. You should
then switch immediately to
432.2001s1Hz and attempt some very

quick s.s.b. contacts.

A FEW WEEKS TIME

So what might happen donne the
Leonids shower in a few weeks time?
Last year the Earth encountered the

Leonid stream some 257 days behind

Comet Tempel -Tuttle. On November
I WI 7 we will pass about 622 days

behind the comet. You may be

thinking that this is not ideal but some
of the best (visuals showers have

occurred in similar circumstances.
The large event in 18 33 was 350

days behind and the more famous
1966 event twith 144(X)0 visual
meteors an hour recorded at one site
was 561 days behind the cornet.
Indeed, spectacular stone during the
Lecerds shower are a distinct

possibility for the next three to four
years.

All looks set for yet another

exciting night of amazing meteor
scatter propagation. But now an

important word of advise: Please take

no notice of the media hype that will
exist on television and radio

channels. The so called 'experts' got

the dates wrong last year and I have

no confidence that they will get it
right this time around.

I predicted the exact limes last

year in this column and I'm going to
do exactly the same this year. Stay at

home during the evening of Tuesday

Nosember In. at 230olift go into
the shack, turn on the transceiver
and warm up the amplifier!

At 2 ital IC start working sense
of the most amazing DX you've ever
heard on the 144MHz band.
Continue this until 1200UTC on
Wednesday 17 Nos ember. It's as

simple as that!

SCATTER PROCEDURES

Under normal circumstances, you
need to follow the Region 1 meteor

scatter procedures laid down by
IARtr. These can he found in vanous
v.h.f. handbooks Isit, for really up to
date derails, it's best tip poen, your

414th browser to the RSGB VHF

Committee's Web site at

htlp://swor.scit.wly.ar.uidyhiciiaru.r
1.rhfm.4e/.511.html

Another useful source of similar
information aimed at the 50MHz
operator can he found on the UK Six
Metre Gri-itele site at

http://www.ulamg.orgideadbancUstm
These 41'eb pages give details of

timing, reporting ssstem, reporting
procedures and confirmation
procedures.

Although it's worthwhile rioting
the correct procedure, I'm hoping that
the shower will be a repeat of last
year's performance. In this case, you
can dispense with convention and
make quick ss.b. exchanges using
traditional signal reporting methods.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED?

So, what equipment is needed to join
in the fun? As I mentioned earlier,
nearly all of the contacts will be made
on s.s.h. on the 50MHz or 144MHz

bands. In my opinion, you should try
to get equipment ready for the
144MHz band as openings of this
type are more unusual at these

frequent es.

Although you may he able to
make contacts with low pOwer it can

be a bit frustrating. Medium power
50-100W will give good results,
especially it coupled with a good
antenna and env -loss leader cable.

A horizontally mounted Yagi
antenna of between 8 to 16 -elements

will be soffit lent, but it will be useful
to he able to rotate it towards selected
activity areas throughout Europe.

Don't go for huge multiple arrays as
the reduced heamssidth will restrict
the amount of meteor trails it can

HINTS & TIPS

Based on experience of last year here

are a few hints and tips that you may

wish to adopt. Prepare all equipment
and make sure it is working correctly.
Pay particular attention to the antenna

and feeder system, have a standby
transceiver or amplifier ready just in

case.

Prepare the shack, log books,

plenty of spare paper. pens. Think
about operating portable from a hull

top and view the meteors at the same
time. Make sure you get plenty of
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steep beforehand as you will be up all
night.

Go into the shack around
2300UTC on November 16, point the
antenna into mainland Europe and

start listening on 144.200MHz. You
probably won't hear anything at first
but after an hour or so you should start
to hear some DX stations

Listen to the operating practices

of more experienced stations before

you get going. Don't stay on
144.200MHz all the time. Spread out
around the s.s.b. sub -band. \Then a

burst occurs other stations will find
you. Continue this until 1200UTC on
Wednesday 17 November.

It's difficult to determine when
the hest times will be, but I reckon it

may he between 0200-0900UTC on
November 17. Use s.s.b. but be

adventurous. Try f.m. 'with a
directional beam) on the simplex
channels and see what happens.

Use dear unambiguous
phonetics. Make rapid exchanges. call
signs and reports are all vou need. Try

to keep individual exchanges to

Web Watch

around five seconds and a complete
QSO in less than IS seconds. May the
DX be with you!

DEADLINE TIME

That's it again for another month and

it's 'Deadline Time'. Don't forget to be
in the shack between 2300UTC on
Tuesday November 16 and 1200UTC
on Wednesday November 17. Please
let me know what you heard or

worked on any of the v.h.f. bands
during this period.

Forward any details to the

address and by the date given at the

top of the column. Alternatively, you
may find it more convenient to make
a simple telephone call.

GOOD LUCK WITH THE DX
DURING THE LEONIDS METEOR
SHOWER. SEE YOU AGAIN NEXT
MONTH.

73 00/061.T.

RSGB VHF Committee Web Site:
hilp://www.scit.wIst.ac.uk/vhfcfsaru.r1. vhfm.4e/SB.html
UK Six Metre Group Web Site:
http://www.uksmg.org/deadband.htm

HE FAR & WIDE

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI
33 NANT GWYN
TRELEWIS

MID GLAMORGAN
CF46 60B
WALES

TEL: (01443) 411459

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI HAS
TWO PAGES OF REPORTS FOR
YOU THIS MONTH AND IN
THOSE TWO PAGES HE DIS-
CUSSES PROPAGATION CONDI-
TIONS FROM THE LAST
MONTH, THE ECLIPSE, NEWS
FROM A NOVICE AND YOUR
REPORTS.

Propagation conditions during August
tended to be on the patchy side
according to reports, but there were
quite a few occasions when long-
range signals were prevalent on the

higher frequency bands. That's where
most of our reporters spent their

operating sessions this month and a

bagful of DX was their reward!
A number of reporters have

mentioned over the past few months
that general conditions haven't lived
up to their expectations, particularly
regarding the present period ot the
sunspot cycle I must admit to having
to agree with their tentative opinions,

things are not like they used to be!
Still. we could be being overly
pessimistic.

I don't mind admitting that the
last sunspot peak was the first I had

ever expenencerl as a licensed

amateur and what a time I had! It was
just after I had obtained my 'A'
licence - and what a pleasure it was in
work all over the place on 28MHz.
even into the early hours of the

morning. Maybe my moon is tailing
me, but I'm sure that conditions were
better then!

THE ECLIPSE

The Eclipse in early August was quite
exciting and a number of experiments
were conducted by Radio Amateurs

during the eclipse period and I've no
doubt we'll mad of some of them in
the pages of Mat a later date.

For my part, I listened in to the

1.8MHz band to see what effect the
eclipse would have on it and, lo and
behold, nice strong iS9+isignals tram
Germany, Turkey, Poland, Italy,

Russia, and Greece were heard here.

I didn't get any transmitting done
though, all due to my very excited
cliskIren calling me outdoors, but it
certainly was something to remember,
all those nice strong European and

Asian signals on 'Top Band' still
coming through at midday!

CHEERY NOTE!

On a cheery note. news came in this
month of a 'first' in the Novice field.
Paul Godolphin 2EOAOK of Bamplon
in Cumbria became the first British

Novice to be awarded the 'CW
DXCC' Award tsee Fig. l t. Bearing in
mind the tact that, until recently,
Novice operators were restricted to

c.w_ allocations outside the
mainstream sub -bands, this is a

massive achievement in itself!

Until the recently announced
changes to the Novice licence,
operators were forced to operate c.w'.
in a son of 'no man's land' amongst
the data, Packet and beacon sub

bands, so achieving DXCC on 3W
c.w. under these conditions must have

been a real struggle!
Well done to Paul for being the

first and I'm sure that PW readers
would echo that sentiment! Now,
how about some Novice reports for

'HF Far & Wide', Paul?

ALIVE & KICKING

A letter also came in this month Irons

the British Amateur Radio Teledata
Group (BARTGI, who insist that
reports of their demise have been
greatly exaggerated! Seriously, it

seems that since the group held over
its annual rally this year, many within
the Amateur Radio fraternity have
been under the impression that
BARTG is no more.

Well, the good news is that it's
still a going concern and membership
details can be obtained from Bill
McGill GODXB, 14 Farquhar Road,

Maltby, Rotherham, South Yorks, 566
7PD, Tel: (01709)814010 between
1900 and 2100.

PROPAGATION REPORT

Now for the Propagation Report and

we start off down in Yeovil in
Somerset with Don McLean G3NOF,
who says: "Except for the 14MHz
hand. conditions on hi. have been
generally poor during the daytime.
Once again 14MHz was the most
reliable band and it never seemed to
close. New Zealand and Australia

were often quite strong between 0600
and 0900UTC on the long path, while
a few short path openings to the same
part of the world occurred after
2000UTC.

"On the I 8MHz band there were
a few openings over the North Pole
into the Central Pacific area at around
0730 to 083OUTC and the shin path
to Asia was apparent trim 1 o x x t to

1600UTC with north Americans
coming in at various times between
the hours of 1100 and 2300 UTC.

'The short path to Asia was open
on the 2IMHz band between 0900
and I 80OUTC, while a few Australian
signals were heard around 22000TC
on the king path. North America
came in between 1300 and
2300UTC, with south America in the
late evenings. Some African stations
were heard between 1600 and
180OUTC, with the band remaining
open until the early hours'.

"Both the 24 and 28MHz hands
were very patchy this month, although
them were some openings to north
and south America at around
220OUTC on 24MHz and mostly
south Americans were heard during
the mornings and evenings on the
28MHz band'

YOUR REPORTS

Now on to your reports for the month
starting with the 10MHz band, as our
reporters have been DX hunting on
the higher frequencies ot late. First up
comes Cad Mason GWOVSW of
Skewer in West Glamorgan who has
been using slightly higher lower
levels this month, at SOW into a half-
size G5RV.

Carl's 10MHz list includes all
c.w. contacts with 17/PA4EA

'Dominica) at 0643UTC, V47WP
[Federation of Si. Kitts and Nevis

Islands' at 0719UTC. IWISM3CVM/P
'Svalbard) at 1824UTC, as well as

YR99E (Romanial at 1828UTC and
TA2II (Turkey) at 2213UTC.

Between stints as the QRP

Manager of the Milton Keynes ARS.

Sean Gilbert G4UCI has been about
on the bands and rev leas that

conditions have ranged from
"excellent to absolutely awful"!
However. receiving the QSL card from
Z19C1 cheered him up a hit, only to
be disappointed again when he
discovered that 10MHz contacts don't
count for DXCC! Sean agrees with me
that this is ridiculous. Why shouldn't
contacts on the so called INARC
bands count towards awards such as

DXCC? Does anyone knowf
Nevertheless, back to Sean's

report and we see that his 30W c.w.
reached out this month to 4UILIN
'United Nations, New Yak, at
0051UTC, YW7C (Venezuela' at
0129UTC CY9CWI iSt. Paul Island) at
0034UTC, FGSFR (Guadeloupei at

2348UTC and, finally, a 3W QRP
contact with UN7CN (Khazakhstaril at
2359UTC.

THE 14MHz BAND

On to the 14MHz band nosy and
celebrating his very first QRP c.w.

contact with Australia is Eric Masters

GOKR7 of Milton Keynes: "I've
already worked VK with QRP- says
Eric, 'but this is my first with c.w.".

Eric was operating from the

Wimbledon & Distnct ARS Annual
Summer Camp at Chessingtnn and the

!wily antenna used for the contact was

a GIRV. Not bad Eric and I trust you
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Fig. 1: Paul Godolphin 2EOAOK with Dust some of
his awards.

and the lads (and lasses!) had a good

time!
Eric's 14MHz report includes

5W c.w. contacts with RA3DAA
(Russia) at 2135UTC. VK3DQS
(Australia) at 075OUTC and UA9IMH
(Asiatic Russia) at 2314UTC. His
100W s.s.b. contacts included
LU I ALF 'Argentina) at 2300LITC and

VEIDFCJP (Canada) at 231OUTC.

Down in Yeovil, ss.b. DXer Don
McLean G3NOF has been buss
around the bands. This month he
spent more time on the higher bands
but on 14MHz he lists contacts with
CY9CW11St. Paul Island), UE1TTT

(Russia), VC6MP (Canada) and WP2Z

(USA).

Meanwhile. using 3W c.w. into
an indoor dipole, Sean G4UCI listed
contacts with DLIGKGM13
(Dominican Republics at 2217UTC,

VPSNB (Turks & Caicos Islands) at

2243UTC. CO21D sCubai at
2247U7C and ZP5GPM (Paraguay) at
0016UTC. This was followed by an
early morning contact with YV5DT1

(Venezuela) at 0800UTC and a 30W
(intact with VP9MOED IBermuda) at
156UTC.

THE 18MHz BAND

It seems that I 8MHz was 'the place to

be' this month, as most of our
reporters have very long lists for this

band. However. Ted Trowel! G2HKU
has been under the weather of late
and. as such. was unable to get on the
air as much as he'd like to. However.
he tells me that he's now on the
mend, which is good news. Glad to
hear that you're feeling better Ted!

Ted's log includes all c.w.

contacts with UAOAZ (Asiatic Russia)
at 0800UTC, as well as 425AD
Ilsraeli all50OUTC, white operating
at 11300UTC brought in EX8F

1Kyrghyzstank plus JA200B and
JL3TEM (Japan).

Don G3NOF certainly had a

good crop on 18MHz judging by his
impressive log lot the band. II

included all s.s.b. contacts with
BVSBG (Taiwan), OSSRNW (Korea),

KL7AC (Alaska), FW8WW &
Fotuna Island), RIANZ (Antarctica!,

9VI XE (Singapore), P17/K2GSI (Saba

Island), KHMA'E8P (Hawaii) 5W I SA

(Western Samoa), and finally ZKIII)
(Cook Islands).

Also on 18MHz, but this time
'bashing the key' was Carl GWOVSW,
who used 50W and a G5RV antenna
to hook up with TI2WGO (Costa
Rica( at 051 SUTC, CO8LY (Cuba) at

053OUTC. FP/W8MVIS1. Pierre
Miquelon Islands) at 1232UTC and
145K (Greece) at 1400UTC.

Evening operation brought in
FYSYE (French Guiana) at t8tX)UTC,

as well as 9M6EE (Malaysia) at

I 846UTC and a switch to s.s.b.
brought in TA2BK (Turkey) at

143OUTC, CN2VA (Morocco) at
I 44IUTC and finally Z32FD

!Republic of Macedonia) at
1506UTC.

THE 21MHz BAND

Also showing promise this month was
the 21MHz allocation, which
attracted the attention of Don

G3NOF, whose 21MHz s.s.b. log
includes contacts with the likes of

AP2IZB (Pakistan), DU I LKY

(Philippines!, BY4B1A (China), FR5DX

(Reunion Island), AC6AA (Arizona,
6YSDA (Jamaica), V11HS (Belize).

ZD7VC 1St. Helena Island), 5HBTL
(Tanzania), UADFF (Asiatic Russia),

XV7TH (Vietnam!, as well as 9V1WW

(Singapore), 8Q7AN (Maldives
Islands! and V73CW (Marshall
Islands).

"Fifteen metres" was also the

place where Sean G4UCI had a nice
catch, which included 30W c.w.
contacts with P49V (Aruba) Island) at

to3OUTC. 8Q7TV tMaldives Islands)
at 113OUTC, EP2MKO (Islamic

Republic of Iran), 1H3A1Ullapan) at

1437UTC, KHOHX (North Manama

Islands) at 1519UTC and LU61-111W

'Argentina) at 2238UTC. The pick of
his QRP crop was KC1XX (USA) at

1029UTC, CO8LY (Cuba) at

2143UTC, 4L1UN (Republic of
Georgia) al 1821UTC and ZP5K0
(Paraguay) at 213OUTC.

Ted G2HKU refused to lie down
and take his medicine it seems, as he
also includes reports of his activities

on 21MHz as well, listing c.w.
contacts with CN2OR (Morocco( QSL
via FSIQG and Ell E1C iThailandi at

700UTC, while operating al

1900UTC brought him 5A I A and Eric

GOKRT lists a single contact for the

band in the shape of 457AB (Sri

Lanka) at 1751U7C.

THE 24 & 28MHz BANDS

Finally wr come to the 24 and
28MHz bands, where it seems
conditions have left a great deal to he

desired! However, our intrepid
reporters were not put out by this and
despite the poor conditions managed
to log up a few contacts here.

Ted G2HKU listed FY5YE

(French Guiana( and ID7BG (51.

Helena Island) at 1800UTC on the
2461Hz band. while Sean G4UCI also
using c.w. hooked up with 13Q7TV

(Maldives Islands) at 0925UTC and
777C (Republic of San Marino) at
161IUTC on the 28MHz band.

Eric GOKRT also had a go at

24MHz c.w. and came up with
RA6AU (European Russia) at

2012UTC and IA7KE (lapan) for a

new country at 2123UTC. On
28MHz he hooked up with 2P7AIX)
(Paraguay) at 1847UTC, as well as

CX6ABZ (Uruguay) at 181IUTC and
S57UYX (Slovenia) at 1108UTC.

SIGNING OFF

I receive endless letters from our
readers telling me that they find the
information in the column of great
use to their ()Xing, especially the
times of contacts given and so on, as

well AS letters from new licensees
saying that reading the reports in 'HF

Far & Wide' gave them that extra
'boost' needed to pull their fingers out

and go (or the RAE and Morse Test.

It's always a pleasure to receive

such letters, but I must be honest and

say that it is your reports which make
this column a success. I'm just the

bloke who puts it all together! So,
thanks to all reporters for their
valuable time and effort. Keep up the
good work'

AS USUAL, REPORTS & INFOR-
MATION (AND PHOTOS AS I'M
STILL LOOKING FOR PHO-
TOGRAPHS OF OUR
REPORTERS!) BY THE 15TH OF
EACH MONTH. DETAILS AT THE
TOP OF THE COLUMN.

PW t IS)E!sING

& OPERATING WATCH UST
(All times are in UTC)

Charlie Blake MOMJ listens and

operates:

0500-0700 on 7.061AtHz s.s.b. with
an NRD-525 receiver & Sloping Wire
antenna and is also busy with his

mobile rig.

lohn Heys G3BDQ operates:
mainly weekends during daylight
hours on the 1 36kHz band using

100W and an end -foil wire.

George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk)

operates:

an open net on 29.630 f.m. every

weekday morning except Monday

0930 local time.

Don McLean G3NOF operates;
1030 Saturdays on 1.685MHz on the

ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays on the
Yeovil ARC Net on 3.665MHz s.sb.
using a Kenwond TS -950 & trapped

dipole antenna.

John Wheeler GOILIE monitors:
28.6()0 n.b.f.m. every evening
between 1730 and 2230 regardless of
conditions using a Yaesu FT -920

running 100W and a 2 -element Le t

triband beam antennaRtalfwave
vertical antenna.

Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates:

On I .949MHz s.s.b. and around
1.820-1.836MHz c.w. on weekday
evenings between 1900 and 2210
using a Yaesu FT -747G QRP

transceiver at 5W maximum and a
60m long wire Marconi antenna.

Rob Manion G3XFD:
is QRT from home at the moment
due to a pending move to a nets 11TH

soon. However, hen continue to to
to get on h.f. !also v.h.1.1 from his car

Normal service will be resumed as
soon as possible!

Sean Gilbert G-$UCI operates:

around 0700-1100 and 2100-0(100
seven days a week on 14MHz and
7MHz using an FT -307 and an Alinco

DX -70 transceiver at 3/30W output
and a G5RV dipole antenna in the Net

space.

DATA SCAPE

NEWS, VIEWS & PICTURES TO:

ROGER COOKE G3LDI
TEL: 101508) 570278
E-MAIL:
rcooke@g3Idi.freeserve.co.uk
PACKET: G3LDI it GB7LDI

THIS MONTH ROGER COOKE
G3LDI TELLS YOU HOW YOU
CAN KEEP UP-TO-DATE WITH
WHAT'S ON YOUR FAVOURITE
WEB SITES, LOOKS TO THE
FUTURE & FINALLY TELLS YOU
A BIT MORE ABOUT DIGITAL
TECHNOLOGY AND HOW IT
MIGHT AFFECT RADIO
AMATEURS.

Ever wished you could remember to
keep a check on every one of your
particular sites that you are intereste I

in? Keeping updated need no long).((

be a problem. You can now ask
somebody else to do it for you. Or
rather, visit the Web page tracking

service at snwasebnind.com See Fig.
I (or their introductory page.

You can ask to receive an E-mail

alert whenever your favourite page, or
pageslfr updated, This saves you
the bother of trying to keep ahead. I
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Fig. 1: Introductory page to be
found at the Web page tracking
service: www.netmind.com

recently signed up to receive an E-
mail alert for the GeoClock page. Sure
enough, I just received the E-mail

;wino for me to go look! It's easy
and convenient and they even
provide the URI to you too. so you
only have to click on it to invoke your
Web browser.

You can track hobbies, business

information, job openings, band tours,
sporting events. financial information
and so on using the Web page
tracking service. It has been rated

among the "50 Most Incredibly Useful
Sites" by Yahoo. To track any other
pages or another site, you simply go
to www.mincht.netmind.corn/

li you're doubtful of the service
working and have not received a
prompt for a while, you will receive a
reminder In let you know the system
is still working, together with a note of

all the pagesfsiws that are being

monitored for you.
The only down -side to the

service is that they du oak. you MAY
receive a sponsor message in the

notifications to keep the Yen it e free.

small price to pay I think! You can
also send them ieedback at

feeribaddinehnind.com

LOOK TO THE FUTURE

Now for a kiok to the tuture an what
will the new Millennium bring us,
apart from being that much olderf
Well, leading PC's should have a 1GB

processor. a minimum of 25GB hard
drive and possibly a flat screen

instead of the most bulky component

of the present system, the old CRT
monitor. This might he slightly

delayed because of the cost. Presently
it is still prohibitive for the average

individual user. but the cost will
reduce.

Laptops will be faster and

cheaper, most machines will be using
the (citron kny-cost 300MHz chip
and prices will be corning down to
under L1000.

1.21.2.1

Caine el

dd. wgiftat.

Competition
from Internet -bawd
telephone services

will force telecom
companies to cut
their charges.

Internet service

providers will be

able to separate
different kinds of
digital data, giving a
much smoother

service and

personally, I shall be

happy if my
F reeserve

connection stops

timing out!
The PSK31 and

Hellscreiber modes will obviously
become more popular in the new'
Millennium. However, the polar path

is still proving to he an
insurmountable obstacle. This always
thwarted me with ht. Par ket.

Although VE7N. was well over
S-9 and likewise the reciprocal, he
could never get past a conned with
my BBS. quite frustrating. However, it
is understandable. RIP,' fares better

than that, but then that is at 45.5bauds
and two distinctly separate tones.

The following comments came
in from Peter KD7MW recently: 'This
evening between 04(0 and
06001ITC, I had my all -too -usual,

frustrating experience of hearing

several European stations on PSK31

that were too fluttery to copy much of
the time.

'Evidently, the North Magnetic
Signal -Eater is directly between nw
Seattle QTH and much of Europe,

because I heard stations in Southern

California and Texas successfully

working these Europeans. I did

manage a brief QSO with F8R7., but

that was all.

'Signal strengths were 54.57, and
I could copy c.w.10s with no
problem. I believe that Feld-

liellschreiber signals would work well
under these polar flutter conditions.
Please, Europeans. Give Hellschreiber

a try. If you're already using PSK31.

your radio and your computer are
already set up for Hellschretber. All

you need is the software".
Thanks Peter, intomtation on

Hellschreiber and links to software is
available at:
http://wwsvcpl.net/r11 bpu/ Also,
there's excellent Windows/soundcani
software best with a Pentium.

available at:
http://www.freeweb.org/y arie/
ninopo/radio/Hell/inclex.htm

there an Y'vel sites available he
both PSK31 and Hellschreiber. At

each one you can subscribe to receive

all the news for each mode. If you tire

of reading it all, you can always
unsubscnhe to any subscnhed site, so
nothing is permanent. Sec Fig. 2a &b

and Fig. 3

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

A controversial new Digital Power -
line Technology tOPLI, recently

announced, could pose a major
problem for the Radio Amateur. If
you've ever lived near any major
power -lines, you will appreciate the
hash that these radiate, even more so

when wet and this problem will be
exacerbated if this new suggested

technology takes place.
The proposal is to deliver Internet

access over power -lines and unless

we protest at this, political pressure
will force the government to deploy it
and it is already presently on trial in
Manchester. This power -line

technology would give insufficient
protection to Radio Amateurs and no
precautions can be taken amino the
radiation from dye j )()%11.r lines. Earlier

this year IFx Radiocommunications
Agency IRAI warned that any service
launched using existing digital power -
line technology
could he shut
dr 111.n because

of potential
interference

with military.
GCHQ and the

Civil Aviation
Authority
trarnrnissiuns.

Nor -Web
has the trial

running in
Manchester at

present and

refutes any

interference

with any system
in the domestic
environment, or
with any
published users

of the radio
spectrum. It

might be a good

idea for

amateurs in the

Manchester area

to double-check it
on this before  gun
it's too late.

At speeds of up to I Ws, DPI is
a marked improvement over today's
dial -up environment. In today's workl.
the provision of up to llstb/s
symmetrical to the home or small

business is more than adequate to

satisfy current requirements. Howtwer,
it's only a matter of time before the
technology is approved, judging by
the government's interest in Internet

technology.

the original developers of audio CD

and CDROM, proposed the large
capacity MM -CD.

Toshiba and Matsushita. among

others. countered an alternative

proposed format, SD, with even
greater capacity. This early 'standards

war' was a foretaste of things to come.
Every now the DVI) industry is still
plagued by dissent, particularly over
re -writable DVDs.

Sadly, the bounding of the DVD
Forum cone rising most of the major
CDROM manufacturers, has dune

little to end the battle of the standards
between the rival factions. Most
observers agree this acrimonious

bickering between the competing
companies over the DYE) formal has
set back its acceptance by both

industry and consumers. Strange how
little changes! I remember the same
battle over PAL and NTSC_ and the

theoretical battles over digital TV
standards!

To be fair, most DVD standards

have stuck. Like CDROM, DVD is
available in DVD-ROM, DVD-R, and
DVD-RAM formats. The DVD-ROM
serves as Read -Only Memory for
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Fig, 2a & The Web site of PSK31 and
an example of what can be found at
www.gsl.not/zl1 bpu/

11117.181i

DIGITAL VIDEO DISK

Digital Video Disk IDVD) looks like
becoming the future standard, with
more DVD offerings on the way,
prices will 'educe and it will catch on,
given time. The origins of DVD go
back to 1994, when Philips and Sony,

computer data as well as for the DYE/.
Video.

The DVD-ROM was the first data
format to be jointly developed by the
computer and entertainment

industries. The basic capacity was
originally determined by the US film
industry and is large enough to hold a

131 minute MPEG-2 encoded movie,

The one -lime writable DVD-R is
principally used for disk pre -
mastering, while the DVD-RAM is
quite similar to Magneto -Optical
Itv10Itechnology and is re -writable
many times.

DVD has the sante form factor as
the CD: a diameter of 120mm and a
thickness of I .2mm. A DVD disc,
however, can consist of two Obnint
thick disks that are glued together
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Fig. 3: There's excellent
Windows/soundcard software (best
with a Pentium) available at:
www.freeweb.org/variaininopo/radio/
Helliindex.htm

back-to-back. Each side can also have
two information layers idual

As a result of this dual layer, a

DVD-ROM disk can have one of four
capacities, see Fig. 4 for more detail.

Dual -sided drives, either ROM or
RAM, are not available at the
moment. You have to manually flip a
double -sided DVD disk to read or
write the other side, rather like large
capacity MO drives.

DVDRAM drives are now
available from makers such as

Hitachi, Panasonic and Toshiba_

Prices are falling under L3fX) now.
Cartridges capable of 5.2Gb are

available at less than £20 with single-

skled 2.6Gb at around L13.
On top of this, DVD-RAM offers

high reliability and usability and, like
an ordinary hard disk, it is optimised

for random, sector -level recording of
data. It also supports defect

management without the need for
host -resident management software.

These characteristics make DVD-
RAM suitable for many applications
where the pnmary requirements are

low cost per megabyte and fast access

to data. This means that, in addition to
conventional secondary storage

applications, DVD-RAM is likely to
find high acceptance in many back-
up and archive applications.

Wield -wide sales are estimated

to top 16
million in
1999,

compared to
around

736 0(M) in

1997. With
figures like this,
it's only a

matter of time

before the
prices will
tumble even

further and
make the re -

writable DVD
the user

standard.

With
software such

as Office 2000 being distributed on
seven CDROMS, it's conceivable that,
as these programs grow, !bey will be
eventually distributed on DVD. More
information on the DV() Forum can
be found at ww)a.dsdforuncorg

HEALTH & SAFETY

I wonder how many of us have
actually thought seriously about
Health and Safety when designing our
computer installations/ Most 'designs'

are an AOG Oct Of God - anything
which you can't explain) when
looked at from the Health and Safety
point of view.

We put the computer on
whatever work surface is available (it
really is amazing how many

horizontal surfaces are regarded as

targets for our papers), grab what
chair we can, accept the lighting that
just happens to be there and so on. All
this is not conducive to our health. If it
happened in the work place, not only
would we complain, hut the employer
would be legally liable.

Under the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974, computer
installations should be designed in
such a way that the users of the

systems do not suffer health problems.

stress or discomfort. The desk should

have work space for pens and paper,

Fig. 4: Table showing the definitions of various
DVD formats_

Definitions Of Various DVD Formats

DVD-ROM: Multi -read function, backwardly compatible with CDROM,
CDRW, CDR and CD media.

DVD-RAM: Resvritable technology, with 2.6Gb capacity per side, agreed
format for 4.7Gb per side production latter pan of this year.

DVD-R: One-time recordable technology with 1.95Gb capacity per
side, agreed format for 4.7Gb per side production latter pan
of this year.

DVD-RW: Rewritable technology with agreed format of 4.7Gb
capacity' per side, compatible with all CD formats as well as
DVD video, DVD-ROM. DVD-RAM, DVD+RW. Still under
development.

DVD+RW: Non-DVD Forum approved standard, proposed by
Sony/PhilipVHP. alternative technology to DVDRAM with
rewritable technology and 3Gb capacity, compatible with

all CD formats as well as DVD-ROMs. Still under desekaxnert

Web Wati.11

Web page tracking service: www.netmind.com
Information on Hellschreiber: http://www.qslaset/rIlbpu)
Windows Software available at: http://www.freestrb.orgivarie/ninopo/
radio/HelVindex.hIm
IWO Forum: wswo.dvdforum.org

as well as room for the computer and
other equipment. There should be

space under the desk for the knees.

The chair should be adjustable in
both height and the back support.

preferably with lumbar support and
be a swivel type with castors. The
monitor should be placed in such a

position and at such a height that ii
does not cause neck -strain and should

swivel and tilt. The keyboard should
be stable and detachable.

The environment is important
too. Working in a pleasantly

decorated room in pastel colours with
adequate ventilation and lighting all
helps. Noise can be reduced with the
use of acoustic tiles, carpets on the
door and curtains at the windows.

The monitor shouldn't face a
window, avoiding retlectioris, an
adequate desk angle -poise type lamp

is ideal for the work -station, as is a

copv-holder Even a plant can add to
the pleasant atmosphere. Eating,

drinking and smoking at the computer
is forbidden ithat lets me out I

usually have a glass of orange -juice
around!). !wonder how many shacks
I have just dc-scnbed? Oh well, we

can all dream at the ideal can't we!

LINUX RECEIVES BACKING

Linux recently received backing from
IBM that could help the open source
operating system win approval from
corporate users. This system has its

stalwart users and many amateurs

among them, lots of software is now
designed to he run under Linux.

Under the agreement with Red

Hat Software, a Linux distributor,

developers from both companies will
work to improve performance.
reliability and security lot Red Hat
Lmux for commercial installations.

IBM has also released a beta

version of its DB2 database for Linux

and is working on Linux versions ot
Lotus Notes and Domino software.
IBM doesn't plan to sell computers
with Lim( pre -installed. Instead.
resellers will load the operating
system onto the machines. This
should all be good news to the linos
minded among us!

That's all I have lot you this
month. Keep me informed of anything
which you feel you would like
mentioned in this column.

APOLOGIES

Finally. I have an apology to make. In
last month's 'Data Scape', you may

remember that I wrote about Ivor
GIOAIJ's' spectular antenna system
and I was able to print a Web site
address for those of you interested in

taking a look at more of the pictures

Unfortunately, the Web site

address wasn't complete and if you've
tried it to no avail than that is why.
The lull address should be:

ynnv.nocomputer.com/giOaii/ Please
take the opportunity to visit this site, it
is very interesting and, once again, my
apologies.

Apologies from the Editorial
department for saying (in the
captions accompanying the 'Data
Scape' column) that this site
belonged to Fred VE7Pl. It is actualh
hair GIOAlfs Web sire and his
antenna arrays!

NEWS, VIEWS & PICTURES TO ME,

DETAILS AT THE TOP OF THE

COLUMN. UNTIL NEXT MONTH

73 ievte

BROADCAST

REPORTS AND INFORMATION
TO ME PLEASE:

PETER SHORE

C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES
ARROWSMITH COURT
STATION APPROACH
BROADSTONE
DORSET
BH18 8PW

E-MAIL:
petershore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk

IN THIS MONTH'S 'BROAD-
CAST', PETER SHORE TAKES A
FURTHER LOOK AT THE CUT-
BACKS AT DEUTSCHE WELLE,
THE FIRST COMMERCIAL DIGI-
TAL RADIO LICENCE TO BE
AWARDED AND FINISHES WITH
A SPECIAL OFFER FROM KNLS.

We start this month with a look at
some cuts in services. As a result of

the reduction in the budget granted to

Deutsche Welle (DW), Germany's
international broadcaster has been
forced to make massive cuts in staff

and services. Around 740 staff will
leave, including full-time and
freelance employees.

A range of European languages

are also going from DW. including
Czech. Slovak. Slovene and
Hungarian, along with Japanese and

Spanish beamed to Asia and South

America. Others affected include
Albanian. Bosnia, Croatian,
Macedonian and Serbian language
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Fig. 1:
Two
stickers
from Deutsche Well°

and an 1n -car set for around L300.

(Look out for the twelve's in the
shops around Christmas timei.

FREQUENCY NEWS

If you've been tuning to 5.935MHz at

around 213OUTC on

weekdays, you
may have

wondered what's
become of the

station that used to
be on the air in

English on that

frequency. Radio

Latvia used to

transmit in

English for lust a
few minutes

during the week,
plus a full half-
hour on

Saturdays to

Europe. But since

August, Radio

Latvia has been

off the air.

The Riga

,tation didn't haw much success in
getting its programmes heard far and

wide by short wave, relying on a
single 49 metre band frequency from

a low power transmitter.
NOW it has decided to rely on the

Internet where it n possible to log on
and hear news in English, Latvian and
Russian in reasonable quality using

the RealAudio system. Check out
vAvw.radio.orgiv for Internet radio
from Latvia.

Herald Broadcasting has ceased
its short wave operations from Saipan

in the Pacific. The transmitters on the

island have now been sold to Radio
Free Asia and Herald's programmes,
intended for Asian listeners, now

come from Taiwan through a deal
between the UK transmission provider

I 4  11. f I 6

Fig. i,ard from
of AmericalV0A).

There's also a question mark over
DW's move to a ness ixopose-licolt
building in Bonn which would
replace the asbestos -riddled

headquarters in a Cologne tower
block. The English service doesn't

appear to be one of the languages

affected. although its head. Michael
Behrens, is moving to a new job in
Mercedes-Benz corporate
communications department.

COMMERCIAL DIGITAL RADIO

In Britain, the first commercial digital
radio licence to London was
awarded to CE Digital. a partnership
bm.yeen Capital
Radio and EMAP

Radio. The new

digital services 
already running
on a Radio
Authority
Restricted Service

Licence  will be
launched next

May.

Capital FM,
Capital Gold,
Xfm Kiss 100. Magic. Sunrise, LBC
and News Direct will be aired in
digital. along with a new adult
contemporary station. Not much ness
choice in that selection so, will radio

listener go out and invest in a new'
DAB radio to tune in? Prices of the

new generation of sets are falling,
with a German manufacturer
apparently bringing out a hi -ti tuner

Fig. 3: Programme guide
from the BBC World Service.

Merlin Communications and Radio
Taipei International

At the same time, Radio

Portugal International is being
relayed from Taiwan to East Timor.

the province of Indonesia that voted
to independence during the

Summer. Programmes, in

Portuguese and Indonesian.
are on the air via Taiwan at

IcXX) and 2200UTC on
11,55MHz, and direct Mini

Portugal at 1000-1400UTC
on 17.74MHz and at 2100-
2300UTC on 17.60MHz.

The Voice Of America

(VOA) has closed one of its
short wave relay stations in
the Philippines. Seven short

s''.140 transmitters were in

operation at the Poro site.
with powers from 35 to

100kW, according to a
report on the VOA's
Commurrwarions World.

The Pore site also has an

important 10001 W ryes. 1MW!I
medium wave relay transmitter 
which stays on the air on 1143kHz.
The other site, in the Philippines at
Tinang, remains on the air with 12
short wave transmitters operating at

250kW.
In last month's column I reported

on Voice of Vietnam's foray into the
vimirkl ut Internet audio and now

here's their current 'traditional'
schedule of English programmes tall

times are in UTC):

Fig. 4:
sent in
KNLS.

0100-0130 to North America on 7.25MHz
0230-0300 to North America on 7.25MHz
0330.0400 to North America on 9.83M11:
1000-1030 to awl the Pacific an 9134 ad 12 0.2stliz

1100-1130 to Asia on 7.285MHz
1210-1300 to Asia on 9.84 and 12.02MHz
1330-1400 to Europe on 9.73 and 13.74MHz
1600-1630 to Europe on 9.73 and 13.74MHz
1700-1730 to Europe on 12.07MHz
1800-1830 to Europe on 9.73 and 13.74MHz
19004930 to Europe on 9.73 and 13.74MHz
2030-2100 to Europe on 9.73 and 13.74MHz
2330-2400 to Asia on 9,84 and I 2.02MHz

Some of the transmissions to America

are thought to be broadcast from
Russian short wave sites.

The Middle East has a range of
interesting stations to listen to,

particularly as the Peace Process

gathers speed again atter the General
Election in Israel earlier this year.

Try finding Radio Damascus from

Syria. II broadcasts in Turkish at
16(X)LfTC for an hour on 12.085MHz

and then in Russian from
1700 to 1800UTC on

13.61Hz. At 1805UTC
there is an hour of German
on 12.085 and 13.61MHz
followed by French 041 the

same channels. English is

heard at 2005UTC for two
hours, the first beamed to
Europe, the second to North
America.

The UAE Radio Dubai
service has English at

033OUTC for half an hour beamed
towards North America on 15.40,
13.675 and 12.005MHz, at 0530-
0600UTC on 21.70, 17.83 and

Card
from

15.435MF1Z, al

1030.110OUTC on
15.395, 15.37 and
13.675MHz, and at
1330-1400UTC and

1600-1645UTC on

15.395, 13,675 and
13.63MHz.

There's a high

powered
commercial station,
Medi-1, that beams

from Morocco on
9.575MHz from
0500 through until

0200UTC the
following day. The

programmes are in French and

Arabic, including a high proportion of
pop music with regular news bulletins
in the two languages. You can also

hear the station via RealAudio at
wsvw.medil .com

You may remember that the BBC

World Service closed its German
service at the end of March. If you've
ever wondered what goes on during
the last few hours of a radio station
that's been on the air for more than 60

years, log on to the unofficial 'Last
Day' Web site put together by one of
the members of thy. German Service

visintischulze.demon.co.uk

It has a range iff potion
taken an the last day and

at the party that took
place immediately after
the last programme

came off the air.

SPECIAL OFFER

Finally this month,
there's a special offer

from KNLS, the religious
station based in

Anchorage, Alaska - and

thanks to loanna Williams at PW's
Editorial offices for sorting this out!

Thanks to lo. we've found that
KNLS produces a couple of books that
explain the intricacies of DXing and

radio propagation for beginners. The

station has offered the books, written
by veteran American DXer Carl
Mann, to 'Broadcast' listeners tor lust
the price at a couple of international
reply coupons (IRCsi that can be

lxxight at any Post Office,
Write to English Service, KNLS,

Anchor Point, Alaska 99556, USA
and say that you've read about the
books in PW. If you'd like to tune to
KNLS, try the English service at

0/100UTC x19.615 or 7,365MHz,
and again at 1111OUTC on the same

channels. KNLS also has programmes

in Chinese and Russian.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW - UNTIL
NEXT MONTH'S COLUMN - THE
LAST IN THE CENTURY WITH
YEAR'S BEGINNING 19XX - GOOD
USTENINGI

Pete"

Web Watch
Internet radio from Latvia: www.radio.orgiv
Medi-1's Web site: www.medil.com
Unofficial last Day' Web site: www.schulze.demon.co.uk
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

UK's Premier Service Centre
12.5kHz

CONVERSIONS
Save money and keep
your existing rig. Castle
can convert most makes
and models. Call us to
discuss your
requirements

RIG CHECKS
Do you ever wonder if your
rig still performs as it
should? You suspect
something's not quite right?
Let Castle Electronics test
your rig. We have been
checking and servicing all
the major brand names for
many years. Call us for
more details.

ICOM - KENWOOD - YAESU

TS-570DG MODS - RING FOR DETAILS

MAIL ORDER
Right in the heart of England. we are well
placed to supply all the major brand names. at
competitive prices by mail order.
Before you buy from anyone, give us a call.
You might be pleased you did!

a

MAIN DEALER:-,
FOR ALL MAJOR

BRANDS

FOR SERVICE...
There really is only one
choice. The choice many
manufacturers have
made when they want
their own equipment
serviced. When you
send a repair or service
to Castle Electronics, we
do the job in house. We
do not use sub-
contractors!

Castle electrouttb
Unit 20, Halfpenny Green Airport
Bobbington, Nr Stourbridge
West Midlands DY7 5DY
Telephone (01384) 221036 Fax (01384) 221037
E-mail: services@castle-elect.demon.co.uk
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Best seller... the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast
 Lifts to 25f1  Wall mounting
 Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
 Accepts 2in stub mast  Adaptable to tilt -over
 Available hot dip galvanised BS729
 Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE

Call (01505) 503824 ISO
9001Mobile 10374 951660

or write to

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD
81 MAINS ROAD, BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA 15 2HT
E-mail: nbrovitattennamasteom Web site: www.tennarnast.com

For sales in Benelux countries contact
Doeven Elektifonika. Tel: .31 101 5282 69679 = Q E

1

I I
I I

I

I

0

AERIAL ROTATOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL New Channel
Light Duty Rotator

Continuous sndreatior. at leant needing.

Clamps to 2' 152tranl MK mast and

takes lx;138mml mac stub. mast
'Onset type mounting. Vertical load
carrying 454. Special otter HISS

, AR1201 Alignment Beefing
.40. Allows greaterfhigher head loads Fitted

above rotor E13.95.

Master
MnAnun
Duty
Rotator

2 main mast

1.4. Stub mast

Vertical load carrying 113kg.

ColarotorE3995.

Bearing BILE

NEW 19111 CAILLOGUEAVAllAILE IT AVM a ±,

AERIAL TECHNIQUES Tel: 01202 738232 E3
Fax: 01202 716951

11 Kent Read Perkstone. Poole. Dorset D112 2111 etechOdircon co uk

Q
COMMUNICAT
UNIT 6, WORLE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, COKER ROAD
WORLE, WESTON-SUPER-MARE BS22 6BX

AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR:-
ICOM, vAEsu. ALINCO. KENWOOL)
REALISTIC. AOR. AKO. FAIRHAVEN,

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS PHONE NOW
FOR A VERY COMPETITIVE PRICE

ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS OF
PSU'S. TUNERS, ROTATORS. ETC.

ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS Or
ANTENNAS. CUSHCRAF T. TONNA
CHELCOM. WATSON. DIAMOND

AND MUCH MORE...

NEW YAESU FT -90R
Size 100x30x138mm
2m/70cms mobile
50135W 114

PS) S
el\\I IC)?A )NEPHONE

FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS PHONE NOW FOR A VERY COMPETITIVE PRICE.

IONS
TEL/FAX

01934 512757
SPEC AL FFER

CABLE BULK PURCHASE
PER 100M ROLL

W519 £90 + P&P
RG213U £62 + P&P
RG58CU £22 + P&P
7 CORE ROTATOR £45 P&P

QSL CARDS
(Send large SAE for samples)

LOG BOOKS, QSL CARD
HOLDERS, EARTH ROOS.
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Boot Store
The books listed have been selected as being ol special

interest to our readers. They ate supplied direct to your

door Many titles are overseas in origin.

An RAE Students Notebook
This month's 'Book Of The Month' conies from the shack 0? Bob Griffiths G7NH8 r.
quite topical for the time of year. If you've started an RAE Course this year. then An RAE Students
Notebook could be just what you need to hack up what you learn in the lessons.

It claims to have been "Developed and proved in practical use with 80% first time passes for students" and the author
himself says that "This book is not enjoyable reading but is also essential for the aspiring radio 'ham' who wishes to make
radio an interesting hobby". Flicking through the book, you'll discover that everything you need to pass the RAE is in this book
but, most importantly, the author states that it will also help you to get the best out of the radio hobby.

This month the PW Book Store is offering An RAE Students Notebook to our readers for the price of £6.95 including P&P
UK AND oversees. Hurry though, offer ends 30 November 1999!

To order please either use the form on page 82 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote pill/ 1 1 

Popes

LISTENING GUIDES

Moe Pages

Scanning

Mao

Airband AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP3 I 1.1U Poole 152 (4.99
SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole_ _100
SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Pam Rouge
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.

Ate !MILNE LIVERIES 4tt144011. GurdO1 Endres Ill 0999
09.

(6.00
(1296

Abe BRITISH AIRPORTS Oh (deem) A WOGle 112
Ape CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 1999 A. Wright TT Reublon. Paler Rouse. 271 (10.95

(10.95Aix CIVIL AIRLINER RECOGNITION 6th Edition, Peter R. March
Abc MiLiTAITY AIRCRAFT MARKINGS 1999. A. Wrsght 192

SCANNERS 4 SCANNING INTO THE FUTURE BIN Retortion 245
t SCANNING SECRETS. Medi ,, (16.96

Abc AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE Rh &Mon 0. Duke so 99
0999AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK OM Ecktion Dowd J. &min 192

AIRCRAFT RADIO FREQUENCIES & GUIDE BOOK 2nd EcfitIOn so 099 AMATEUR RADIO
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 7th Edition_ Cola141,1 Duke 112

AFNYMES 99 . 134

0 99
0 95 Amateur Television

AN WTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION.CALLSIGN 168 0 95
FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1999 WillLeme 160 17.95 Wee WOBeineGOOM A Trevor Brown G8CJS .156 (S.08.

NORTH ATLANTIC FLIGHT COMMUNICATIONS 2n1 Edson itry sormerei 172 C1650 THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Mae Woofing G6rOM 104 (-I 5n.
UNDERSTANDING AGARS
3rd (damn Aircraft Cornmunicelions AddremIng end Reporting System. Ed 80
WORLD MILINE FLEET & MLCAL DIRECTORY .-N00 095

CH 00 Antennas & Transmission Lines
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY as aura RAVIIIIIIIANDAERIALS RPM FAIL PAM C I 95
2nd Edition Robert E Evans 01995 rs MAPLE MOOR RNOVANDOW AERIALS MAIL EM. Not 60 (1 75_260

2S SNAKE TROPICAL AND PAY BAND AERIALS BP145, EM, NM 54 CI 75
(1550
(25 00Datamodes ANTENNA IPAPEDANCE MATCHING tARRLI. Wilfred N. Cabe. 195

ANTENNA TOOUUT m_coRom) Joliet* J. Can 214
ARM. ANTENNA 800115th Edsnon 732FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Plukp tiaitheiL E11,50 04.00

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 1999, 17M 9060n..10Mg MIngeirdme- 5130 C30 00 AMR. ANTENNA BOOK ON CD ROM 45a 12900
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. Illth Edition AML ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume OM- 176

(23 00
(1050
(10 50Joel) Klingenfira ARIL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Voihrene Two..436

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. PNlip WOW C750
-208

A. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three-Med bpjsny 11411 MED 226 (11 50.32
RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL lets EOM.. Join KliMenbrio 769 E3000 ARM. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Vokane Four. (1650
RADIOTELF.X MESSAGES 125 Veers of Monitonn0 ARIL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Fee C18.50
Global Toleprktbir & Dela Commune:aborts. IM Edition. I20.00 ARM. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM VOkorral Six One CO1101511 -

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W L On WISAI & SA. Cowan ...... _ ..... _268
BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Samek. 125

06 N.,

DXTV L'
CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Eirtion. Witham 017 %SISAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX....-110
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP2711. H.0 Wight 70DM FOR BEGINNERS Simon Hamm ____ 03 95 0.50
G-ORP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOKGUIDE TO DXTV Korth Hamer & Garry Smith__ ______ .36 L395

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS..._............813 04.95 Compiled end edited by P. Cowley GYDI. & T Nsholson ILMWRLDWOLNCL 156 0 25
MASTS . PRACTICAL IDEAS FOR THE EWER. Hamer Smith C4.95 NT ANTENNA COLLECTION TRSGBI. Edited by Erwin Dow! ......... ....... 733 C10.99

THIS IS BBC TV FIRST 30YR5 OF TV GRAPHICS. Korth Hamm & Garry Smith____._ 3B C495 If ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS I11509I Lee Mason $36XN 322 (1466
THE FIRST XI YEARS Of BBC -2. Kash MOW le Garry Smith 00 95 MORE OUT OF TH14 AM 1PWP 112 (6.96

ON4UNS" LOW BAND °XING IAIIRLI J Deo0adORD 330 (2100
C1550
(9.3DFrequency Guides

PHYSICAL DESIGN OF YAG1 ANTENNAS IAMBI 270
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDO__-_---___ .52

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY UST NEW 11th Edson 460 0995 PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 3rd (damn line samara' Joseph A Cart_-_. 550 CB 46

GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1999 095 PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB AIM Hew 03800 100 0 9S.32
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 7000 RADIO Animus & PROPAGATION William Gosling 280(1580 (1999.526
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1999 .. 129
SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDE 176

(4 95 RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.I. On NISSAl & S.D. COMM wax__ 146

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK. Joe Carr -___.____100
(6.50

(1295 E17.50

VIB-LIEIF SCANNING FRECAJENCY GUIDE Bal Layer 192 SIMPLE, LOW COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO(1295 (895
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1999 (1960 THE TRUTH ABOUT CB ANTENNAS. (Orr & Cowen/ W 10.r WISSAI & S.D Cowen WAX HS C895.640

VERTICAL ANTENNAS. W.I. Orr WELSA/ & S.D. Cowan Mot 192 13_95
VERTICAL ANTENNA Ct As.sit-s LARRI.J. R Schinsen 173 (11.50

General WIFE'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK WWI Doug DeNtray WI r 5 123
WIRE ANTENNA CLASSKS tARRLI 144

(800

BUYING A USED SHORT WAVE RECEIVER NEW 4th ('Morn F Osterman 19

GETTING 014 TRACK WITH APRS. Stan Hortirpe WA1LOV . 165
(595

(1150

C11 50
C7.50

.

YOUR ANTENNA COMPANION Paul Derma 130

POP WENT THE PIRATES, KeIth Same. . 569 (1095
RADIO SCIENCE OBSERVATION Volume 1 (inc CO ROMI. Joe ...414
SHOAT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Prier Rome GIJIDKO 187

C2695 Beginners (inc RAE)
14 50

(1660
(1495
(2595

AN INTROOUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO - Now Edition Ian Poole 150
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY. tan Poole G3VWX..........282

14 99
(1499
(1196
ft9S

SHORT WAVE EAVESDROPPER CDROM .
SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS 174 BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Ray Petri GROAT _ 160
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (NEW 3rd Edelen) 450 AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK. Bah GriffeheEDNI113 76(1595SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE IM Pool* 192
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK Now Oh UMW.

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION 1115031
(8.75

Andrew Yoder
One Smith 04E211 and George Benbow G3103 .. .88

C1996 (12.50_410 PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS iRSGB, John Cass GWINWR. 165
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES John Ca,. GW41-MM. (1230

Marhime
-126

RADIO AMATEURS E XAMINATION END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS Ray PRO 000AT-104 (1395

ELECTRONICS AFLOAT. Tim Bartim ---_-92 (895
RAE MANUAL IRSGB1 New Revised Edition
THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GWIJANIL.,_- 124

(1496
1600

GROSS EDITIONS MARINE SSB OPERATION. Niched Gde.
-

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK ,BP3731
Ian Pool G3VWX 150

(1195.96
GROSS FOR SMALL CRAFT. Alan Clemmetsen 14 C11.56 (495
RADAR FOR SMALL CRAFT. THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL -C1195-98
SCANNING TIE MARITIME BANDS- 2nd Ed/bon. 165 1:9 75 TIM Ednion Ray Petro GOOAT (13.95
SHOR TWAVEMAFIRIME CCIAMUNICATIONS B.E.RA- hardson. 196 0650 TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR MOM
SIMPLE ELECTRONIC NAVIGATION. 2nd Edition Mike Cnenery 095 Joh. Caw GWONVR 101 (6 75

(895
-

YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION. OW& Coin Rednood Gain 120 6.75
WATCHERS OF TIE WAVES. Mien Fauttinei 118 (13.50

Satellite Callboolcs
JOINT INTMAMERICAN CALLBOOK CO -ROM Nei 14100

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326 F A Moon 230 0915 MOS YEARBOOK alC0101110.4 432 (1500
ARIL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edmon 150 0.50

(1995 ComputingHENNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV Dwelt Siephormon _371
SATELLITE HANDBOOK IARRL1 Now Eaton
Manse 011.00011 K2UTIC _370 C1550 AN INTPCIOLCTICN TO /FE %CRONE* WEB Ff94 RC AND MAC US146: DC 50 Bethoo NM (699

(1499 ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC EM320 R A Panful,' 102 0199
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A layman's guide Peter Pinion ..73 C100 GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PC HARD DISK BP2110 90 0 95
WEATHER SATELLITE MANE/000k Sin Edition La Reld*E Tanen WBEIDOT 193 (1550 HOW TO EXPAND A UPGRADE YOUR PC 6P450 R A Penfolt1 170 (6 99
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INTERFACING PG AND COMPATIBLES 817772 II A Poniard
MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP4021
FEMMES COMPUTER ENGINEERS POCKET 8006 Third Fortiori

PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE 11AM SNACK r ARAL )
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WE8 EXPLAINED J Shone,
5VINDOW510 ASSISTANT 1BP4541i
WINDOWS s90 EXPLAINED 18P456, N Kentain 8 P Mae/
VANDOWS HARD DISK & FILE MANAGEMENT rI3P4S61 J Gatenchr

EMC
AML IW 13001111117achcal Corn Fur Radio Fmquency interference)
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FOG
RSG8 GUIDE TO EMC.2nd Ederon Roles Page -Jones G3MT

Palm Pric
96 (499
77 095

256
2134

113
760
160
190

(1295
(11,50
0 95
C699
(699
C699

._.____. ....... _316 (1550

Historical
100 RADIO HOOK UPS 2nd Fawn heonntedl 48
nn. OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL. Edited by Huge Gensibeek___________-.280
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS THE VACUUM TUBE ERA RS Moore -141
HEATHKIT A GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO PROJECTS C. Pinson -248
HINLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 119241 _211
HOW TO BUILD THE TWINPLEX REGENERATIVE RECEIVER Undsay
HOW TO BUILD YOUR FIRST VACUUM TUBE REGENERATIVE RECEIVER, -127
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER t All 'Popular Redh Hendbook No- 11.._._..__..100
HOW TO MAKE A NEUTROOYNE RECEIVER Webb .153

OLD TIME RADIOS RESTORATIONS REPAIR. J. Carr........
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILI REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS I Roam! . 177
13E91146 BY WIRELESS THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION Ray Herbert _..___. .._27
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS 11979. 19311 _.94
VISION BY RADIO 119251 Ward im 140
DOUBLE TESLA OUDIN COIL 24
RADIO TESLA THE SECRET S OF TESLA S RADIO AND WIRELESS POWER 36
TESLA COIL
TESLA. THE LOST !NNE NI IONS 32
lESLA  THE TRUE WIRE LE SS-. - - 14
THE MAN WHO INVENTED THE TWENTIETH ta N MIRY
MCOLA TESLA. FORGOTTEN GENIUS OF
ELECTRICITY
THE TESLA MGH FREQUENCY COL 119101

(3.35
C11.86
C17 95
(21.95
0.45
C5.75
0.30
0695
0.00

(20.95
0.95
C4_95
00.95
0.65
1:3175

£5.30
03 95
C/1.75

(395

245 (12.99
120 (096

Crystal Set Books (Xtal Set Society)
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 1 & 2 Combined. Phil Anderson WOK' . 86
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3 XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
Phil Anderson1M3X1. .134
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4 Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL SETS. The Xtal Set Scram Newsletter, Volume 5_ Phil Anderson WOW ../38
CRYSTAL SET BUILDING & MORE (Vol 6 & 7 Tel Xtal Set Society Newslener ...... ....... _ 168

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY. FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. PA Kim» ._..__._..122
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS - 15 RADIO PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD Phil Anderson _.___.__180
CRYSTAL SET COOPERS, A3 TUBER & MORE. Volume 6 Kull Set Sooety Nowalenat . 128

Maps & Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK 111SGB1 50
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS (Al SOIL .... 20
GREAT CIRCLE MAP OCIOrnm a SOOrnm We
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART 340 a 520rnm
atm LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. New Ettetton 1060 a 4610nan
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. New Eddron IMO a 1180n1rn
RECEIVING STATION TOG BOOK !MGM BO

RSGB 1996 PREFIX GUIDE 32

Morse
SECRETS Of LEARNING MORSE CODE Met Frarcm

01400

13100
0 00
0.00

C11 00
CB 00

C10.00
010 50

C-3.75
0.00
(1 50
08.50
000
IT 03
075
LIM

1141 06.95

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES 194.3121. FA WIlson 134
AIR UHIFFIACROWAVE EXPERIMENTERS MANUAL Venous AArtharli. ............
AIR UNTIMICROWAVE PROJECT MANUAL VOL 2_. 190

MICROWAVE S WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY. Joseph J. Can_ 4.111

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK COMPONENTS 6 OPERATING VOL 1 IRSGBI 110
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 1150 1. ..... ........... ...120
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK BANDS & EQUIPMENT VOL 311456131. 140

Operating & Handbooks

095
C1550
C11.50
C15.50
07.50
(10.50
(15.75
C16.75

ALL ABOUT NAM RADIO Hem Morns 290 01650
AFIRE HANDBOOK 1999 HIM Edition 380 024.00
ARAL HANDBOOK 1999 ON CD ROM Ns C33 00
ARAL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDIT/ ON 420 (18.50
ARR. RADIO BUYERS SOURCEISOOK VOL 1 1 LOST Rmilave 1981 19911 290 C11 53
ARAL RADIO BUYERS SOURCEBOOK VOL1 2 irOST Aernews 1991 19931. .. 240 01150COMPLETE DICER. Bob Locher__..204 19.50
DISCO/ER:NG OXING 12114 Edition!. John Zondlo 90 050
HAM 11A040 MADE EASY CARALI Steve Ford .204 C11.50
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and Dowd Newkirk 129
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO IAARLI. Jon *unman KRIS 124

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION EIP300 ID Poole St
TRANSMITTER HUNTING  RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED
Joseph D. Moe' & Thomas N Curiae 325 0495

Packet
14 DIGITAL COMPANION. Slime Ford.
NOS INTRO. TCPAP OVER PACKET RADIO. Ian Wade G3NR5V
PACKET RADIO PARSER IRSGBI. Dove Comber GSLITZ & Mama Carl GRN/II
PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS IARRLI
PRACTICAL PACKET RADIO. Stan Horrepa
YOUR PACKET COMPANION_ Steve Fold WEISIMY ......... ......

Propagation
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION 8P293. JD Lee
YOUR GUIDE TO PROPAGATION IRSGBI tan Poole

GRP
ARRL LOWER POWER COMMUNICATIONS THE ART & SCIENCE OF ORP. R
chard Arland K7SZ
QRP POWER ARRLI
GORP CLUB concur HANDBOOK. Edited by Raw. G. Dohba G31LJV
INTRODUCING ar. DIA Pascoe GOSIPS
LYIFOs ORP NOTEBOOK I ARRD 2nd Edition. Doug OWN* WI I -

Test Equipment

110
366
266
148

140
170

C950
0_50
095

0 50
(1150
095

010 50
(1050

V SO

116 C395
08 C5 95

101 111 50
111.50

96 C9 DI
._.48 16 95
176 CB oa

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315 F.A W.laon. 122
BUILD YOUR OWN TEST EOUIPME NT Dendson . 286
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULT1METER 81.239 9 A. Pealohl .102
HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Berry Rom . 228

04.95
C1905
0.95

[20.95

Pages Priam!

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES 2. OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267 A A Penlolo.
MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249 RA Penick!. .

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MUITIMETES BP265. RA Penfold
OSCILLOSCOPES - HOW TO USE THEWHOW THEY WORK Rh edition Ian Heiman
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION 8P748 R A Pedals' ..

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Owe Smith G4F711

VHF
ALL ABOUT WE AMATEUR RADIO. W. I. Ow -
VHFAJHF HANDBOOK iRSGO/ Drok Midu411 GSPOS- -

104 050
102 C.3.50

96 C2 55
259 117 99
104 0399
170 (10 95

163 0 95

190 179 95

ELECTRONICS

General
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC C 0S7POSENTS 9P' s5 166

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 13/321 RA Penloid .182
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 E11372 HA Perdold .211
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS ICD-ROM). Mrke Tooley ./1.11

ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS P Penirld 1:1P3921 110
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS Vol. 7 1128
FAULT FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BP391 .133
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS ITP345 Owen Bishop
//OW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK..AND WHAT TO DO WHEN THEY DON'T. Goodman..390
HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC 326
NEWNES AUDIO AND HI fl ENGINEERS POCKET BOOK Ad Edition Vivian Cesel. ........210
PARTS GALLERY R. ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS [CD-ROM Mire TooIey
P1CTUTOR ICDROMI John Decker

PRACTICAL DIGITAL ELECTRONICS Fill TECHP0100151/111110mber-.-.-..-.--....261
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS sem. Owen Bilhop.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK len Sinclair. .439
PRACTICAL OSCRLATOR CIRCUITS 8,393. A. Hind__ TSB

PREAMPLIFIER S FILTER CIRCUITS 13P300 RA. Pentad
RADIO ENGINEERS FACTFINCIER FOR WINDOWS IF Rpm! D41.1 John Dawes .70K

RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS. PRINCIPLES & PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
DyoGrenber0 Motorola! Hardback
SCROGGIES FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS la ELECTRONICS Tun f
TECHNICAL TOPICS SCRAPBOOK I RSGBI. 199094 Pet H46640, 310
THE ART OF SOLDERING 8P3.74 R 111VVAtlif
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS AARE! 311
UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY f Wilson 191371.1 110

WI EB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK AAAL ! Doug DeNtrer INIF8 . 116

Data
ARAL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug CHM*. WIFE .260
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK 61356 RA. Penfold. 242
LE SOURCE BOOK IRSGEO 2nd Erldron Pee Dodd 130
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA 81316. Owen Brohop. .327
PRACTICAL RF HANDBOOK (2nd Edition!. lee !Iranian .302
RF CIRCUIT DESIGNS. Choi Baena 176

SECRETS OF RE CIRCUIT DESIGN. New Edition IliamlbarAT Jeep* Con 405
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR IARRIJ
Lea Hayward WWI S Doug DeMaw W1FB 256
SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK .320
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL PAOSPOWER & OTHER FET SELECTOR 140
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR UPDATE .176
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES !BM)! 178

Projects
33 SIMPLE WEEKEND PROJECTSCO
35 OPT° DISPLAY TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS aPIto . ..

BUILD YOUR OWN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER.. Randy L Henderson. 350
COIL DESIGN &CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160 BB Balsam 196
HOW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCB& BP121 R.A. Pedlar' .e4

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BPI92. RA Pentad.... ......92
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS Atolls: ton of enoverve animas:0 design proemial. Neese& 170

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SVVLs 81304. RA Penfold .....
RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD _312
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP175 R.A. Penfold-.-........-- ... .. 36

Valves/Tubes
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George 11 revue 350
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERIST ICS 1TUBES & TRANSISTORS!
lOtignel publishers General Electnc/ Ropubllohod by ArnIquer Electronic Supply Aritonal____475
HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, IHOUSTRIAL & TRANSSAITTING TUBE & VALVE EOUIVALENTS40
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL I .----......- 64
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 7 .42
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 3 .40
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 4 .48
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOK VOL 5.. .44
MASTER INDEX TO VALVE TYPES, BOOKS 13 .40
RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL lOrigin.al Pubbstena Mahn Comm mon Of Arnerica1
Re publrehed by Antique Elearorec Sops* lArconai
RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES IOng.nal Publisher Radio Corporation of Amencil R
e-poblidtedby Anbque
E Imo onac Supply (Amonai 318
TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK 150
VALVE AMPUFIERS. Morgan Jonas_ .
VALVE & TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS. John Lindsey Hoed 110

G 99
C4 95
LI 95

(45 00
(496

02 95
C199
01 95

E1695
C1695
C1495
(5.00
(45W
£399

01299
0195

011.96
(4 99
095

018 00

C.39 95

01999
£13.50
099

C15.50
£4 95
CS 00

095
095
03.95
C.99

C19.99
C1899
04195

C11 50
C1550
01995
(24 95
1596

(7.96
E499

0695
L3.95
0.99
0 95

0095
005

C2095
(3 95

1121

C10.50

0 95
0 95
(.2 95
0.96
£295
095
11 .50

C1050

C1050
C1550
C25 00

The books listed have been selected as be' Tinders.

They are supplied direct to your door Many titles are overseas in origin

(01202) 659930
E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpublishing.ltd.uk
FAX: (01202) 659950
OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 82

..7111=

Please
note:
Cash not

VISAft accepted
with mail
orders.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

To advertise on this page see the booking form helms. DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine

may have been obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources
Practical Wirehtss stases readers contemplating mad order to enquire

whether the products are suitable for use IR the UK and have full after -sales

back-up available The publishers of Practical ilfireiess wish to point out
that a is the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise

of items offered for sale by advertisers in this magazine

Whilst priers of i;oods shins -n m ativertisemenN are correct at the time of going to press, readers ale advised in check both pricer and availahilip of goods NA the adsrmser before ordering /arm

non-iurrer! rmiei of the inago:tne

For Sale

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100,
R210, HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50.
Hundreds available. SAE list. Bentley, 27
De Vere Gardens. Ilford, Essex 1G1 3EB.
Tel: 0181.554 6631.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for
Vintage Service data, circuits and manuals
from 1900 to the 1970s. Free brochure
from Tudor Gwilliam-Rees, Savoy Hill
Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The
Little White Town, North Devon, EX39
2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.

THE RF-KIT CATALOGUE. send 2x 2nd
class stamps or browse
www.rf-kits.demon.co.uk
Hands Electronics, Tegryn, Llanfyrnach,
Pemhs SA35 OBL. Tel 01239 698427.

INTERESTED IN VINTAGE WIRELESS
old TV's and telephones? Send 2 x 1st
class stamps for catalogue of books, bits
& pieces. etc. Old Time Supplies, PO Box
209. Banbury, Oxon 0X16 7GR.

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 1kHz-250-MHz.
20,000 stocked. 32.768kHz/£1.65,
38kHzJE1.65, 400kHz/£3.95,
455.2kHz/£1.50, 3.2768MHz/£1.95.
7.03MHz/£3.95, 10.106MHz/0.50.
10.7MHz/£1.75, 11.0592MHz/£1.60,
21.06MHz/£3.95 etc. SPXO/TCXONCX0
devices from £2.50. Ceramic filters &
oscillators. 26 page list. Circuits &
applications booklet/£5.00.
Q-Electonic Design. Tel: 0181-391 0545.
Fax/Msge 0181-391 5258.

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan
bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site,
two miles from beach, use of shack and
antennas, open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho,
Pwllheli. Tel: 01758 740712. Packet
address: GW4VAG@GB7BAY#55.GBR.EU

Miscellaneous

I BUY. SELL & P/EXCHANGE Amateur
adios old or new. Cash waiting 9am -

8pm daily. Phone Dave G3RCQ on 01708
374043 or E-mail g3rcq@easynet.co.uk
Please visit my web site www.g3rcq.co.uk
for further information, or write to
G3RCQ, 9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill,
Romford, Essex RM3 90E.

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts at attractive prices! Ring for
free list. Geoff Davies (Radio).
Tel: (01788) 574774.

QSL CARD PRINTING SERVICE No
minimum quantity. Quick service.
Economical. SAE samples: Armstrong,
"Charmis", Gorsedd, Holywell CH8 80Z.
Tel: 01352 711686.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available
from stock. Otherwise obtained quickly.
Please send SAE stating requirements or
telephone. VALVE & ELECTRONIC
SUPPLIES Chevet Books. 157 Dickson
Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk
VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED
Ham, Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for
FREE list to: Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish
G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.. Golcar.
Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.
CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10.
ECC33/35 £6. ECC83!EF86 £3.50. KT66 £35.
KT88 £55. EL34 £20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70.
PX25 £130. GZ34 £8. GZ32 £8. DA100
£150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10. Ask for free
wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5,
Huffwood Trading Estate, Bookers Road,
Billinghurst, W. Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.
E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.dernon.co.uk

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CR0 2QP.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. Fax: 0181-684 3056.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
corn in unrcat l on receivers Pre -1980.
Preferably working and in good condition.
Non working setsconsidered also domestic
valve radios. Items of Government surplus
wireless equipment and obsolete test
equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and audio
components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines.
Also, most valves wanted for cash. Must be
unused and boxed. CBS. 157 Dickson Road,
Blackpool, FY1 2EU. Tel: (01253) 751858 or
Fax:101253)302979.
E-mail: chevet@globalnet.co.uk

Aerials

E -TYPE DIPOLE 10-160m fits 28f
garden. Full sized anti-TVI models, traps,
baluns. Info SAE, Aerial Guide £2. G2
DYM, R Holman, Uplowman, Devon EX16
7PH. Tel: 01398 361215 anytime.

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC-AMIGA SSTV-PACKET Tx/Rx
interfaces from £28.50. SAE leaflets,
demodisk £1. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel: 0208-595 0823
http://www.angelfire.com/ok/g8s1b

Please this fo

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCKphotocopyCAPITALSrm
if you prefer

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm) Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court.
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ (42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address:

Telephone No 

Box Number @ 70p: Tick iH appropriate..

Category heading.
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VALVES WANTED
  All types considered  

Ask for free copy of our wanted list
e.g. ECC83, KT88, PX4

AVO valve tester VCM163

ONE MILLION VALVES IN STOCK
Ask for our free catalogue.

e.g. 4CX250B, 40(1000A, 6C33CB,
300B, 6156, CV2131

BILLINGTON EXPORT LTD
Billingshurst, Sussex

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519
VISITOK5 PLEASE PHONE FOR APPOINTMENT

SYCOM
P. 0. Box 148, Leatherhead,

Surrey KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421

Email: rubin@sycomcomp.co.uk Web site: www.sycomcomp.co.uk

Try us for:
Resistors - Capacitors - Switches - Semiconductors -
Cable connectors etc.
Plus all those hard to find parts for the constructor.

SEND OR PHONE FOR OUR NEW (ATALOCTUE TODAY!

COMPONENTS AND AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

Robin G3 NFV Geoff G4ECF

CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

If you need Valves/Tubes or other
electronic components

. . . then try us!
We have vast stocks, widespread sources and

38 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

As from 1st August, 1999 our address will be -

The Stables, Baddow Park, Great Baddow, Chelmsford. Essex CM2 7SY

Tel 01245 474147 Fax 01245 474347

R.S I Revd Tocks.,
ISO 9002 RS33906

We supply
Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses
Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

aldECMe M Ttf
Siemens franchised distributor

Diodes & rectifiers Books
Transistors Boxes & Cases
Integrated Circuits Breadboards
Semiconductors Connectors
Lamps & LEDs Cable
Power supplies Fans
Regulators Switches
Thyristors Relays
Sensors Transformers
Crystals Hardware
Panel meters Headphones
Test gear Soldering equipt
Valves PCB materials
Flash tubes Service aids

E lectrovidue Ltd. soc us si web sits: wwwelettioveluecom
Shop! Tei 0161-432 4945. Fax: 0161-432 4127. E mad salits@elecenvalue.com
68e Bumps Lana, MansMstar MIS 1NA
Mail order Tel: 0178A 433804 Fax 01784 433605 E mad salesiSoisctrovalue.co.uk
Unit 5. Beta Way. Thorpe Industrial Park, Egham, Surrey TVY20 BRE

T
HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY
1 KENFIELD PLACE, ABERDEEN AB15 70W
TEL/FAX: 101224) 316004
E-mail m.hatelyetalk21.com GM3HAT

MONOBAND CROSSED FIELD LOOPS
The smeliest efficient aerials ever designed. They ca:,
be fixed to a roof las a pigeon perch! or put inside the bh
where they work well without causing Ni. CFL's are easy to
use because they have a reasonable bandwidth. They are
EMC friendly because there .s almost :ere !eduction Field'.

To summarise -
GREATER THAN 1'.0 INSTANTANEOUS BANDWIDTH
LESS THAN 1% LAMBDA DIAMETER
Fax or 'phone for a technical leaflet.
Examples: CFL 14 30cm dia. Price: f50 inc.

CFL 7 40cm die. Price: £65 inc.
CFL 3.6 67cm dia. Price:£80 inc.

sew raft , kora.).  sea
r,rqa ,,10 g1 10.

Yip ilmdlei Cyril. VI II1 x0 NMI
4.4, mi. Rumors **KW 6..
Vim  twitl
In  Crowd NM O./MI '

loom, owe. 0. Me 0-
1. end op ,e ONNO

kiluriml in
* IN tary Orn
tor wellIngua 1w 011 ts
Iry.m/ig wmtay 1,055
Nat th myna
wog, .slintnill canon    Who. [Wow 
a. w owe rem Pr frenonnft

.a -1
Proprietor- Maurice C Hately, M Sc FIEE - Chartered Electrical Engineer. Ucenced 1950

The Kits with ALL the Bits!
Build transceivers. receivers. ATU's. test gear.

First grade components and designs.
Full, comprehensive instructions.

Excellent after sales service.
Kits for Amateurs, SWL's and Novices.

Send large S.S.A.E. (A5) or phone for our brochure!

LAKE ELECTRONICS
7 Middleton Close. Nuthall, Notts NG16 1BX

Tel: 0115-938 2509.
Callers by appointment only.

9M1 (NJilltrie
CUSTOM MANUFACTURED CRYSTALS AND OSCIL IFS

FUNDAMENTALS OVERTONES
FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE MODE FREQUENCY RANGE PRICE

E950
',THAW 300 CO OD su 15 al Mae

60Miti E875 sta OYT MOO le 110 0 Mir ER

x,7701Ait 1793 51,CNT 1100115 126010 tic
266 kik fatO 'MOW 175CON 1750 MHz 113 -

Sib OVT 1700110 725 0 Mir El

5 - OlAs avatAllfAe Hali. I 0 HC33Ai (WV
0.10 OMNI Troia* r MCEN TC33M HCIII/U v HC75.t1 mit

100 725 OMHz HUN ICSyV HCIBN HC18/THC18ITT1025411025/1HC25/11antl liC45/U

When Merl arl, norssefiet orrals abe. 2 001alt wit be supped ul itusru
w IC. F  7,- f ft., I 4.7.9,1-1 I .t,1531

Delivery appros tweet's For 5 day EXPRESS service add 50., to chose prices
Pr -r Meuse. otde Nerve £1100 : ..

rss °Menem requesteo lunarynonrals supprox toe 300 toed 8 overtones to sanat resonant opera:
PT!! applicable Oust slats the maim and melded masher of the equipment the crystals am to be

L,ailperACCIS ORS
Custom Manufactured TIE and CMOS oscillators 9%firir E7p 3C earn 1 .1 Lr

QuartSLab Marketing Ltd
PO Box 19. Erith, Kent DA8 1LH

Phone 01322 330830 Fax 01322 334904
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Order Fenn
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Photocopies of this page are acceptable

Check out our Web Pages at:
http://www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk

et AM" 71
SUBSCRIPTION RATES SPECIAL OFFER
Practical Wireless -I year.
 £28 (UK)

J £35 (Europe Airmail)

J £38 (Rest of World Airsaver)

J £45 (Rest of World Airmail)

Special joint subscription with
Short Wave Magazine - 1 year.
 £55 (UK)

 £68 (Europe Airmail)

 £74 (Rest of World Airsaver)

 £85 (Rest of World Airmail)

PLEASE START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH

THE ISSUE.

Monitoring Times - 1 year (12 issues).

I £38 (UK)

 £43 (Europe Airmail)

j £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

...I Please send me copies of
An RAE Students Notebook @ £6.95
including P&P, UK and overseas.
Offer ends 30 November 1999.

Book Orders

£

£

Postal charges:
£1.25 for one, £2.50 for two or more (UK)
£2.50 per book or £4 for two books Three or more
books an additional 50p per item (overseas surface)

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4.50 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

GRAND TOTAL

Thankyou for using PW for your purchases

PAYMENT DETAILS
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy1

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

Name Card number

Address Valid from to

Signature

1 1 I

Postcode Telephone number

Telephone number
I enclose cheque/PO

Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa card the sum of £

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow
28 days for delivery.

Prices correct at time of going to press.

Please note:
ALL PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE IN STERLING,

CASH NOT ACCEPTED WITH MAIL ORDER.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
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rre,61I-

oc::: FIR EEMAIT114=. Plett

Check out the latest way to buy or sell your gear
www.radiosportco.uk vs-

A new service for

our readers!

It's being introduced so that you can 'BUY
WITH EXTRA CONFIDENCE' from our
dealers, with the help and support of the

magazine. (See pages 60-61)

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
SKYSPY RADIORAFT DL4SAW & POCSAG

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 10' type (16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version as above. with variable hysteresis/09.99

TRANSMIT version iPocsag Rx  Fax5STViklarnComm Tul C24.99
Adaptors 25/9 E3.00. 25m/25m C3.00. 4 way RS232 Switch Box C17.50

1m 25 way cable t5 00 Shareware on 33- HD Disks .NFAX7 . HiunComm 3.1 +
Pkt mon 12  Pocsag (P02.04) + Wxgraph  Frogs C2.50 RADIORAFT V3.01250

OLSAW SSTV 11/T.21 £2.50 JVComm32 12 diskt C3.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
INCLUDING LATEST RADIORAFT VERSION 3.0

 NEW  RadioRaft V3.0 C2199  DLASAW/GSHPC SSTV (V2.3) 034.99
omm3.1 C19.99 SkySpy V1.5 EN 99 Pocsag (P02.041E19.99

JVComm32 049.99 Creative S816 SounclCard for JVComm £24.99
All pnces UK/Fire inc VAT . P&P For non -Ell deduct 17.6% VAT

All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee
Minimum credit card order L'15.00. Outside British Wes add 12.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe Bucks HP13 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: 101494) 448236

www.pervisell.com e-mail: harnqpervisell.com

n7!
imim
e&No 7/4 r

RIM

J. BIRKETT 25 The Sean

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS JF
TelCO*1522114522011 ?
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VALVE MUMS B70 v,OVIllid Int om 0 93e. BSA CINOWL WWI WI 07!41.510 CaliPM O ISp.

7:
F10.1 TRIMMERS epr. 40pr 0 Sap each. I2S1F a son. Poo's. Sump *Fr 3511

V 0111 IRIUSURTIV Fo, tastoma ARCS2 eft . Ovine ones 27 Vol 151110 Amp out III CIS IPAP
VIII RI AMPLIFIER t writ, um video, a £2510500101
AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 15- 15-15pr 0 030. 10.1020of  1250. 1C0.7050 0 CI 50. 2604000
4 r..; 'I lut).141,:i 53 SO 250 250.20.20400 0 050
RE MULNASETER TYPE 471C Up Io 1501:110714 complete enth leedu 50 Rnd rs aninnruois end Inittocoons Take,
3 0 vs. bow.% ens, s.,costO mod log untested a CO lobr CIO
RF POWER TRANSISTORS 50 14/0 100 Watt 12 Vat wed, OIL  Cl2 951122 peel

4,-44; SINTTCH iferklAYCARO A AMMAN EXPRESS cm* accepted
fief. warm hluneue Shed

C. M. HOVVES KITS Available by post and for callers.

S H 0 RTVVAV E 'CZ/
18 FAIRMILE ROAD, CHRISTCHURCH, DORSET BH23 21J
Phonc Fat 01:02 490099 SHORIVAVE ROTH \ F. 0-000 (QOM (2 12-392-i

THE COMMUNICATION SPECIALISTS
Receivers - Scanners -Transceivers

Call & discuss which part of the radio spectrum you wish
to operate and we will advise you on the most cost
effective way achieving it.
 Full range of new & secondhand equipment
available.
 We stock all leading brands:-
Airband Amateur CB, Marine Shortwave
Licence -Free Family Radio
Web site: httpllwww.shortwave.co.uk

%MI`, 101051 HO 101\1411 In IIIk0%114101 IMPORT Iiv 1130"3

300 S 1RI/s R(.11 IIRIst( III RI II R111% IN ST ItT111%. II1RI1111 RT PsRAIs., 11,R H., tIll I, I,

CQ CHRISTIAN
RADIO AMAT URS!
the Woro As,Lcar.on or Christian Pao ci Amateurs
and Listeners actively promotes Christian fellowship
worldwide Regular nets. activity days. Annual
Conference. handbook magazine etc Cam our LA
Sunday Good News nets 3.747kHz at Sam and 2Pm.
OF 144 205MHz at 3prr

for our brochure telephone 01803 854504

or write to our Membership Secretory

IXACRU
51 Alma Road, Brigham, South Devon. 105 BOR

See Internet Web Page http:l/www.woaal.org

CO PUTER FAIR
CRYSTAL PALACE
NATIONAL SPORTS CENTRE

10 & 24 October
Fairs on every 2nd & 4th Sunday of the month

*WEST MOST REGULARLY MELD
COMPUTER FAIR TNIS SIDE OF THE RIVER
Adults £2.50 NUS/OAP £1.50 Acc. U16's free 10am-4pm

ACTON TOWN HALL
High street (Uxbridge Road) W3;

Saturday 18 September 10.30am-3.30pm
Adults £2.09 NUS/OAP £1.50 Acc. U16's free

HAMMERSMITH TOWN HALL
King Street W6; Sunday 3 & 17 October

Adults £2.00 NUS/OAP £1.50 Acc. U16's FREE 10am-3pm
You will find prices at the fairs are far lower than in the shops

Both New & Used in Mother Boards. Books. Cases. Cards. CI) -
Rums. Hard Disks, Monitors, Printers. Software. Games.
Educational Software. CPU's. Cables. Telephones. Fax

Machines. CCTV. Stationery. Memory. Complete Computer
Systems. Etc.

Admission With El
This Advert OFF

InlerLink & Co Tel 0181 679 4828
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

W. SUSSEX

Adur
Communications
Belmont Buildings. The Street,
Bramber, W Sussex BN44 3WE.

Tel. 1019031 879526

Repairs and alignment to all amateur
and commercial radio equipment.

-6

BIRMINGHAM

FREE CB
RADIO CATALOGUE

PHONE
0121-457 7788

* * * * * *
SRP RADIO CENTRE

WEST YORKSHIRE

HUDDERSFIE1.1) ELECTRONICS
oaMH vtimistAst

II) t5. 21)m

S A E Mr artath
suppliers 411 new l used

amateur SM./CH equipritriii
PIX welcome

4A Crete Church Street
Huddersfield 11D1 2PT

Trill:is: 014111 4 20774

SOUTH WEST

Reg \\ ard & Co
141AI1 LILA1.11.11 10K:

KENWOOD, Icovt. AOR.
CUMICRAFT & COMET

1 Westminster house
West Street. Axminster

Devon FAO 5NX

Tel:11112971 34918 Fax: 1012971 34949

SURREY = 410
Chris Rees
G3TUX

The QRP Component Company
this xx Haskins -re Surrey tit'27

Tel 40142111 661501

4(1142141661764

KITS, KEYS & QRP
m... mime - 9sM III tem (sin SIMILIMPA)

SAE Hie I MI% ASO

SCOTLAND

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD

s,..t.a.i1a),Glearothes. Fife 8Y750F
Td:10159217549621Day or Sigbit

Fu N1.401592111111451
An, oproun horn: lmrsArt.f rules h
4riurciat %um lo ffun ['tenni Until. cfr MenttLI

KVA OM. t kE.Sis .1 1C041 WWII/ Of.41.LitS
.4 road.tuck of we u seoridliasd

rawer* ***T1 in 'WA

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP

Novice(' HiAtnateur/SWL Lquipment
lull 'arm( uor rmeiheand eittiqunrm

awilaide

18 Eitirmile Rintd, Christchurch,
Dorset 81123 2IJ

Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

LONDON

1-IAYDON

COMNIUNICATIONS
For all %our amateur radio equipment

NEW. SECONDHAND. EX -DEMO

132 High St.. Edguart, N1iddx HAS 7E1.

Td: 0181-951 5781/2

Fax: 01814515782

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER

COMMUNICATIONS
Unit S. Enterprise House. Cwmhuch

Industrial Estate. Aberdare.
Mid Glamorgan CF44 I1AE

Tilt 101685t 876125
Fax:t016851 876104

A full range of transmitting & recces mg
antennas asailahle lot the amateur

commercial market

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE F.:33c

KIINGA QRP KITS
s11%.k a cotnplete range of QRP kits

tor beginners or the more ripen' Price,
start from lust £3.95

Send en 541: for our free analogue or
check our our w MM poses:

Alt p:/e... M. kiirma.demun.co.ek

Kongo Products
Sandford *aria, 0 -Ad's. Strpri. Loot logo..,

.Verainghame ,VGIO flit
in 15.667 4191/1.

AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

N'r stock all make, of equipment
For Ihr tonatrur and I tomer.

Part F loturnKr Neiroorr

Una 0, Vogle Indusitut C omit. ,ket 16.1.
Week. V..c.hkriSuptt.M4* 0522 tlOX

Tel/Fax:101934) 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

38 Bridge Street. F.:Westin' n. Newton -
110* s,

Merseyside WA I 2 qiiA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

LONDON

N LYNcif
& Son

For all your arnaieur radio needs

140-142 !Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

lei.
0181-566 1120

0181-566 1207

EASTERN ENGLAND

WATERS & STANTON PLC
Spa House. 22 Alain Road. Hoeldt)

Essex SSS 4Q5

Tel:101702) 206835/204965
Fax:1017021 205843

futiVI..0 watenand,uunon to IA

demon u. it
/pen 9151 to 5 lOpni Mond.6%. 10 SOWN..

Men M Sl - %it plume,
l'uomiFslei in, max 1 to,

6s_
SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu.
Kenwood. Icom AOR.
Cusheraft & Comet.

SM House. School Close. Chandlers Find
Industrial Estate. EaslIcigb.

Hampshire 5051 48Y
10: (017031 246222

1017031 246206

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD

Masts from 258  Mt

AdaptAMast

1015051503824
81 Stains Rood, Reith..1vrshire. K115 2HT

ntini.nolouisintadown
Nrb 41r: mu ...bruonutor., oil
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IC OM

THE NM GOES FROM
STRENGTH To STRENGTH
THE PACKAGE DEAL OF THE MillENNIIIM

To celebrate the approach of the year

2000 we have put together two exciting

IC-/OGMKIIG packages, making this

unique radio even better value!

MILE PACKAGE

4110..ait.

For mobile operators there's everything required to benefit
from '706 features 'on -the -move'. Our package contains on
AH-3 HF antenna tuner, FL -223 1.8kHz SSB filter, AH-2 mobile
HF antenna, OPC-587 5m separation cable and both MB -62
and MB -63 mounting brackets.

Icom (UK) Ltd
Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 BID. Telephone 01227 741741 Fax

HASE-STATION PAC£1,459.1111!

Whilst for those who prefer the comfort of their shack the
base -station package is equally comprehensive,
including an AT -180 HF/50MHz antenna tuner, FL -223
1.8kHz SSB filter, SM-20 high quality desk microphone
(with adapter cable) and a PS -85 mains power supply.

Best of all, despite offering these two great packages, there's
just one exceptional price: £1,499.99 including VAT, beat that!

Of coarse, with as offer Ilk. Has there has to be a catch.
Ours is simple, you have to buy your radio package during this
millennium Both packages are available from your local Icon) dealer
today, remember for quality and value, now and in the next millennium,
you can always count on us!

01227 741742. Internet' www icomuk.co.uk e-mail: info@icomuk.co.uk

Count on us!



HF ENTHUSIASM
Yjesu, Choice of the World's top DX'crs
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Over 40 years of experience in HF transceiver design has firmly established Yaesu as the choice of the world's top
DX'ers. The knowledge that produced unequaled RF technology and design that is found in the State of the Art
FT-1000MP can also be found in the miniature FT -100. The FT-IDO while small in size 6.3" 2.1" 8.1"(160 W 54 H
205 D min :w/o knob) is large in features and performance. This is accomplished by using the most advanced
manufacturing techniques and component mounting technology. High Dynamic range RF front-end technology and
Advanced Digital technology such as DSP sets a new standard of receiver performance for miniature HF
transceivers. The single piece die cast frame, dual cooling fan system and revolutionary RF high power design
technique keeps the FT -I00 running cool and smooth in the most adverse operating environments. (TX Power
output=100W HF, 50W VHF/20W UHF) The TX Equalizer offers crisp, clear and clean TX audio reproduction that until
now was only found in top of the line HF base stations. The optional ATAS-I00 (active tuning antenna system) ushers
in a new age of mobile and field day operation (from HF to UHF frequencies). Add the optional ATBK-100 base kit
(Good for limited space, simple setup.) and you've got a base station that ranks among the best in the world.

Features
 Frequwtr.y cmerayu

RX 100 kHz -970 MHz

TX 160-6 m/144.146 MHz1430-440 MHz
 Power output 100 W 1160-6 nil, 50 W 1144 MHz),

20 W1430 MHzI
 DSP Bandpass Falter. Notch Fiber. Noise Reduction.

and Equalizer
 IF Noise Blanker
 IF Shift
 SSB, CW, AM, FM, AFSK, Packet

11200/9600 bps) operation
 Detachable From Panel
 Two Antenna Jacks

1HF/50 and 144/4301

 VOX
 Dual VFOs

 Available IF bandwidths of 6 kHz. 2.4 kHz, 500 Hz,
and 300 Hz 16 kHz, 500 Hz, 300 Hz tillers optional)

 Built-in Electronic Memory Keyer
 Speech Processor
 Built-in CTCSS and DCS for

FM operation
 Automatic Repeater Shift

and Auto -Range
Transponder System

 Smart Search'"' Automatic
Memory Channel Loading
System

 300 memory Channels
 Quick Memory Bank (OMB)

2 295.co

ilk

Fr
lra 

 Bright LCD with multi -Inaction display
 Optional FC-20 External Antenna Tuner
 Compatible with ATAS-100 Active -Tuning Antenna

System. Add the optional ATBK-100 base kit

Flo CID MEN A 1111111041117

FT -100
Ultra -Compact HFNHF/UHF Transceiver

1-1 TT
Choier of Mr World 'a hop 11.V 'en

For the latest news, hottest products
Visit us on the Internet! http://www.yaesu.co-uk

Specifications sulacct 10 Change is,,r
guaranteed only wean Amateur
andor options are standard et certain areas (-neck OM yaw
local Yaesu dealer far specific details

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 12, Sun Valley Business Park, Winnall Trading Estate Winchester, Hampshire, 5023 OLB, U.K. 01962-866667


